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PROLOGUE 

The needs of growing populations and of developing nation
al economies have in recent years brought about great intensifi
cation of land and water use in a continuing effort to increase 
agricultural production. These needs are most pronounced in arid 
and semi-arid regions, where pressure on limited soil and water 
resources is felt most acutely. Numerous technological innova
tions have been applied in the field in an attempt to enhance 
the efficiency of soil and water management. The urgency of this 
task, however, has at times led engineers and developers into 
the pitfall of hastily adopting inappropriate methods of irriga
tion, fertilization, tillage and pest control which may eventual
ly do more harm than good. Injudicious management of soil and 
water can cause waste of water and energy, and deterioration of 
the soil through salinization and erosion. Moreover, careless 
management in the agricultural field can result in serious en
vironmental consequences of which we have only lately become a
ware. It is the role of agricultural and environmental research 
to generate basic knowledge of the complex system to be managed 
and to apply such knowledge toward the optimization of all con
trollable factors so as to achieve a higher level of production 
on a sustainable basis without damaging the environment. Scien
tific research, fundamental in conception yet practical in out
look, is especially needed to adapt or devise methods of soil 
management for the specific needs of rain-fed and irrigated agri
culture in semi-arid regions, where even slight modification of 
the water economy and energy relations can sometimes spell the 
difference between sub-marginal subsistence farming and profit
able production, and where ground water and surface-water pollu
tion is an ever-present hazard. 

Some of the fundamental problems of agricultural and envi
ronmental research are how to obtain knowledge of specific pro
cesses within a complex system of interacting and interdependent 
phenomena, and then how to reintegrate such knowledge so as to 
obtain a comprehensive understanding of the way the system as a 
whole operates. Such understanding is essential if we are to 
generalize experience gained under specific conditions and ex
trapolate it to different locations and seasons. 

In recent years, mathematical modeling and simulation tech
niques, relying on the use of high-speed computers, have been 
developed for the purpose of providing a comprehensive quantita-
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tive description of the behaviour of dynamic systems. (Herein, 
we use the term simulation in the narrow sense to denote the con
struction and operation of numerical models for the purpose of 
testing theories regarding the behaviour of the natural system.) 
When successful, computer simulation can help us to reduce a 
seemingly incomprehensible system of almost hopeless complexity 
to manageable, orderly proportions. In the process of designing, 
operating, and attempting to validate a simulation model, we gain 
insight into the workings of the complex natural system and de
velop criteria for predicting its future behaviour under varying 
conditions. 

water, 
zation 
tions. 
on the 

Simulation techniques are applicable to the analysis of 
solute and energy transport in the soil, and to the utili
of soil moisture by plants under various climatic condi
Mechanistic simulation models of this system are based 

mathematical formulation of mechanisms, such as those of 
the physical and physico-chemical processes, known to occur in 
the soil at rates which depend on the state of the soil system as 
a wholeandof its component and interconnecting parts. Calcula
tions obtained from the use of such models can allow us to pre
dict how certain controllable factors (e.g., irrigation frequen
cy and intensity, water quality, soil surface conditions, etc.) 
can affect the pattern of soil water storage and utilization by 
crops. 

The aim of this monograph is to describe the formulation of 
a number of models simulating soil physical processes and to il
lustrate the results obtainable from them. Although the presen
tation is based largely upon recent work in which the author was 
directly involved, he wishes to cite, as antecedents to this 
work, the pioneering contributions of the Dutch group under the 
leadership of C.T. de Wit; as well as of other numerous scien
tists, many of whom are included in the list of references. 

The book is addressed mainly to problem-oriented research 
workers who are concerned with agricultural and environmental 
aspects of the soil system and who are interested in a theoreti
cally based rather than completely empirical approach to research. 
A basic working knowledge of calculus and some, at least minimal, 
familiarity with computer programming are assumed. A few of the 
philosophical, as well as practical, aspects of simulation are 
considered. 

We believe that the most crucial decision in any research 
project is made at the outset, and that is the decision what to 
research. We all suffer from limited resources of funding, man
power, and time, and when we decide to commit these to a particu
lar experiment, designed in a particular way, we quite inevitably 
give up the chance to pursue other, perhaps more promising, direc
tions. Hence we ought to pre-search for some predictive leads 
ahead of time, as well as prepare a way for evaluating the infor-
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mation we expect to obtain in the end. The author hopes to spur 
the interest of students of soil-plant-water relations in the 
possibility of applying simulation techniques as an extra dimen
sion in their investigations. He does not wish to convince the 
reader of the lasting validity of the models presented herein 
so much as to challenge him to do better on his own. In science, 
and particularly in modeling, no "last word" (even if it is, 
for a fleeting moment, the "latest word") can ever become the 
"final word." 

11 
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"Nature is a labyrinth in which 
the very haste you move with 
will make you lose your way." 

Francis Bacon 

"Although this may seem a 
paradox, all exact science is 
dominated by the idea of approxi
mation." 

Bertrand Russell 

"Man was not born to solve the 
problems of the Universe, but to 
put his finger on the problem 
and then to keep within the 
limits of the comprehensible." 

J.W. von Goethe 

INTRODUCTION 
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF MODELING AND SIMULATION 

A. The Concept of a System 

This book is concerned with developing an understanding of 
the dynamic physical behaviour of the natural system known as 
the soil. We have already used the word "system" as if its mean
ing in this context were self-evident. It is not. The word 
"system" is used so often and so loosely to designate a variety 
of concepts that it is hard to assign it a specific definition. 
As used herein, a system is a part of the universe which can be 
distinguished from its surrounding environment by either physical 
or conceptual boundaries. An animal, for instance, is a distinct 
entity within recognizable physical boundaries, which interacts 
with its environment through the exchange of energy and matter. 
Often, the boundary we recognize is merely arbitrary (as, for 
instance, the boundary we may wish to set between the soil, which 
is the subject of our study, and the subsoil, however it may or 
may not differ from the soil), as in nature the entire universe 
is really an integrated, continuous system. However, if we are 
to separate out a portion of the universe and treat it as a sys
tem in itself, we must have some definite criterion for distin
guishing what belongs in the system and what constitutes an 
external effect (i.e., a stimulus or disturbance originating 
outside the system). 

Another attribute of a system is that it is composed of in
teracting parts. In an animal we recognize organs with specific 
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functions. In the soil-plant system, we distinguish between the 
soil and the plant, and even in the soil itself we can often dis
cern distinct layers. A major part of a system is called a sub
system, and elemental parts of subsystems are called components. 
Of course, the hierarchy of components, subsystems and systems 
can never be absolute, since even the most elemental part of a 
system can in turn be analyzed in such detail that it would be
come a canplex subsystem. While recognizing the parts and their 
functions, our ultimate concern is with the operation of the sys
tem as a whole. 

For a long time the dominant tendency in our science had 
been to focus upon individual phenomena or processes which could 
be studied in isolation. This was, and in fact remains, a neces
sary endeavour in the development of our understanding of the 
system's mechanisms. However, exclusive concentration upon arti
ficially isolated aspects of the system can lead to disregard of 
important other aspects (such as interactions and feed-back mech
anisms) and thus to oversimplified conceptions about the way the 
system operates. Now our task is to assemble and integrate our 
fragmented knowledge of the system's component part in order to 
develop a more canprehensive conception of the system as a whole. 
We shall attempt to do this by means of models. 

Systems analysis is a term applied to the logical organiza
tion of data and theories concerning the behaviour of various 
systems into models, and the rigorous testing of such models for 
the purpose of validating and improving them, and ultimately of 
using them to predict the future behaviour of the systems which 
they represent. 

B. The Concept of a Model 

A poet gazing through his window may perceive the green 
field stretching outside as a realm of supreme serenity and quie
tude. But to the environmental scientist, it is a system in a 
state of incessant flux, where matter and energy are transformed 
and transported to and fro in a series of numerous concurrent 
processes involving physical, chemical and biological changes. 
Our mind boggles at all the many processes and variable rates 
which we know to be occurring all the while, and there may be 
many more processes at any moment of which we are totally unaware. 

The real world, or indeed any perceivable system within it, 
is altogether too complex for our limited intellect to compre
hend or to define in its entirety. In dealing with any particu
lar problem, therefore, we are obliged to take the easy way out, 
which is to imagine the system to be simpler than it really is, 
by considering only aspects of it which pertain to the problem 
at hand. In so doing, we deliberately ignore other aspects of 
the system which, as far as we are concerned at the moment, are 
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only irrelevant complications. 

Such a simplified, and hence more readily definable and 
more easily tractable, version of reality is a model. It can be 
physical, as in the case of scale models of aircraft used for 
testing aerodynamic designs; or abstract, as in the case of con
ceptual or mathematical models. 

Perhaps the most basic exercise in modeling is the develop
ment of human language. If an event is observed by one indivi
dual and not by another, then the observer can convey, using 
words, a selective description of his observation to the listen
er, who can then re-create the event in his imagination and thus 
perceive approximately what is happening. The selective aspect 
of lingual representation becomes apparent if we imagine a cave
man warning his tribesmen: "many strangers are approaching!" 
In so saying, he does not bother to add that the sky is blue and 
the grass is green, facts which he has also observed but 
probably considered unimportant for the moment. Other primitive 
exercises in modeling are the carving of idols representing for
ces of nature or voodoo dolls representing persons. Viewed in 
this sense, modeling is seen to be a primeval function of the hu
man mind in its perception and conununication of reality. 

Scientific modeling, to be sure, is a considerable exten
sion, or refinement, of primitive modeling, particularly in re
gard to its exact quantitative formulation of interrelated events. 
Yet all models and theories remain approximations; they do not 
correspond to the observable facts in any obvious one-to-one 
way. For instance, we speak of heat "flowing" as if it were a 
fluid, which it is not. But the analogy to a fluid helps us to 
grasp the behaviour of heat, to perceive it in familiar terms, 
and it facilitates our speculations. The visual image of some
thing flowing leads us to think of gradients, of a natural ten
dency to flow from a higher to a lower level. This has turned 
out to be useful and to correspond with some important facts. 

However, when a model begins to depart too grossly from the 
facts (as happens especially when it is carried beyond its limi
ted context) it becomes misleading, and we must modify or replace 
it. The complications which we have disregarded in any particu
lar model do not in fact disappear. Having once defined the seem
ingly most-important ("primary") effects, sooner or later we find 
that to refine and generalize our model we must now consider the 
next-to-the-most important ("secondary") effects, and so ad in
finitum. Our developing knowledge of any complex system is a
chieved by successive approximations. 

The principles we have thus far described in general terms 
apply specifically to the theories and equations employed in 
soil physics. At different times and for different purposes, 
soil physicists have compared the soil to a collection of spher-
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ical particles, or to a bundle of capillary tubes, or to a col
lection of parallel colloidal plates acting as electrostatic ca
pacitors, or to a mechanical continuum with elastic or plastic 
properties; in other cases they have assumed the soil body to 
be spatially uniform and even one-dimensional. We must be care
ful not to take these theories too literally, as they were bor
rowed fran simpler or "purer" systems by entirely fallible (though 
undoubtedly courageous) scientists attempting to make their in
herently complex system manageable by simplifying it. As this 
science, among others, keeps developing, its tools are becoming 
more sophisticated and capable of accounting for complications 
which previous soil physicists perforce disregarded. A case in 
point is the use of high-speed computers to describe varied phe
nomena in heterogeneous soil media, as we hope to show in this 
monograph. 

c. Mathematical Models 

Scientific models are best expressed in the concise, terse, 
objective, universal and flexible language of mathematics. We 
set an equation which describes how the system behaves, in ac
cordance with the best available evidence. Next, we transform 
the equation to anticipate how the system should behave under 
changed circumstances. In so doing, we not only summarize what 
we already know about the system, but also project into what is 
not yet .known. That is to say, we predict quantitative relation
ships which we have not yet measured. We then check our predic
tions by experimentation. If the results fit, we have a working 
model. If not, we revise our model and try again. Thus, theory 
cannot advance without experimentation (or, at least, without 
systematic observation). Conversely, experimentation without 
theory is likely to be sterile and pointless, as it might hope
lessly bog us down in an ever-deepening mire of seemingly unre
lated and random facts. 

Following are several definitions of types of models which 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. A complex model may en
compass several of these in conjunction. 

Empirical models are based on observed quantitative rela
tionships among variables without any insight into the function
al or causal operation of the system. The formulation of an em
pirical model is perhaps the earliest and most primitive stage in 
the development of any science. Thus, some early soil physicist 
of the 19th century, working in location X, may have noticed 
that soil temperature is related to day length, whereas another 
worker in location Y may have observed that it is related most 
strongly to soil moisture, even while their contemporary in 
location Z postulated that it is related primarily to soil color. 
Each could then formulate an empirical equation to approximate 
his own observation, but none could develop a comprehensive and 
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general roodel, incorporating all three effects, without knowledge 
of the processes governing the energy balance of the soil. 

Stochastic models are those in which one or more of the 
functional relations depend on chance parameters, and are hence 
related to a probability distribution. Thus, any seasonal pre
diction of soil moisture under natural conditions would presum
ably have to relate to the probability functions governing the 
time of occurrence and quantity of rainfall. 

Deterministic models are non-stochastic in the sense that 
no random variables are recognized. Exact relationships are pos
tulated, and the output is predicted by the input with complete 
certainty. Thus, the content of a reservoir can be calculated 
with certainty for all times when the initial content, as well as 
the input and output rates, are known. 

Mechanistic models are based on known mechanisms which op
erate within the model, such as the fundamental laws of physics 
and chemistry. As such, mechanistic models are often a subclass 
of deterministic models. 

Analytical models are ones in which all functional relation
ships can be expressed in closed form and the parameters fixed, 
so that the equations can be solved by the classical methods of 
analytical mathematics. 

Numerical models are such in which the governing equations 
are solved by means of step-by-step numerical calculations, gen
erally necessitating the use of a computer. 

Continuous models portray continuous processes, in con
trast with discrete models which include discontinuous or abrupt 
phenomena. 

Dynamic models portray time-dependent processes (as op
posed to static, or time invariant systems). Time is, of course, 
a monotonically advancing, irreversible, independent variable. 

D. The Scientific Basis of Computer Modeling 

Since time irmnemorial, man has been driven by a desire to 
understand how nature operates and thereby to predict the future 
course of natural events. The speculative philosophers of Greece 
tried to achieve this coveted power of prediction by purely deduc
tive methods. They sought scientific explanations by simple anal
ogies with experiences of everyday life, and questions relating 
to the theory of knowledge were answered in terms of picture 
languages rather than by rigorous logical analysis (Reichenbach 
1951). 
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Francis Bacon was apparently the first to recognize the 
limitations of speculative philosophy as a methodology for pre
dicting the future. In his book Novum Organum (1620) he argued 
that reason by itself cannot have any predictive capacity, and 
that only the combination of reason with observation can create 
such a capacity. Moreover deductive logic must be augmented by 
inductive logic so that we may reason both from the general to 
the specific and vice versa. 

Based on this principle, Bacon enunciated the so-called sci
entific method, which consists of four steps: 1. Observation 
of the real system in operation. 2. Formulation of an hypothe
sis (a mathematical model) to explain how the system operates. 
3. Prediction of the system's behaviour on the basis of the hy
pothesis (by obtaining solutions to the mathematical model) . 
4. Performance of experiments to test the validity of the model's 
predictions. 

These principles are very well known universally, and the 
reader may wonder why we have seen fit to repeat them here. We 
have done so to emphasize that computer modeling can do nothing 
more than follow the scientific method. It is not different in 
principle from what scientists have been doing for centuries~ 
it merely introduces a powerful new tool into the process. As 
the microscope and telescope have served to extend the capacity 
of the human eye, so the computer can serve to extend the capa
bility of the mind's ability to calculate rapidly and to ac-
count for simultaneous phenomena. It is not, we might add, an 
extension of the human mind's faculties of imagination or intui
tion or ingenuity, qualities which. for better or for worse, can
not be computerized. 

E. Computer Simulation of State-Dependent Systems 

Computer simulation can be defined as the construction of 
mathematical models to imitate the essential features and behav
iour of a real system, the adaptation of such models to solution 
by means of a computer (analog, digital, or hybrid), and the study 
of the properties of such models in relation to those of the pro
totype system. Alternatively, and perhaps more specifically, we 
can define simulation in our present context as a numerical tech
nique for conducting hypothetical experiments on mathematical 
models describing the quantitative behaviour of dynamic systems. 

Dynamic simulation models of the type we shall present in 
this book generally possess several essential components, inclu
ding the following: 

Exogenous variables are input variables, independent of the 
internal state of the system. They represent external factors 
which are imposed upon the system and, acting on it, induce chan-
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ges within it. Such factors are often called "forcing functions" 
or "driving functions." As such, they can be either uncontrol
lable or controllable. Thus, for example, the pattern of insola
tion (or solar radiation) reaching the field is an uncontrollable 
factor, whereas the pattern of water supply, in an irrigated field 
at least, is a controllable factor. 

Endogenous variables are dependent, output variables ("res
ponses") of the model, generated by the effect of the exogenous 
variables on the system's state variables. Examples are the pat
tern of evaporation or drainage from a soil profile. 

State variables are those which characterize the state of 
the system and directly determine the processes which bring about 
changes in the endogenous variables. Examples of state variables 
are soil temperature or water content, the distributions of which 
in a soil profile determine the conduction of heat and water, res
pectively. State variables are, in a sense, the intermediaries 
through which exogenous variables eventually influence the endo
genous variables. 

Rate variables control the rates at which various responses 
are generated by various changes in the system's state. Rate 
variables are often called parameters. As such, they represent 
the coefficients of the governing equations or laws describing 
the functional dependences of the endogenous variables upon 
their controlling state variables. 

If, for an overall example, radiation is an exogenous forc
ing function and surface temperature is a state variable, then 
soil heat flux is an endogenous response variable and soil ther
mal conductivity is a parameter. An additional response to a 
change in surface temperature is the emission of heat by the soil 
surface, for which the rate variable or parameter is the emissiv
ity. 

Whether a particular variable is classified as exogenous, 
state, or endogenous depends on the purpose of the model. Thus, 
if we wish to calculate the influence of changing air temperature 
on soil temperature under conditions in which the former can 
be considered independent of the latter, we take the former to 
be the exogenous one. On the other hand, we can conceive a sit
uation in which soil temperature is the primary factor causing 
a change in air temperature (as, for example, in a glasshouse), 
in which case the endogenous and exogenous variables change roles. 

Before we can begin to operate a simulation model, we must 
also specify the structure of the model, including its geometric 
features, dimensions, and internal sections. We must also speci
fy the boundary conditions of the model. Finally, for dynamic 
models, we must state the initial conditions of the state vari
ables. The dynamic system being simulated is assumed to be "run-
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ning," and hence continuously changing. Our simulation program 
is assumed to take over control of this "running" system at a 
particular point in time. The initial values we specify are thus 
based on the state of the system at the m::>ment we choose to join 
the train of events, either as non-intruding observers or as ac
tive, purposeful, and systematic manipulators of factors. 

A major principle underlying the operation of a state-depen
dent system is that simultaneously occurring events do not affect 
or depend on each other directly. Each event is affected only by 
the controlling state variable at the beginning of each time step. 
Therefore, if we know the conditions of all state variables as 
each time step is begun, we can determine all state-dependent 
processes in parallel. The order in which these simultaneous pro
cesses are computed does not matter, as each refers to the same 
values of the state variables. During each time step, of course, 
each process can affect one or more state variables, but the 
latter values are not updated until the time step is completed for 
all the simultaneous processes. only then is the overall or net 
effect summed up and each state variable is updated for the begin
ning of the next time step. The simulation process is driven by 
an internal clock which stops periodically to perform calculations, 
then advances in a discontinuous spurt only to pause again for 
the next set of calculations, etc. 

We must remember that a digital computer cannot perform any 
abstract analytical operations with mathematical symbols as such; 
it can only reckon with numbers. A digital canputer can add, 
subtract, multiply and divide; it can remember numbers and instruc
tions, and it can follow a set procedure or program of calculations. 
Since it makes one computation at a time (though at enormous 
speed!) it is inherently incapable of operating continuously.! 
Since many dynamic systems can only be described in terms 
of differential equations, this is a basic flaw of digital com
puters. However, a digital computer can be made to imitate 
continuous processes such as integration, and various numerical 
techniques for this are now available as standard canputer sub
programs. The user himself may remain oblivious of the discon-

!continuous integration can of course be performed by an 
analog computer. However, this advantage is offset by the 
difficulty of programming an analog computer, and by the fact 
that such systems are not as universally available and accessible 
as are digital computers. In principle, the best arrangement 
is to have an analog and a digital canputer operate in tandem, 
so that the former can perform integrations while the latter 
performs arithmetic operations and makes logical decisions. 
Such a system is known as a hybrid computer. But at the pre
sent time, hybrid computers are still rare, expensive, and 
difficult to program. 
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tinuous nature of the computer's on-again, off-again operation, 
provided of course the time steps are short enough (yet not too 
short, for the user must eventually pay for the computer time!) 

The method by which a computer is made to advance in time 
during a dynamic simulation can be based either on fixed time 
increments or on variable time increments. The latter method is 
likely to be more economical in terms of computer time when the 
processes considered vary considerably in rate, especially if 
they are relatively fast during a fraction of the time but slow 
most of the time. Under such circumstances, the computer can be 
made to adopt short time steps during periods of rapid change, and 
much longer time steps (a more economical procedure) during per
iods of slow change. 

Once we have defined a system both geometrically and para
metrically, formulated its mode of operation (generally by means 
of governing equations), and defined the values of its state var
iables at some initial time, we can predict the future values of 
the endogenous (response) variables if the future course of the 
externally imposed input variables (environmental factors) are 
also known. 

The calculation procedure is straight-forward in the case of 
non-hysteretic processes, in which each time-step is determined 
only by the present state of the system. In some cases, however, 
the process is known to depend not only on the present values 
of the state variables, but on their past values as well (or, at 
least, on the direction of change which brought about their arri
val at their present state, whether by decrease or increase of 
their previous values). Such processes are hysteretic, and will 
be illustrated in a succeeding section of this monograph, per
taining to evaporation under a daily cycle of evaporativity. 

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of a state-dependent simu
lation model which can, in principle, be operated upon in at 
least three ways, or phases: (1) Construction: If we know, 
after observing and experimenting with the prototype real system, 
the corresponding past histories of the input variables I, of 
the state variables S, and of the output (response) variables R, 
we can try to establish the operational attributes of the model 
M. In this attempt, we rely upon our fundamental prior knowledge 
of the mechanisms involved, as well as upon our intuition. This 
is how a model is normally constructed. (2) Prediction: Know
ing the expectable future pattern of inputs I, the present values 
of state variables s, and the operational attributes of the model 
M, we can now predict the future course of the response variables 
R. This is how a model is normally used for predictive purposes. 
(3) Optimization: Given I and some desired values of R, modify 

M so that I acting on M will result in R. This is how a model is 
sometimes used to guide optimization of controllable parameters 
within the system. If input factors I are controllable, we may 
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also wish to seek their optimal values such as, acting on model 
system M, at a known initial state s, will produce the desired 
results R. 

Input Dynamic System, M --------. Output 

Variables ~ Variables 

I State Variables, S ------.... R 

Figure 1: Conceptual representation of a dynamic 
state-dependent model. 

F. Phases in the Construction and aperation of a Simulation Model 

Several more-or-less distinct and sequential phases can be 
recognized in the course of the construction and operation of a 
simulation model, as follows: (1) Collection and analysis of 
real-world data representing phenomena pertinent to the subject 
of interest. (2) Definition of the problem which is to be 
answered by means of a simulation model. (3) Formation of a 
conceptual model. At this phase we focus upon the principal pheno
mena as they relate to each other quantitatively, and we conjecture 
as to the existence of functional relationships. (4) Formulation 
of a mathematical model based on the hypothesized functions. 
(5) Development of algorithms, which are logical, step-by-step 
procedures for solution of problems by manipulation of the mathe
matical model. (6) Check algorithms by making hypothetical 
calculations. (7) Programming of the mathematical model 
in an appropriate language for submission to a canputer (using 
either a general-purposes language or a specialized simulation 
language) . (8) Estimation of the necessary parameters of the 
system fran the best available real-system data. If at all 
possible, special, independent experiments should be carried out 
to determine specific parameters. (9) Running-in the program 
to ensure that it is free of errors and that it is dimensionally 
and logically consistent within itself. (10) Testing the sensi
tivity of the model to various parameters and factors, particular
ly those which are uncertain, highly variable, or subject to our 
control in the real world. (11) Design and execution of simula
tion experiments pertinent to, and directed toward the solution 
of, the problem for which the simulation was undertaken in the 
first place. (12) Analysis of the simulation data and predic
tion of the real system's behaviour under various defined condi
tions. (13) Verification (or refutation) of the model by 
comparison of these predictions with independently obtained real 
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Exan-1ine System 1 s Behaviour 

Define Problen1 Requiring Simulation 

Formulate Mathematical Model 

Develop Algorithms 

Reject 

Program Computer Model 

Estilnate Parameters 

Reject 

Reject 

Conduct Simulation Experiments 

Reject Model 

Reject Simulation 

Apply Simulation to Solve Problem 

Figure 2: Phases in the construction of a simulation model. 
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world data. (14) Modification or further development of the mo
del as deemed necessary to correct its flaws and improve its per
formance and predictive potential. 

These steps make for a logical progression but obviously do 
not constitute a hard-and-fast rigid procedure. Rather, they are 
a tentative outline, or a "conceptual model," of model building. 
In practice, there are no sharp lines between the phases of a sim
ulation, as the modeler interacts constantly with his model and 
takes such steps as he sees fit, sallying back and forth along 
the aforementioned sequence of steps, until a combination of 
trial-and-error, perseverance, ingenuity, proficiency, self-criti
cism, and good luck finally bring him to the point where he be
lieves he has a satisfactory model. 

If the model does not fit reality, we ask ourselves the fol
lowing questions, among others: (1) Have we failed to account 
for an essential factor? (2) Have we confused the issue by in
cluding a needless, disturbing factor? (3) Have we erred in 
formulating the functional relations? (4) Have we erred in es
timating the necessary parameters? 

The construction of a simulation model is still as much an 
art as a science. The decision which relations to include in a 
model and which to exclude is very much a matter of judgment and 
of the degree to which one has a "feel" for the system. An im
portant question is to establish the optimal size and degree of 
complexity of a model appropriate to the problem at hand. An 

overly comprehensive and complex model is too difficult to con
struct, analyze, and communicate. Its voluminous results may 
cloud the important issues in irrelevant detail. On the other 
hand, an overly simplified model may not be capable of exhibiting 
some effects or rela~ionships which are essential in the opera
tion of the system. A modeler must therefore seek a compromise 
between realism and ease of manipulation. The criteria for de
termining the appropriate size and level of detail of a model 
are partly logical, partly empirical, and largely pragmatic. 
There are no universal criteria, since so much depends on the 
purpose of the model. We must ask, first of all, what is the mo
del fo4 what do we want it to do, and what are the proper scales 
of time and space, in each case. 

There are in principle two general approaches to the con
struction and development of a simulation model for any complex 
system. The first is to start by a detailed modeling of subsys
tems, which can later be joined together, with appropriate atten
tion to their interactions, to form a gradually more comprehensive 
model. The alternative is to start with a very general overall 
model of the entire system and later introduce greater detail 
in the treatment of the subsystems. In practice, one may find it 
necessary to apply both approaches to different portions of the 
model and thus go in both directions alternately or simultaneous-
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ly until the desired levels of detail and comprehensiveness are 
achieved. These desired levels are likely to constitute a com
promise between the requirements of realism on the one hand and 
of simplicity and ease of operation on the other. 

G. Simulation Languages 

An important problem is how to convert a mathematical model 
into a computer program that will, in turn, be used to carry 
out simulated experiments. In this process, we encounter two 
separate, and not necessarily compatible, criteria of efficiency. 
One pertains to the amount of time a research worker must initial
ly invest in the preparation of the model. The second relates 
to the computer time eventually needed for running the model. 
Both criteria are involved in the selection of the appropriate 
programming language. 

Clearly one way to approach programming simulation models 
is to write a special program for each system to be simulated in 
one of the well known general-purpose languages such as FORTRAN, 
ALGOL, COBOL, etc. This approach allows maximum flexibility in 
the design and formulation of the computational procedures, in 
the type and format of output records to be generated, and in 
the sort of simulation experiments to be performed with the model. 
FORTRAN is still the most widely used language for scientific 
applications. With FORTRAN, the programmer has the flexibility 
of being able to write almost any subroutine that he may need for 
a particularsimulationprogram. Another advantage which FORTRAN 
has over the special purpose simulation languages is its almost 
universal applicability as FORTRAN compilers exist for almost 
every type of computer marketed today. 

The shortcoming of this approach is the difficulty we often 
encounter in writing simulation programs in a general-purpose lan
guage if we are not expert programmers and do not have an expert 
available to do our bidding. A novice attempting to write a 
simulation program using a general-purpose language is always in 
danger of getting entangled in the complexities of sequencing 
the inter-related procedures forming the model. These technical 
problems are generally of no great interest in themselves, but 
afford fertile ground for minor errors which can be excruciatingly 
difficult to eradicate. Moreover, the more complex and detailed 
a program, the more difficult it becomes to communicate it to 
others, who, trying to decipher it may become so enmeshed in the 
thicket of branches they cannot see the trees, much less the for
est as a whole. 

However, recent years have witnessed the advent of several 
specialized simulation languages that are aimed at simplifying 
the task of writing simulation programs for a variety of differ
ent types of models. Among these languages have been the ones 
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designated by the following acronyms: SIMSCRIPT, GASP, MIDAS, 
SIMPAC, MIMIC, DYNAMO, SIMULA.TE, and CSMP. These and other pro
grams have been developed with the following objectives in mind: 
(1) To provide a generalized structure for designing simulation 
models; (2) to provide a rapid way to convert a simulation model 
into a computer program; (3) to facilitate making such changes 
or variations in a simulation model as may become necessary from 
time to time; (4) to provide a standardized yet flexible format 
for tabulating and graphing output for analysis. The simulation 
languages thus represent software systems designed especially for 
users who are not professional programmers. By allowing the re
search worker to concentrate on the problem and fundamental logic 
of the model rather than on the detailed procedure of computa
tion, a simulation language can liberate the user from the tedi1.U11 
and distraction of programming techniques per se. 

While the user's time is better spent, computer time may 
eventuallybewasted through the use of a language containing sub
routines not specifically adapted to any particular model. The 
question is, of course, which is the scarcer resource ~ the re
searcher's time or the computer's? It is a question for which 
there can be no universal answer. 

The simulation languages available today differ considerably 
in the extent to which they are adapted to particular types of 
systems and in the extent to which they can render the program
ming of some simulation procedures more or less automatic. The 
decision on which language to use rests in each case upon such 
considerations as compatibility of the language with the avail
able computer's software systems, cost of progral1Ul1ing, availabil
ity of expert assistance, cost of computer time, and, not the 
least, upon the preference or experience of the modeler. 

Ultimately, some of us would like to have a simulation lan
guage with just one instruction: "solve:" Until that blissful 
day arrives, however, there is still no substitute for a con
scious effort to study the structure and techniques of simulation. 
The technical difficulties associated with simulation are only 
reduced, not eliminated, by the availability of simulation lan
guages. Perhaps it is all for the best, for if simulation were 
made too easy, we might be tempted to apply it promiscuously 
without proper appreciation of its mode of operation, and hence 
of both its potentialities and its limitations. 

H. Continuous Systems Modeling Program (CSMP) 

Currently one of the most widely used and most versatile 
simulation languages is the Continuous Systems Modeling Program 
(CSMP). The first version of this language, designated "1130 
CSMP" (for the computer series with which it was associated), 
was introduced by IBM in 1966. It was followed a year or two 
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later by the more powerful and versatile "System 360 CSMP." The 
latter, in turn, was supplanted some years later by a still more 
sophisticated version known as "CSMP III." Basically, these pro
grams were oriented toward a computer system with a core storage 
(memory) of at least 102 K bytes. According to the developers of 

CSMP (Brennan and Silberberg 1968), their main aim was to provide 
a "problem oriented" language for a user who is neither particu
larly proficient in computer programming nor especially interes
ted in making the effort to acquire such proficiency. Simplici
ty of usage was therefore a prime design consideration. At the 
same time, however, the designers attempted to build a language 
which, basic simplicity notwithstanding, could yet be open-ended. 

Some of the most significant features of CSMP are the algo
rithms it includes for automatically sorting the sequence of 
operations so as to achieve parallelism in calculations involv-
ing simultaneously occurring processes, the algorithms for the 
solution of implicit loops, the advanced integration formulas, 
the functional blocks, and the graphic output devices to help 
display and interpret the results of simulation trials. CSMP is 
entirely compatible with and uses the basic rules and conventions 
of FORTRAN. In fact, CSMP augments FORTRAN in a number of ways 
which are particularly useful in the simulation of dynamic sys
tems. The system actually consists of a two-stage compiler, which 
first translates all input statements into FORTRAN and then into 
machine language for execution. This allows the program to incor
porate all the features of FORTRAN, if the user so desires. Thanks 
to its built-in subroutines, CSMP makes it possible to write pro
grams for complex systems in compact form, which is easy to read 
and communicate. It is particularly adapted to systems which can 
be described in terms of sets of algebraic and differential equa
tions. 

A complete and concise description of CSMP is given in the 
User's Manual distributed by IBM. Detailed explanations of the 
principles and procedures of CSMP have been provided by Brennan 
and Silberberg (1968), and by Brennan (1968). CSMP models 
for various ecological systems have been published by PUDOC in 
Holland (see the References section of this book) . Specific pro
grams for the simulation of soil physical processes will be eluci
dated in the following chapters. For the time being, therefore, 
we will merely point out in general terms some of the pri,1cipal 
features of the CSMP language which we have found to be most use
ful in our work. 

A CSMP model is normally segmented into three parts: INITIAL, 
DYNAMIC, and TERMINAL. All operations specified in the INITIAL 
part of the program are carried out prior to the actual simula
tion and are not repeated every time step. All operations in the 
DYNAMIC part are performed repeatedly and updated for each elap
sed time-interval during the period of simulation. Finally, the 
TERMINAL part consists of calculations or decisions which are to 
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be made only after the dynamic procedure has been completed. 
Segmenting of the program is not mandatory, however. When no 
segmenting is indicated (i.e., in the absence of the INITIAL, 
DYNAMIC, and TERMINAL cards which normally divide the program 
into segments} , the computer will assume that the entire program 
is DYNAMIC. A particularly useful feature of the language is 
the ease with which the program can be made, at the outset, to 
execute repeated simulations with alternative values of parame
ters, the results of which are graphed on the same scale for con
venience of comparison. 

Perhaps the single most powerful and important feature of 
CSMP is the statement which causes integration to be performed 
with respect to time. This statement has the general form: 

Y • INTGRL (IC,X} 

which calculates the output variable Y by integrating the differ
ential function X, with the initial condition that Y at the start 
of the simulation is equal to IC (a specifiable constant) . By 
means of the METHOD statement, a choice may be made among at 
least seven numerical integration techniques, two of which allow 
the integration interval (the time-step) to be varied and thus 
maximized to achieve greater computer-time efficiency. Once the 
appropriate integration method has been evoked, the process is 
carried out automatically by the program according to a specified 
error criterion. If a method is not specified, the program auto
matically chooses the fourth-order variable-step Runge-Kutta me
thod. 

Another very useful capability of CSMP is the computation of 
continuous functions from discrete tables. Thus, if paired values 
of two associated input variables are given in tabular form, in
terpolation between the given discrete values can be carried out 
either linearly, by calling upon AFGEN (the "arbitrary function 
generator"), or quadratically by using NLFGEN (the "non-linear 
function generator"). 

In a CSMP program, the statements may be arranged in any or
der. Unless specifically prevented from doing so, the compiler 
will automatically rearrange the statements in the appropriate 
sequence for efficient computation. This feature can be over
ruled by the simple insertion of a NOSORT card, which tells the 
computer that the following statements are not to be sorted but 
must be handled in the order in which they appear in the input 
program. The sorting routine can again be evoked by the single 
insertion of the statement SORT. 

A group of statements forming a single functional element, 
when placed between the two cards PROCEDURE and ENDPRO, is trea
ted as an entity in the sorting process. A "super block" of 
statements which constitute a subroutine to be invoked repeated-
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ly during the simulation can be progranuned most efficiently by 
the use of the MACRO designation, which is terminated by an 
ENDMAC card. 

If a set of equations occurs which cannot be solved explicit
ly, the IMPLICIT loop procedure provides for a solution by itera
tion (a self-correcting, repeated trial and error method of nu
merical solution). The form of the IMPLICIT statement is: 

Z : IMPL (IZ, ERROR, DUMZ) 

wherein IZ is our initial guess for Z, ERROR is the allowable con
vergence error for the final value of Z calculated by the itera
tion process, and DUMZ is the dummy name used during the itera
tion for Z. DUMZ is checked against the guessed Z each time. A 
set of as many statements as necessary may be used to define Z, 
but the last statement of the loop must have DUMZ to the left of 
the equal sign. If, in the process of writing a program, we are 
unaware of the existence of an implicit loop, an error message 
will be provided by the CSMP system with a list of all the vari
ables within the loop. An example of the use of the implicit loop 
solution is given in our section on the simultaneous calculation 
of the soil water and energy balances. 

CSMP provides a number of convenient output formats. Perhaps 
the most useful is the PRTPLT (followed by a list of the desired 
variables), which causes the printer to plot the variables at 
specified time intervals (OUTDEL), with the value of each vari
able and the time of each plotted point being printed with the 
plot. The scale of the plot is set automatically by the system, 
but may also be specified at will by the programmer. The same 
goes for the label of each print-plot. 

These are only a few of the convenient features of CSMP. 
Other features include methods of ending or aborting a simulation 
run when critical values are reached, and numerous built-in mathe
matical function blocks such as differentiation, delay functions, 
step functions, ramp functions, impulse generator, pulse genera
tor, trigonometric functions, noise (random) generator, quanti
zer, dead-space, etc. In mentioning all this, we do not mean to 
imply that CSMP is necessarily the best simulation language avail
able, only that we have found it convenient for our purposes at 
the present time. 

I. Validation of Simulation Models 

Without proof of validity, a model, however elegant, may be 
nothing but a tentative exercise in abstract logic. The problem 
of how to validate a simulation model remains, however, the most 
critical, difficult, and elusive of all problems associated with 
computer simulation. 
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Many people speak and write about "verification" of models. 
We believe this term may be misleading in the present context. 
Verification, meaning "proving the truth" of a model, involves a 
basic philosophical problem. To prove a model "true," we must 
be able to distinguish truth from falsehood. Yet the concept of 
truth has eluded philosophers throughout the history of thought. 
Since all models are approximations, none can be absolutely true, 
even if absolute truth does exist and is recognizable in our 
world (which is doubtful) . 

In the words of Reichenbach (1951) : "Scientific philosophy 
refuses to accept any knowledge of the physical world as absolute
ly certain. Neither the individual occurrences, nor the laws con
trolling them, can be stated with certainty. The principles of 
logic and mathematics represent the only domain in which certainty 
is attainable; but these principles are analytic and empty. Cer
tainty is inseparable from emptiness.'' 

The truth of any model is at best partial, and hence relative; 
a model can only be "more-or-less" true. Moreover, a model can 
seem to be true in some ways, and far from it in other ways. In 
fact, what we are looking for is not "truth," or "verity," but 
validity, which is defined in Webster's Dictionary as "the qual
ity of having force or being based on evidence or sound reason
ing." 

A model is scientifically valid if its assumptions conform to 
basic scientific principles. This is important, for if we build 
a model without a scientific basis then we are merely modeling 
our own ignorance. But internal scientific validity is not enough. 
A model must also be realistic. If a model is to portray a real 
system, then it must incorporate the major processes and phenome
na which govern the system's behaviour. A model can be logically 
and scientifically valid within itself and yet fail to be realis
tic, simply because of the continual impact of factors disre
garded in the analysis which may obscure the phenomena of direct 
interest to us. 

We come to the crucial question of how well the predictions 
of a model or the data generated by it conform to independently 
obtained observations of the real system. We can better appre
ciate how difficult it is to answer that question if we bear in 
mind that these observations in themselves are only a partial 
and chance-affected sample of the real system and do not encapsu
late its entire spectrum of variable phenomena. 

In comparing model results to real-system data, one may take 
two approaches: comparison with historical records or forecast
ing of future events. If the historical approach is taken, one 
must be careful to avoid using the same set of data from which 
the model was estimated in the first place. Too many modelers, 
after building a model to fit a given set of data, turn around 
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and announce triumphantly that their model exhibits "excellent 
fit" with the real system. This is circular thinking at its 
worst. 

The ultimate test of a simulation model, in any case, is the 
accuracy with which it predicts the actual system (being simula
ted) in the future. Even here, one must be wary of the all too 
human tendency to select the data which fit the model best. (Mo
delers often develop a vested interest in the success of their 
creations and hence are in constant danger of losing their objec
tivity). 

A valid model is one which does what it is supposed to do, 
which is to measure and predict the variables which are of in
terest to us with sufficient accuracy. The key words here are 
"sufficient accuracy." To establish that, one must acquire suf
ficient evidence, and judge the evidence objectively. The acqui
sition of sufficient evidence often requires a great expenditure 
of time and effort, and then may yield only data of a probabilis
tic nature. In fact, this task may be more difficult than that 
of developing a model, which is one reason why so many modelers, 
the author included, are so often tempted to publish their models 
without validation. On the other side of the argument, however, 
there is something to be said for the publication of models sep
arately from their testing. Let a seemingly-plausible model be 
tested by someone other than, and totally independent of, the 
original modeler. The trouble is that we can seldom find scien
tists willing to test other scientists' models; nowadays most 
seem to be too busy constructing their own! 

Since no model is expected to fit the data exactly, the ques
tion is whether the discrepancies are sufficiently small to be 
tolerable. Also, the question is if the errors are random or 
systematic. The fit and forecasting ability of the model may be 
better for some variables than for others. Furthermore, in a 
dynamic model, it may happen that the calculated values gradual
ly suffer from accumulating errors and the forecast worsens pro
gressively. Hence a dynamic model may be valid enough for a lim
ited time period but not indefinitely. 

There appear to be at least three ways in which the valida
tion problem in process models can be approached (Cohen and Cy
nert, 1961). First, statistical methods can be used to test whe
ther the actual and model-generated time series display similar 
timing and amplitude characteristics. Second, simple regressions 
of the generated series as functions of the actual series can be 
compared, and then we can test whether the resulting regressions 
have intercepts which are not significantly different from zero 
and slopes which are not significantly different from unity. 
Third, we could perform a factor analysis on the set of generated 
time paths and a second factor analysis on the set of observed 
time paths, and then we can test whether the two groups of fac-
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tor loadings are significantly different from each other. 

In practice, such rigorous testing is seldom perfoxmed. Yet 
the confidence with which we can use simulation results to guide 
us in understanding and managing the real system is proportional 
to how well we have been able to validate our model. 

By way of sununary, we can refer to a statement by Zeigler (1976) 
concerning the degrees of strength for nodel validity. A 11Pdel is 
replicatively valid if it matches data already acquired from the 
real system. Stronger yet is a 11Pdel which is predictively valid 
in the sense that it can match data !Jefore they are acquired. 
Finally, the highest level of validity is that which characterizes 
a structurally valid model, i.e., which not only matches the results 
obtained fran experiments or observations but also reproduces the 
structure and mechanisms of the real system that produces those 
results. In science, we aim toward structurally and mechanistical
ly valid models which reveal the workings of nature. 

J. Conclusions from Simulation Experiments. 

When the results of a more-or-less validated model are ana
lyzed, evaluated, and summarized, we can draw certain limited 
conclusions from our simulation experiments. These conclusions 
must be based upon the systematic testing of explicit hypotheses 
over a realistic range of values of input variables and parameters. 
The conclusions should be stated explicitly and substantiated by 
the model results. 

An example of the sort of conclusions which we can perhaps 
draw from a simulation experiment is the following statement: "We 
conclude fran a series of tests with a mechanistic model of soil 
water and energy dynamics that a treatment causing the whitening 
of the soil surface (thereby increasing the albedo to 50%) can re
duce cumulative evaporation from a medium-textured soil by about 
20% during the first week of a post-irrigation dry period in a 
semi-arid climate. Thereafter, the effect can be expected to de
crease gradually and in effect to disappear after about one month. 
We surmise that this practice may have a beneficial effect on 
germination and seedling establishment where these processes may 
be limited by soil moisture but not by soil temperature. The 
practice is not likely to be worthwhile as a method of soil water 
conservation in the long run." (The reader may wish to compare 
this statement to the results of our actual simulation experi
ment reported in Chapter 2 of this monograph.) 

We note that to tQe very end the conclusions of a simulation 
model remain somewhat tentative and quantitatively uncertain. 
Yet, such conclusions give us a yardstick by which to evaluate 
existing practices and to recommend improvements. Obviously, 
our conclusions themselves bear further testing, research, and re
research, as do our models. And so ad infinitum. 
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K. Communication of Models and Simulations 

Even after construction, validating, and experimenting with a 
simulation node!, our effort is likely to come to naught if its 
accomplishment is not properly communicated. In the words of Zeig
ler (1976), "what posterity will remember is not the intellectual 
and emotional gratification accrued to the modeler (though this 
is what he may remember) . The long term contribution of any model
ing effort lies in the benefits it affords, either by direct use 
or by guidance for further development, to science and industry." 

Various modes or stages exist for communication of models: 
(1) Informal description of the conceptual model and the assump
tions upon which it was based. (2) Formal presentation of the 
mathematical model. (3) Detailed description of the computer 
program designed to implement the node!. (4) Elucidation of the 
experiments performed and analysis of their results. (5) Con
clusions about the significance, applicability, limitations and 
costs of using the model for various purposes. (6) Comparison 
of the model to alternative models and projection of further 
work. 

The mode or .modes of communication to adopt in any set of 
circumstances depends to a considerable degree on the type of 

•audience, i.e., on whether one aims to transmit the model and its 
results to potential users of the model as is, or to fellow 
scientists who may wish to make indirect use of it in their 
own investigations. Too many nodels devised in recent years 
have gone to waste simply because they were never communica-
ted, or communicated in an ineffective way, to its potential 
users or other parties who may be interested in it for one rea
son or another. Failure to describe the model effectively can 
even boomerang against the rrodeler himself, who may wish to 
return to his own model after some time away from a project, only 
to discover that he has forgotten essential features which he 
had once taken for granted as self-evident and hence failed to 
record. For these reasons, the task of modeling is never com
plete if it does not culminate in a detailed, well-annotated, and 
well-documented and readable program description. 

In this monograph, we attempt to apply these criteria in 
communicating several of our recent models to colleagues en
gaged in studies of the soil-water-plant system. 
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I. ISOTHERMAL EVAPORATION OF SOIL WATER 
UNDER FLUCTUATING EVAPORATIVITY, 

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF HYSTERESIS 

A. Background and Description of the Problem 

Evaporation of soil moisture can occur through extraction and 
transpiration by plants, or directly from the soil surface. When 
the two processes are concurrent and inseparable, they are generally 
treated as a single process called evapotranspiration. When the 
surface is covered entirely by active vegetation, extraction by 
roots and transpiration by foliage predominate over direct evapora
tion. This case will be considered in Chapter IV. In the total 
absence of vegetation, however, evaporation takes place enttrely 
from the soil. This process is the subject of our present chapter 
and of the one immediately following it. 

The process of evaporation, if uncontrolled, can involve very 
considerable losses of water in both irrigated and rainfed agricul
ture. Under annual field crops, the soil surface normally remains 
bare through the periods of tillage, planting, germination, and 
early seedling growth, periods in which evaporation can deplete the 
moisture of the surf ace soil and thus affect the growth of young 
plants during their most vulnerable stage. Rapid drying of a seed
bed can doom an entire crop from the outset. The problem is also 
encountered in young orchards, where the soil surface remains largely 
bare Dor several years. Finally, the problem is most acute in dry
land farming, where the land is regularly fallowed for a number of 
months to collect and conserve rainwater from one season to the 
next. In semi-arid regions, evaporation has often been found to 
cause the loss of over half the seasonal amount of rainfall, which 
might otherwise be stored in the soil and be available for subse
quent crop use. It is therefore important to be able to predict 
the rate and cumulative amount of water loss, as well as the dis
tribution of moisture within the soil and in the seed zone during 
the evaporation process. 

Three conditions are necessary to sustain evaporation from 
a porous body. Firstly, heat must be supplied to meet the latent 
heat requirement of evaporation. Secondly, the vapour must be 
transported away from the zone of evaporation, by diffusions or 
convection 0r both. Thirdly, there must be a continual supply 
of water from the interior of the body to the evaporation 
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site. The first two conditions can be considered to be external 
to the porous body, as they are influenced by s.uch meteorological 
factors as radiation, air temperature and humidity, and wind ve
locity, which together determine the atmospheric evaporativity. 
The third condition depends upon the content and potential of 
water in the porous body and upon its conductive properties, which 
determine the maximal rate at which the body can transmit water 
to the evaporation site. Accordingly, the evaporation rate of 
soil moisture is limited either by external evaporativity or 
by the soil's own ability to deliver water, whichever is the les
ser at any time. 

Among the various sets of conditions under which evaporation 
may occur are the following: (1) A water table may be present at 
a constant or variable depth near the soil surface, or it may be 
absent or too deep to affect evaporation, in which case continued 
evaporation causes the soil to dry out. (2) The soil profile may 
be uniform with respect to its basic properties, or it may exhib
it gradual or abrupt variations with depth, such as distinct lay
ers differing in texture or structure. (3) The structure of the 
soil matrix may be stable, or it may swell and shrink as the soil 
alternately wets and dries. As the surface zone tends to dry 
more rapidly than the interior, differences in shrinkage can 
cause the soil to break up into aggregates, or to form cracks, 
which, in turn, constitute secondary drying planes. (4) The flow 
pattern may be one-dimensional (vertical) or two- or three-dimen
sional, as in the presence of vertical cracks or slanted layers. 
(5) Conditions may be isothermal, or nearly so, or strongly 
heterothermal. In the latter case, thermal gradients may induce 
coupled heat and vapour flow within the soil. (6) External en
vironmental conditions may remain constant or fluctuate either 
randomly or cyclically. (7) Soil moisture flow may be governed 
by evaporation alone, or by both evaporation at the surface and 
drainage at the bottom of the profile. 

The case of non-isothermal evaporation is treated in our 
next chapter, whilst the present one considers isothermal evapo
ration from a stable, uniform, one-dimensional soil profile, in 
the absence of a water table, under constant and diurnally-fluc
tuating evaporativity. 

B. Previous Studies 

The process by which soil moisture evaporates and the soil 
surface dries has been studied by numerous investigators during 
the last two decades (e.g., Hide 1954; Lemon 1956; Gardner 1959; 
Wiegand and Taylor 1961; Gardner and Hillel 1962). Many treat
ments of this process (e.g., Black et al. 1969; Gardner 1973) 
were based on the concept that the soil surface is subjected to 
a constant, meteorologically induced, evaporativity (or potential 
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evaporation), which is generally conceived to 
hence, limiting, rate of evaporation possible 
long as its surface is kept sufficiently wet 

be the maximal, and 
from the soil as 
(Hillel 1971). 

Under constant evaporativity, the evaporation process can be 
divided into two, and possibly three, stages (Philip 1957, 1967; 
Feodoroff and Rafi 1962): a constant-rate stage, controlled by 
external evaporativity; a falling-rate stage, controlled by the 
soil profile's transmission of water to the evaporation zone; and 
a vapour diffusion stage, during which evaporation continues at a 
very slow and relatively constant rate controlled by the vapour 
diffusivity of the dried surface zone. 

The end of the first stage has generally been assumed to occur 
whenever the soil surface has been desiccated to a point of "air
dryness" (Hillel 1971). This is admittedly an approximation, but 
the exact value of the critical soil surface wetness at which the 
transition takes place is probably not critical, in any case. 

In actual nature, evaporativity is obviously not constant 
but intermittent, as it fluctuates diurnally and varies from day 
to day, so it may become difficult or even impossible to discern 
or distinguish between the stages described above. The resulting 
course of evaporation may not be described accurately by a sim
plistic theory based on the assumption of constant evaporativity. 

Recently, detailed experimental observations by Jackson 
(1973) and Jackson et al. (1973) showed that the surface-zone 
soil moisture content fluctuates in a manner corresponding to the 
diurnal fluctuation of evaporativity; that is to say, the soil 
surface dries during daytime and tends to rewet during nighttime, 
apparently by sorption from the moister layers beneath. This 
pattern was found to occur in a layer of soil several centimetres 
thick. It remains to be established to what extent this inter
esting and possibly significant phenomenon can be predicted a 
priori on the basis of soil moisture flow theory, and how the 
magnitude of this fluctuation can affect the cumulative amount of 
evaporation over a period of several days or weeks. 

To account for the effect of varying meteorological conditions 
on evaporation dynamics, it seems useful to construct a simulation 
model capable of monitoring the process continuously through re
peated cycles of increasing and decreasing evaporativity. Such a 
model might clarify the extent to which the diurnal pattern of 
evaporativity, heretofore generally ignored, could influence the 
overall quantity of evaporation and the moisture distribution in 
space and time. 

Numerical models of soil moisture evaporation have been pub
lished by Hanks and Gardner (1965), Hanks et al. (1969), Ripple 
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et al. (1972), and Van Keulen and Hillel (1974). The model pre
sented herein is based on recently published simulation studies 
by the author (Hillel, 1975, 1976). 

C. Governing Equations 

The flow of an incompressible fluid in a rigid, homogeneous, 
isotropic, and isothermal porous medium can be described by a com
bination of two equations: 

(1) Darcy's law which states that the flux of water (q) is 
proportional to, and in the direction of, the driving force which 
is the effective potential gradient. 

q =-K\71jl (1.1) 

where <P, the hydraulic potential, is the algebraic sum of the ma
tric potential (*) and the gravitational potential. Expressed in 
head units (free energy per unit weight), the hydraulic potential 
can be written as 

(1. 2) 

where z is the gravitational level expressed as depth below the 
soil surface. K is the hydraulic conductivity which in an unsat
urated soil is a function of the water content, e. 

(2) The continuity equation, which states that the time (t) 
rate of change of water content in a volume element of soil must 
equal the divergence of the flux (q) 

ae 
at =~.q 

These two relations are combined to give 

ae v. CKV<PJ ut- = 
which, in one-dimensional form, becomes 

~ = l_(KE_!) 
at ax ax 

( 1. 3) 

( 1. 4) 

( 1. 5) 

If the system considered is vertical, and the z direction is 
taken as positive from the soil surface downward, we obtain 

(1.6) 
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For monodirectional upward movement of water from an initial
ly uniformly-wet profile toward an evaporation zone at the soil 
surface, equation (1.6) is solved subject to the following initial 
and boundary conditions: 

t 0, z ~ 0, 8 8i 

t > 0, z zb, q 0 
(1.7) 

t > 0, z = 0, 8 > ~. q Eo 

t > 0, z = 0, 8 ~ ed, q K(8) a~ 
dZ 

wherein tis time, 8 volumetric wetness, 8i the soil's initial 
wetness, z depth, zb the bottom of the profile, 8d the air-dry 
value of the soil at the surface and E0 the climatically imposed 
evaporational demand (evaporativity), which in our simulation was 
assumed to vary diurnally following a sine function during day
time, as follows: 

E0 = Eroaxsin(2nt/86400) (1.8) 

where Emax is the maximal midday evaporativity and t is time in 
seconds from sunrise. 

To convert this mathematical model into a form soluble by a 
digital computer, the differential equations of water transport 
in the soil are cast into explicit algebraic equations, involving 
the values of the variables as they exist at discrete points in 
space and time. This will be shown in the computer program which 
follows. 

D. Description of the Computer Model 

The geometric structure of the model is shown in Figure 1.1 
which depicts a uniform soil profile of finite depth divided into 
NL compartments, not necessarily of equal thickness (TCOM). The 
rate of water movement (FLUX) between compartments obeys Darcy's 
law in finite-difference form. The wetness of a compartment at 
any moment of time determines the compartment's matric potential 
and hydraulic conductivity. 

The actual program, written in System 360 CSMP (IBM 1972) 
is presented in Figure 1.2. Apart from the formal STORAGE, 
DIMENSION, EQUIVALENCE, and FIXED specifications given at the 
start, the program consists of three segments (as explained in 
section H of our introductory chapter) : INITIAL, DYNAMIC, and 
TERMINAL. (Note: CSMP statements obey FORTRAN conventions) • 
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Figure 1.1. Geometric scheme used in simulating flow in 
a one-dimensional vertical soil profile. 
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The INITIAL Section 

This section begins with the specification NOSORT, requiring 
the computer to perform operations in the sequence listed. The 
number of compartments, NL, is arbitrarily set at 14, with thick
nesses ranging from 0.01 m at the top to 0.10 m at the bottom, as 
listed in TABLE TCOM. The total profile depth is 1 m. 

The initial volumetric wetness of each compartment, as given 
in TABLE !THETA, is 35 percent. The product of !THETA and the 
compartment thickness then gives the volume of water per unit 
area of soil surface, IVOLW (in depth units), initially contained 
in each compartment. The DEPTH of each compartment is the verti
cal distance between its midpoint and the soil surface, while 
DIST is the flow path length from the midpoint of any compartment 
to the midpoint of the adjacent one. 

The total daily potential evaporation was set at O.Ol(lOmm). 
Thus, the steady evaporativity, AVPET, was taken to be 0.01/86400 
m per sec. This was compared to a sinusoidally fluctuating pat
tern of evaporativity having an amplitude (AMP) of n*AVPET. 
The "air-dry" state of the soil surface compartment, correspond
ing to its lowest possible wetness, is specified in terms of its 
minimal matric potential head, MINPOT (in n-eters) . 

FUNCTION SUCTB is a table of volumetric wetness versus suc
tion, the latter being the matric potential head (m) taken as 
positive. At this stage, no account is taken as yet of hystere
sis in the soil moisture characteristic. FUNCTION CONDTB is a 
table of volumetric wetness versus hydraulic conductivity. The 
values used for these functions pertain to Gilat fine sandy loam, 
a loessial soil occurring in the Northern Negev of Israel. 

The DYNAMIC Section 

The following calculations are made and updated at each time 
step during the simulation: 

(1) The volume of water in each of the 14 compartments is the 
time-integral of the net flux NFLUX, which is the difference be
tween the influx and outflux of each time-step: 

VOLWl = INTGRL(IVOLWl, NFLUX~l4) (1. 9) 

(2) Volumetric wetness (THETA) of each compartment is the ratio 
of the water volume to the compartment volume per unit area 
(TCOM) : 

THETA(!) • VOLW(I)/TCOM(I) (1.10) 

(3) Matric potential is read from the suction table: 
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Figure 1.2. CSMP listing for calculating moisture distribu
tion and evaporation from bare soil under steady and fluctuating 
evaporativity. 

Tl TLE 

• AMI' 
• AVCOND 

• AVPET 
• COND 
• CONDTB 
• CUMEVP 
• CUMPET 
• CUMWTR 
• DEPTH 
* DIST 
* EVAP 
* FLUX 
* HPCYI' 

* I 
* !THETA 
• IVOLW 
* MINPOT 
* MPCYI' 
* NFLUX 
* NL 
* SUCTB 
* TCOM 
* THETA 

* VOLW 

lSOTllERMAL EVAPORATION UNDER 
OIURNALLY-FLUCTUATING EVAPORATIVITY 

UNITS 
KG KlLCX;RAMS 
M METERS 
S Sl::COODS 

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

AMPLITUDE OF DAILY WAVE OF POTENTIAL EVAPORATIClll (M/Sl 
AVERAGE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY FOR FU1f# BETWEEN COM
PARTMENTS (M/S) 
TIME-AVERAGE VALUE OF POTENTIAL EVAPORATIClll RATE (M/S) 
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (M/S) 
CONDUCTIVITY TABLE ('I11ETA VERSUS CClllD) 
CUMULATIVE EVAPORATION (M) 
CUMULATIVE POTENTIAL EVAPORATION (M) 
TCII'AL WATER CClllTENT OF PROFILE (M) 

DEP'I11 OF MIDPOINT OF COMPARTMENT (M) 
DISTANCE OF FU1f# BETWEEN AUJACENT COMPARTMENTS (M) 

EVAPORATIClll RATE (M/Sl 
FLOW RATE OF WATER (M/S) 
HYDRAULIC POTENTIAL HEAD (M) 

INDEX OF COMPARTMENT (ORDINAL NUMBER) 
INITIAL VOLUMETRIC WETNESS (M 1/M 1

) 

INITIAL VOLUME OF WATER IN EACH COMPARTMENT (M) 

MINIMAL MATRIC POI'ENTIAL OF SURFACE COMPARTMENT (Ml 
MATRIC POTENTIAL HEAD OF SOIL MOISTURE (Ml 
NET FLUX OF WATER INTO COMPARTMENT (M/Sl 
NUMBER OF COMPARTMENTS COMPRISING THE PROFILE 
SUCTION TABLE ('I11ETA VERSUS -MPOT) 
'I111CKNESS OF COMPARTMENT (Ml 
WETNESS OF SOIL IN EACH COMPARTMENT (VOLUME FRACTIClll, 
(Ml/Ml) 
VOLUME OF WATER IN EACH COMPARTMENT (Ml 

STORAGE TCOH(2Sl ,I'I1!ETA(2Sl ,DEP'nl(2S),OIST(2Sl,COND(2S) 
STORAGE AVCOND(2Sl ,FLUX(2Sl ,MPOT(2Sl ,HPOT(2Sl 
/ DIMENSION VOLW(2Sl ,IVOLW(2Sl,THETA(2S),NFLU~(2Sl 
I EQUIVALENCE (VOLWl,VOLW(l)),(IVOLWl,IVOLW(l)) ,(NFLlJXl,NFLlJX(l) 
FIXED l,NL,NLL 

UNITS SI(HICS) 

INITIAL 

NOSORT 
PARAMETER NL=l4, HINPOT=-1000. 

NLL=NL+l 
PI=3 .14159 
AVPETs.01/86400. 
AMP=PI*AVPET 

TABLE TCOM(l-14)=.0l,.02,.03,.04,2*.0S,8*.10 
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TABLI:: ITHE'l'll(l-14)=14•. 35 
IWATEk=O. 

DO 100 l=l.NL 
NFLUX(I)zO. 
IVOLW(I)•ITHETA(I)•TCOM(I) 

100 IWATER=IWATER•IVOLW(I) 
DEPTH(l)=.S•TCOH(l) 
DIST ( l) sDEPTH (1) 

DO 110 I=2,NL 
Dl::PTH(I)=DEPTH(I-1)+.S•(TCOH(I-l)+TCOH(I)) 

110 OIST(I)z.S•(TCOH(I-l)+TCOM(I)) 
FUNCTION SUCTB=(.005,10000.),(.0l,3500),(.025,1000.),(.0S,200.), ••• 

(.1,40.) I (.15,10.), (.2,6.) f (.25,3.5) I (.3,2.2), 
( • 35f1o4) ' ( o 4 I o 56) I ( o 45 I 0 o) I (1. ,-100 o) 

FUNCTION CONDTB=( .oos, .4E-13) I (.OS, .SE-12) I ( .1,. lSE-11), ( .15, .BE-11) I ••• 

(. 2, . SE-10) I (. 25 I • JE-9) • (. 3 I • 2E-8) I (. 35 I .12E-7) I 

(. 4, .BE-7) • (. 45 •• 5E-6) I (1. I • SE-6) 

DYNAMIC 

NOS ORT 
VOLWl• INTGIU. ( IVOLWl I Nt'LUXl I 14) 

DO 200 I•l,NL 
THETA(I)•VOLW(I)/TCOH(I) 
COND (I) •Af"GEN (CONDTB, THETA (I) ) 
MPOT(I)•-AFGEN(SUCTB,THETA(I)) 

200 HPOT(I)•MPOT(I)-DEP'l'11(I) 
DO 210 I,.2,NL 

210 AVCOND(I)•(COND(I-l)•TCOM(I-l)+<:OND(I)*TCOH(I))/2.•0IST(I) 
FWX(NLL)•O. 

DO 220 I=2,NL 
220 FLUX(I)•(HPOT(I-1)-KPOT(I))•AVCOND(l)/DIST(I) 

PET-'AMAXl(O.,AMP•SIN(2.•PI•TIME/8t400.)) 
H' (MPOT(l) .GT.MINPOT) EVAP•PET 
IF (MPOT(l).LE.MINPOT) EVAP•AMINl(P~T,-FLUX(2)) 

FWX (1) •-EVAP 
DO 230 I•l,NL 

230 NFLUX(I)&fLUX(I)-t'WX(I-1) 
CUMEVP•INTGRL(O.,EVAP) 
CUMPET~INTGRL(O.,PET) 

CUMWTR=O. 
DO 300 I•l,NL 

300 CUMWTR•CUMWTR+VOLW(I) 

TERMINAL 

TIMER FINTIM•864000., OIJTDELc21600. 
PRINT Covtional) 
PRTPLT EVAP,PET,CUMEVP,CUMPl::T,CUHWTk 
METHOD RXS 
END 
STOP 
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MPOT(I) = -AFGEN(SUCTB, THETA(!)) (1.11) 

where AFGEN designates the arbitrary function generator of CSMP 
for tabular pairs of x, y coordinates. 

(4) Hydraulic potential is obtained by sununing the matric poten
tial and the gravity potential (-DEPTH): 

HPOT(I) = MPOT(I)-DEPTH(I) (1.12) 

(5) Average hydraulic conductivity for flow through boundary 
(I) between adjoining compartments (I) and (I-1) is weighted 
according to their thicknesses: 

AVCOND(I)=(COND(I-l)*TCOM(I-l)+COND(I)*TCOM(I))/2.*DIST(I) 
( 1 .13) 

(6) The bottom boundary is taken to be an impervious plane: 

FLUX(NLL) • 0.0 (1.14) 

(7) Flux between compartments follows Darcy's law in discrete 
form: 

FLUX(!) = (HPOT(I-1)-HPOT(I))*AVCOND(I)/DIST(I) (1.15) 

(8) Diurnally fluctuating potential evaporation is simulated as 
a sine function of time: 

PET= AMAXl(O.O, AMP*SIN(2.*PI*TIME/86400.)) (1.16) 

where AMP is n times the average evaporativity AVPET, as defined 
in the INITIAL section. Use of the AMAX! specification prevents 
the potential evaporation rate from beccming negative and sets 
the nighttime evaporation rate at zero. In principle, the night
time evaporation rate can be set at any other finite value or 
fraction of AVPET. Steady evaporativity can simply be simulated 
with the alternative statement: 

PET = AVPET ( 1.1 7) 

(9) The actual evaporation rate is set equal to the potential 
rate as long as the matric potential of the topmost compartment 
remains greater than the initially specified air-dryness value, 
MINPOT: 

IF (MPOT(l) .GT.MINPOT) EVAP = PET (1.18) 

After the topmost compartment drops to its minimum (air-dry) ma
tric potential, or below, it can dry out no more and the evap
oration rate becomes equal to the rate of upward transmission 
of moisture by the profile (or to the potential rate, whichever 
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is the lesser) : 

IF (MPOT(l) .LE.MINPOT)EVAP = AMIN! (PET,-FLUX(2)) ( 1 .19) 

In either case, 

FLUX(!) = -EVAP (1.20) 

where FLUX(!) is the flux of water through the soil surface, and 
where the upward direction is considered as negative. 

(10) The change in water content of each compartment obeys the 
continuity equation: 

NFLUX(I) = FLUX(I)-FLUX(I-1) ( 1. 21) 

where NFLUX stands for "net flux" and enters into the determina
tions of water volume and wetness values according to Eqs. (1.9) 
and (1.10). 

The remainder of the program deals with the output and spe
cifies the format by which the results are to be presented. The 
TERMINAL section includes statements of the total simulation time 
to be run (FINTIM), the time intervals for output (OUTDEL), and a 
list of variables to be printed or print-plotted. Finally, 
METHOD specifies the method of integration, and Rl<S stands for 
the Runge-Kutta fourth-order, variable time step, procedure. 

E. Results of a 10-Day Simulation of Evaporation Without Hyster
esis. 

To illustrate the workings of the model, we carried out a 
10-day simulation of evaporation under constant and under diur
nally fluctuating evaporativity. The results are shown in Fig
ures 1.3 through 1.6. 

Figure 1.3 shows the cumulative values of potential evapo
ration (evaporativity) and of actual evaporation under both 
steady and diurnally fluctuating conditions. It is seen that the 
two evaporativity regimes being compared were equivalent in that 
they resulted in the same cumulative values of potential evapora
tion at the end of each day. In both cases, actual evaporation 
at first followed the course of the potential evaporation, but 
began to deviate from the latter during the second day and fell 
progressively below it during subsequent days. At the end of the 
10-day period simulated, total actual evaporation under both re
gimes was only about 40 percent of the total potential evapora
tion. Between the end of second and the end of the tenth day, in 
fact, the actual evaporation was only about 25 percent of the po
tential. This was apparently a consequence of the desiccation 
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Figure 1.3. Cumulative values of potential evaporation 
(evaporativity) and of actual evaporation under steady and 
diurnally fluctuating conditions. 
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Figure 1.4. Evaporation rates under steady evaporativity 
(smooth curve) and under cyclic evaporativity (dotted curves). 
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of the surface zone which had occurred by the ~nd of the second 
day, as seen in Figure 1.5. 

A comparison between the 10-day cumulative evaporation value 
for the continuous versus cyclic evaporation regimes indicates 
that the latter resulted in a somewhat reduced total water loss. 

Figure 1.4 presents the actual evaporation rates resulting 
from the same two evaporation regimes. Once again it can be 
seen that the actual evaporation rates equalled the potential 
rates during the first two days but fell off rapidly afterwards. 
The evaporation rate under the steady evaporativity, represented 
by the solid line curve, exhibited the classical three-stage 
pattern: an initial stage of constant, high-rate evaporation, 
followed by an intermediate stage of falling-rate evaporation, 
which finally culminated in a third stage characterized by a low 
and nearly constant rate of evaporation. On the other hand, the 
cyclic evaporation regime merely resulted in a series of daily 
wavelike evaporation phases which tended to damp down in time 
as the surface zone desiccated to progressively greater depth. 
Even after 10 days, however, these evaporation-time waves were 
still prominent, with the mid-day evaporation rate exceeding 1 
mm/hr. 

Figures l.SA and l.5B indicate the change in volumetric wet
ness of the soil at depths of 5 and 20 mm, respectively. Under 
steady evaporation, the surface zone is seen to fall very steeply 
to a value of air-dryness (about 2.4 percent moisture), which 
prevails after the second day. Under the cyclic evaporation, on 
the other hand, the surface-zone soil moisture content exhibits a 
wave-pattern, as the soil repeatedly dries down in daytime only 
to resorb moisture during the nighttime pauses in evaporativity. 
The net result of this effect is to increase the average moisture 
of the surface zone from about 2.4 percent to about 4 percent. 
While the magnitude (or amplitude) of these diurnal fluctuations 
in surface-zone wetness tends to decay in time, it is seen to be 
still very considerable at the end of the simulated 10-day period, 
with the daytime value dropping below 2.4 percent and the night
time value rising above 5.5 percent. The corresponding moisture 
content fluctuations were progressively smaller in the deeper lay
e~s, and exhibited an increasing time lag, as might be expected. 

The distribution of moisture in the entire profile at the end 
of the 10-day simulation is shown in Figure 1.6. Comparison of 
the curve for the soil subjected to cyclic evaporativity to the one 
for the soil under steady evaporativity reveals no differences 
beyond a depth of 0.1 m, but a widening divergence in the upper 
zone toward the soil surface. The area between the curves repre
sents the increment of water evaporated under steady evaporativity 
as compared to the cyclic evaporativity regime. The accumulation 
of water at the bottom of the profile is a consequence of the bot
tom boundary condition which precluded through-drainage. 
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Figure 1.5. Decrease in volumetric wetness of the soil 
during evaporation: A. At 5 mm depth; B. At 20 11111 depth. 
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Discussion 

The model presented thus far is obviously a highly simplified 
representation of the complex processes and interactions which can 
take place in the field. Specifically, the model described herein 
is based on isothermal flow theory. As such, it takes no account 
of temperature gradients and of thermally induced vapour transport. 
Moreover, since our model assumes uniform soil conditions, it can
not, in its present form, describe cases in which the soil surface 
zone differs in texture or structure from the underlying soil, or 
in which the surface is covered by a mulch. Similarly, the 
present model makes no provision for the simultaneous extraction 
of soil moisture by plant roots as well as by direct evaporation. 
Finally, hysteresis of soil moisture characteristics has thus 
far been ignored. 

Notwithstanding these limitations, our model does predict 
the phenomenon of cyclic drying and resorption of soil moisture 
in the top layer as it appears under typically fluctuating evapora
tivity. It further suggests that the classical concept of two 
or three distinct stages of evaporation is probably meaningless 
in the context of fluctuating evaporativity. 

To ascertain whether the results obtainable by this model 
are sufficiently realistic for any specific set of conditions, 
detailed measurements are necessary. Measurements made by bhe 
author in Gilat, Israel, indicate a day-night fluctuation of 2 to 
3 percent volumetric moisture in the apparently dry surface centi
metre of a bare soil, which indeed corresponds to the range of 
variation predicted by our model after the initial drying phase 
of, say, the first few days. However, the results obtainable by 
an isothermal model should be compared with more detailed experi
mental measurements, and eventually to the predictions obtainable 
by means of a more comprehensive model based on the simultaneous 
flow of moisture, heat,and possibly also of solutes, in the soil 
surface zone, taking hysteresis into account. 

F. Modification of Model to Account for the Effect of Hysteresis 
on eyclic Evaporation 

Definable as the dependence of the equilibrium state of soil 
moisture (namely, the relation between wetness and suction) upon 
the direction of the antecedent process (whether sorption or de
sorption), soil moisture hysteresis was first studied by Haines 
(1930), and later by Miller and Miller (1956), Youngs (1960), 
Poulovassilis (1962) and many others. More recently, several in
vestigators (e.g., Rubin 1967; Bresler et al. 1969; Vachaud and 
Thony 1971) have studied the effect of hysteresis on soil water 
dynamics, particularly during the postinfiltration redistribution 
phase, in which hysteresis appears to inhibit the downward drain
age of water from the infiltration-wetted top layer. 
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While we still do not have any direct experimental evidence 
on the role of hysteresis in the diurnal cycle of evaporation, we 
can conjecture in principle that it might reinforce the tendency 
toward retardation of evaporation resulting from the diurnal fluc
tuation of evaporativity. After its strong daytime desiccation, 
the surface zone of the soil draws moisture from below during the 
night, so that the bop layer is in a process of sorption while 
the underlying donor layer is in a process of desorption. In 
principle, the hysteresis phenomenon makes it possible for a sorb
ing zone of soil to approach potential equilibrium with a desorb
ing zone of the same soil while the former is at a lower moisture 
content, and hence at a lower value of hydraulic conductivity. It 
would seem to follow that the hysteresis effect can contribute 
to the self-arresting tendency of the evaporation process by caus
ing it to fall below the potential rate earlier than it would if 
hysteresis were nonexistent. 

We therefore modified our evaporation model to test this hy
pothesis and to indicate the possible extent of the conjectured 
effect of hysteresis upon the rate and cumulative amount of evapo
ration over a period of several days. 

Description of the Submodel 

This section should be considered in conjunction with the 
program given in Figure 1.2. The INITIAL section of the modi
fied program includes five soil moisture characteristic functions, 
four more than the original program. The original FUNCTION SUCTB 
(a table of volumetric wetness versus matric suction) corresponds 
to the primary desorption curve, henceforth to be designated PDC, 
as measured for Gilat fine sandy loam from southern Israel. The 
other four tabulated functions (SUCTWl, SUCTW2, SUCTW3, SUCTW4) 
represent hypothetical sorption curves of successively greater 
displacement from PDC, as shown in Fig. 1.7. 

Three methods of transition from a desorption to a sorption 
curve, and vice versa, were tried and their results compared: 
instantaneous, delayed, and scanning transition. 

To provide instantaneous transition, a single statement was 
added to the DO 200 loop in the DYNAMIC section of the program. 
Following the original procedure for calculating the matric po
tential at each layer (MPOT(I)) by interpolation within the SUCTB 
function, i.e., 

MPOT(I) : -AFGEN(SUCTB, THETA(!)) 

the following statement was included: 

IF (NFLUX(I) .GE.O.)MPOT(I) = AFGEN(SUCTWl, THETA(!)) where 
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Figure 1.7. The soil moisture characteristic curves used 
to test the effect of hysteresis on evaporation, including a 
primary desorption curve and several hypothetical sorption curves. 
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NFLUX(I), the "net flux," stands for the change of water content 
of any compartment, indexed (I), during any time increment. If 
NFLUX(I) is greater than zero, then the soil element in question 
is in the process of sorbing water, and its characteristic func
tion is immediately shifted from the desorption curve embodied 
in SUCTB to any one of the sorption curves we may wish to desig
nate, whether SUCTWl, SUCTW2, SUCTW3, or SUCTW4. 

To provide delayed transition between the desorption and 
sorption functions, the following sequence of statements is in
serted into the DO 200 loop in lieu of the MFOT(I) statement: 

MIMPLS = IMPULS(360.,360.) 
HIMPLS = IMPULS(3600.,3600.) 
IF(MIMPLS.NE.l.)GO TO 888 
DO 777 I-=l,NL 

777 TNFLW(I) = TNFLW(I)+NFLUX(I) 
888 CONTINUE 

IF(HIMPLS.NE.l.)GO TO 1001 
DO 999 I=l,NL 
K = 1 
IF(TNFLW(I) .GE.0.0)K 2 

999 TNFLW(I) = 0. 
1001 CONTINUE 
2001 MPOT(I) = -AFGEN(SUCTB, THETA(I)) 

GO T0(2001,2002)K 
GO TO 2003 

2002 MPOT(I) = -AFGEN(SUCTWl, THETA(I)) 
2003 CONTINUE 

This procedure in CSMP instructs the computer to read the 
NFLUX(I) value every 360 seconds and to sum up these values for 
each elapsed hour (3600 seconds). Only if the hourly total of the 
net flux, TNFLUX(I), is positive, matric potential MPOT(I) is 
determined from the specified sorption function; otherwise it is 
determined from the desorption function, SUCTB. 

To simulate scanning transition between the desorption and 
sorption functions, the following subroutine is inserted into the 
DO 200 loop: 

ALT(I) = O. 
A= AFGEN(SUCTB, THETA(I)) 
B = AFGEN(SUCTWl, THETA(I)) 
!F(NFLUX(I))500.500.600 

500 IF(ALT(I).EQ.0.)TS(I) = THETA(I) 
ALT(I) = 1. 
X = B+(A-B)*(l.-EXP(ALFA*ABS(THETA(I)-TS(I)))) 
GO TO 700 

600 IF(ALT(I) .EQ.l.)TS(I) = THETA(I) 
ALT(I) = O. 
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X = A-(A-B)*(l. -EXP(ALFA*ABS(THETA(I)-TS(I)))) 
700 MPOT(I) = -X 

Herein, X is the suction during scanning corresponding to the 
wetness THETA(!), A is the suction value corresponding to the wet
ness value of a previously desorbing soil layer at the moment it 
begins to sorb water, B is the suction value of a previously sorb
ing layer at the moment it begins to desorb, and ALFA is a constant 
empirically set equal to -0.5. This procedure allows the suction 
wetness function to loop back and forth on an exponential scanning 
curve within any interval between two specified primary branches of 
the hysteretic soil moisture characteristic. 

G. Results of a 10-Day Simulation With Hysteresis Taken Into 
Account. 

The results in principle of introducing the hysteretic phen
omenon into our simulation of evaporation are summarized in Table 
1.1. 

The data indicate a systematic reduction of cumulative evapo
ration with increasing magnitude of the hysteresis range (as in
dicated by the relative displacement of the four sorption curves 
from the primary desorption curve, shown in Fig. 1.7). Moreover, 
the data indicate that the delayed transitions between the sorp
tion and desorption curves consistently yielded lower values of 
evaporation than the corresponding instantaneous transitions, 
while the scanning transition gave intermediate values. At its 
greatest, however, the reduction of evaporation due to hysteresis, 
as calculated, amounted to about 33 percent of the nonhysteretic 
evaporation. 

The CClllparison shown in Table 1.1 between the cumulative 
evaporation where the primary desorption curve (PDC) was used 
without hysteresis (37.Brnrn) and the case where sorption curve 
no. 4 was used without hysteresis (19.6 mm) in effect pertains to 
two different soils having different pore size distributions. 
The soil represented by the latter case is more like a coarse
texture soil than like a loam such as is represented by PDC. The 
data suggest that differences in soil moisture characteristics 
can strongly influence cumulative evaporation, but this point is 
incidental to the main thrust of the present paper. 

Since the differences among the various assumed hysteretic 
ranges in terms of total evaporation were rather small (though 
systematic), only the extreme values were included in the subse
quent figures (i.e., the no-hysteresis values of PDC versus the 
instantaneous and delayed hysteresis values for the reciprocal 
transition between PDC and the function represented by SUCTW4, 
with the latter designated SC4). 
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TABLE 1.1. 

Comparison of 10-day cumulative evaporation values 
(mm) from a bare soil: without hysteresis, and 
with four assumed ranges of hysteresis calculated 
on the basis of instantaneous, time-delayed, or 
scanning transitions between the desorption and 
sorption characteristic functions. 

Characteristic Ins tan- Delayed Scanning-
functions: taneous transition loop 

transition transition 

SUCTB-SUCTWl 36.4 35.0 36.0 
SUCTB-SUCTW2 34.8 31.3 33.2 
SUCTB-SUCTW3 33.1 26.7 32.3 
SUCTB-SUCTW4 32.9 25.4 31.3 

SUCTB, no hysteresis 37.8 
SUCTW4, no hysteresis 19.6 

Potential evaporation 99.9 
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Figure 1.8. Cumulative evaporation computed under diurnally 
cyclic evaporativity (bold line). Solid line: assuming primary 
desorption curve (PDC) without hysteresis. Dashed line (A): 
assuming instantaneous hysteresis between PDC and sorption curve 
4 (SC4) . Dotted line (B) : assuming delayed hysteresis between 
PDC and SC4. Dot-dash line (C): assuming scanning loops. 
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Figure 1.9. Change in volumetric wetness of soil surface 
zone (5 mm depth) during diurnally cyclic evaporation. Solid 
line: assuming primary desorption curve (PDC) without hysteresis. 
Dashed line: assuming instantaneous hysteresis between PDC and 
sorption curve 4 (SC4); dotted line: assuming delayed hysteresis 
between PDC and SC4. The pattern for scanning hysteresis was 
intermediate between those for instantaneous and delayed hysteresis. 
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The time-course of cumulative evaporation for each of these 
characteristic functions is illustrated in Fig. 1.8. 

The probable reason for these differences is illustrated in 
Fig. 1.9, which gives the continuous variation of the surface
zone moisture content during the 10 successive diurnal cycles of 
the simulation period. All three soil conditions illustrated are 
seen to behave similarly only during the first half day of mono
tonic drying. Already in the afternoon of that first day, how
ever, as the evaporational demand falls below its noontime peak 
(eventually to become zero during the night) differences begin to 
occur in the rate of rewetting of the surface zone. The resorp
tion process is markedly inhibited in the hysteretic soil as a
gainst the nonhysteretic soil, and more so where the transition 
from the sorption to the desorption characteristic functions was 
delayed rather than instantaneous. This effect is repeated dur
ing each afternoon and nighttime resorption phase, and is still 
discernible during the daily desorption phases. 

Finally, Fig. 1.10 gives the distribution of soil moisture 
at the end of the 10-day period of simulated evaporation, as af
fected by hysteresis. The hysteretic profiles indicated lower 
water contents at the top 10 cm or so, and appreciably higher 
water contents throughout the lower half-metre or so, than in the 
case of the nonhysteretic profile. This is an additional reflec
tion of the role of hysteresis in reducing the tendency of the 
uppermost soil layer to resorb water by suction from the underly
ing moist layers during periods of low or zero evaporation. 

Discussion 

The present simulation of evaporation from a uniform soil, 
while more realistic than the original hydraulic model upon which 
it was based, still does not take into account such factors as 
thermal gradients, vapour transfer, and the possible presence of a 
surface mulch. While such factors have been included in recent 
simulation models (e.g., van Bavel and Hillel 1975; Hillel et al. 
1975), they were not essential to the limited objective of this 
study, which was to determine the specific role of hysteresis 
during evaporation. Another principal aspect of our simulation 
is the assumption that hydraulic conductivity is a unique and 
single-valued function of soil wetness, regardless of the hystere
tic nature of the suction function. Although this assumption is 
widely accepted as a working hypothesis at present, it may justify 
closer scrutiny before it can be taken for granted in general. 

The procedures we used for the transition between the sorp
tion and desorption characteristic functions can also be faulted 
for being arbitrary. Here again we are faced with insufficient 
knowledge of the transition characteristics of real soils. Al
though scanning loops have been studied rather extensively, 
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Figure 1.10. Moisture distribution in the soil profile at 
the end of a 10-day period of simulated evaporation, under diur
nally cyclic evaporativity. Solid line: assuming primary desorp
tion curve (PIX::) without hysteresis. Dashed line: assuming in
stantaneous hysteresis between PDC and sorption curve 4 (SC4); 
dotted line: assuming delayed hysteresis between PDC and SC4. 
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there are still conflicting opinions on the shape and uniqueness 
of these curves (e.g., Davidson et al. 1966; Vachaud and Thony 
1971). In modeling hysteretic effects, Whisler and Klute (1965) 
used arbitrary scanning curves, Bresler et al. (1969) assumed 
straight-line scanning with a slope dependent on the transition 
point, whereas Staple (1969) determined intermediate scanning 
curves by interpolation between the main hysteresis branches of 
the soil moisture characteristic. 

In our case, the results obtained with three methods of 
transition, though arbitrary, appear to be sufficient to confirm 
in principle that the hypothesis regarding the inhibiting effect 
of hysteresis on cyclic evaporation is essentially valid. This 
finding, in turn, suggests the development of a method to reduce 
evaporation artificially by a treatment designed to cause the 
rapid desiccation of the soil surface. The possible magnitude 
of the effect, and the extent to which it can be induced and 
controlled in practice, remain to be tested in actual field 
conditions. 
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II. NON-ISOTHERMAL EVAPORATION OF SOIL WATER, 
INCLUDING THE EFFECT OF SURFACE REFLECTIVITY 

A. Description of the Problem 

In the model of isothermal evaporation given in the previous 
chapter, potential evaporation (evaporativity) was introduced as 
an external forcing function. No account was taken of the surface 
radiation balance or of the soil's energy balance, including such 
processes as absorption and conduction of heat by the soil and ex
change of heat between the soil and the atmosphere. Thus, the 
thermally-induced transport of vapour in the soil surf ace zone was 
completely ignored. 

During non-isothermal evaporation, coupled flow takes place 
between vapour and liquid water. Vapour can diffuse through the 
continuous air-filled pores. However, vapour transport has been 
found to exceed the rate predictable on the basis of diffusion a
lone. According to Philip and de Vries (1957) , vapour movement 
apparently occurs by a complex sequential process of evaporation, 
short-range diffusion, condensation in capillary pockets of liquid, 
short-range liquid flow, re-evaporation, etc. Liquid flow is pro
bably the dominant mechanism of water movement in wet, nearly iso
thermal soil, whereas coupled flow probably takes place at inter
mediate moisture contents and where temperature gradients are ap
preciable; finally, vapour diffusion is likely to be the dominant 
mechanism of water transport in the low moisture range (such as in 
a desiccated surface-layer). 

A rather comprehensive simulation model of non-isothermal 
evaporation, based on the use of actual weather data (radiation, 
air temperature and humidity, and wind speed) as inputs, and al
lowing the calculation of evaporative demand rather than its im
position as a forcing function, has recently been published by van 
Bavel and Hillel (1975, 1977). In addition to the storage and dis
position of water in the soil profile, this model can predict par
titioning of radiant energy into sensible and latent heat and the 
resulting pattern of soil temperature. This chapter is based 
largely on that model. 

Knowledge of soil moisture and temperature can be important 
in field practice, particularly insofar as these can be affected 
by controllable factors such as surface albedo, roughness, and the 
presence of a mulch. The need for a simulation approach arises be-
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cause of the highly complex and dynamic nature of so many variables 
and interactions which together comprise the system of interest. 
It seems well-nigh impossible to obtain analytical solutions 
of the governing equations of the system without introducing ex
cessively restrictive, oversimplified, or unrealistic assump
tions. 

B. Governing Equations 

We begin with the radiation balance of a bare soil surface, 
which can be written as follows: 

(2.1) 

Herein, Jn is the net radiation, s 5 the inccming flux of short
wave radiation fran the sun; sa the incoming short-wave radiation 
flux from the atmosphere (sky); ti the incoming long-wave radia
tion flux from the sky; te the long-wave radiation emitted by 
the soil; and a the reflectivity coefficient, called albedo. 

The global short-wave radiation flux (s5 + sa) is often 
obtainable from meteorological measurements; ti is proportional 
to the effective air temperature raised to the fourth power, and 
can be estimated according to the Brunt formula (Sellers 1965), 
provided the air temperature at some specified height (Ta) and 
humidity (Hal are known: 

- ! ii = OTa [0.605+0.039(1.41Ha) ] (2.2) 

where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; te is similarly propor
tional to the fourth power of the soil surface temperature (Ts): 

n - -x.e - E:OTs ( 2. 3) 

Here E: .is the emissivity, a function of soil surface wetness. 
Finally, the albedo a is known to depend on the natural colour 
and wetness of the soil surface. It generally ranges between 10-
35%, usually increasing as the soil dries; however, it can be 
modified by various surface treatments. 

The net radiation received by the soil surface is transformed 
into heat which warms the soil and the air and vaporizes water. 
We can thus write the surface energy balance as follows: 

Jn = S + A + LE (2.4) 

where S is the soil heat flux (the rate at which heat is taken up 
by the soil); A is the sensible heat flux going into the air over
lying the soil surface; and LE is the evaporative heat flux (a 
product of the evaporation rate E and the latent heat per unit 
quantity of water evaporated, L). 
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The total surface energy balance [equations (2.1) and (2.4)] 
is therefore: 

(2.5) 

Conventionally, all components of the energy balance are taken 
as positive if directed toward the surface, and negative other
wise. 

The simulation of soil heat flow was described by Wierenga 
and de Wit (1970). The governing equations were recently sunirnar
ized by de Vries (1975) . The differential equation for heat con
duction in soil is given by Fourrier's law, 

which, in one-dimensional form, is written as 

dT 
qh = -!.. dx 

( 2. 6) 

(2.7) 

In these equations, qh is thermal flux, /.. thermal conductivity, and 
dT/dx the temperature gradient. Another form of the same equation 
is 

~ dT 
qh = - c dx ( 2. 8) 

where Di-1 is thermal diffusivity and c volumetric heat capacity. 
The energy conservation (continuity) equation is: 

C aT = -'i,i'qh 
at 

where t is time. The combined equation is thus: 

C * = 'i,7 (/..'VT) 

For one-dimensional flow we have: 

C aT = ..l_( 1..aT ) 
at ax ax 

(2. 9) 

(2 .10) 

( 2 .11) 

Both volumetric heat capacity and thermal conductivity depend 
upon soil particle composition, bulk density, and wetness: 

(2. 12) 

Here, f denotes the volumetric fraction of each phase: air (sub
scripted a), water (w), and solids (including a number of solid 
constituents, subscripted i). The c value for water, air, and 
each solid constituent is the product of the particular density 
and specific heat. 

If we disregard the air phase and distinguish within the sol
id phase only between mineral matter (to be subscripted m) and 
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organic matter (o), we obtain: 

(2.13) 

with fsm + fso + fw = 1-fa. (The total porosity fp = fa+fw). 

Thermal properties and densities of various soil constituents 
were given by de Vries (1975). Thermal conductivity of soil can 
be calculated from the volumetric fraction of water (wetness) 
as follows: 

A = fw.?w + LkifiAi + kafaAa 
fw + Lkifi + kafa 

(2.14) 

wherein Aw, Aa and Ai are the specific thermal conductivities of 
each of the soil constituents (water, air, and each of the solid 
components, respectively). The factors ki represent ratios be
tween the space averages of the temperature gradients in each sol
id constituent type i and the space average of temperature gradi
ent in the water phase. The ki values depend on grain shape as 
well as composition. The ka factors represent the ratios for 
thermal gradients in the air and water phases in the soil. 

The influence of latent heat transfer by water vapour in the 
air-filled pores is proportional to the temperature gradient in 
these pores. It can be taken into account by adding to the ther
mal conductivity of air an apparent conductivity due to evapora
tion, transport, and condensation of water vapour. This value is 
strongly temperature dependent. The flux of sensible heat in the 
soil associated with liquid water movement is considered negligible 
in our model. 

Returning now to the energy balance equation (2.4), we can 
express the transport of sensible heat from the soil to the boun
dary layer of the atmosphere as follows: 

dT 
A = -CpPaKa dz (2.15) 

where cp is the specific heat capacity of the air at constant pres
sure, Pa the density of air, Ka the turbulent transfer coefficient 
for heat, and dT/dz the temperature gradient with height z above 
the soil surface. The reciprocal of Ka is the aerodynamic resis
tance ra, which can be calculated from the known windspeed and 
surface roughness. In case the temperature profile of the air is 
not adiabatically neutral, a stability correction can be applied 
(Monteith 1963; Szeicz et al. 1973). 

The rate of latent heat transfer by water vapour from soil to 
atmosphere, LE, is similarly proportional to the product of the 
vapour pressure gradient and the appropriate turbulent transfer 
coefficient for vapour. 

To express these equations of heat and vapour transport as 
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finite difference equations to calculate soil heat and moisture 
dynamics, we should know the surface temperature and vapour pres
sure. In our model, we use the implicit-loop procedure of CSMP 
to calculate the former by a process of iteration. The latter can 
then be calculated (Staple 1974) from the water potential equiva
lent of the surface soil, ~s' according to: 

~s = RTsln Ps 
Po 

(2.16) 

where Ps is the vapour pressure of soil water and p0 is the satu
ration vapour pressure at the same temperature, Ts. The ratio 
PslPo is the relative humidity. This equation can be rewritten as: 

Ps =Po exp(~s/RTsl (2.17) 

In these equations, R is, of course, the universal gas constant. 

c. Description of the Computer Model 

Following the work of van Bavel and Hillel (1975, 1977), the 
computer model used for the non-isothermal evaporation of soil 
moisture is shown in Figure 2.1. The hydraulic aspect of the mo
del, as it pertains to the conduction of water in the profile, is 
essentially identical with the isothermal model of the previous 
chapter. The present model differs, however, in its inclusion of 
meteorological inputs, parameters, and equations pertaining to the 
calculation of the soil energy balance and thermal regime. Note 
that KONO is soil thermal conductivity, FLCM soil heat flux, TEMP 
soil temperature, VHCAP volumetric heat capacity (ITEMP and IVHCAP 
being the corresponding initial values), VOLH heat content, NFLOW 
net flow of heat ~ all subscripted as they refer to each compart
ment in the profile. 

INITIAL Section 

This section begins with a list of the parameters, the first 
of which is the albedo, ALB, for which repeated runs are ordered 
at values of 0.05 and 0.50. In a separate simulation experiment 
the albedo was taken to be a function of the wetness of soil in 
the top oanpartment, varying linearly fran 0.10 at volumetric wet
ness values of 25% (or above) to a maximal value of 0.35 for soil 
wetness values of 10% (or below) . The other parameters are the 
soil's porosity, PORSTY, assumed to remain constant regardless 
of soil wetness; acceleration of gravity, GRAV; Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant, SIGMA; surface roughness length, ZO; latent heat of 
evaporation, L; volumetric heat capacity of air, VHCAPA, of 
soil solids, VHCAPS, and of water, VHCAPW; thermal conductivity 
of air, KONDA, of soil solids, KONDS, of liquid water, KONOW, 
and of water vapour, KONDV. Note that S.I. units (metre-kilo
gram-second-ampere) were used throughout this program, as well as 
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Figure 2.1. CSMP listing for the dynamic simulation of 
soil moisture and energy interrelations and the effect of albedo 
on evaporation and soil temperature. 

TITLE SIMUIATION OF WATER AND ENERGY TRANSPORT IN SOIL PROFILE 
* DURING EVAPORATION: TEST OF ALBEDO EFFECT 

* UNITS 
* c E DEGREES CELSIUS 
* J =JOULES 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

K = DEGREES KELVIN 
KG= KILOGRAMS 
M =METERS 
S SECONDS 
W = WATTS 

* GLOOSARY OF SYMBOLS 

*A =SENSIBLE HEAR FLUX IN AIR, W/(M**2) 
* ALB ALBEDO, FRACTION 
* AVCOND = AVERAGE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, M/S 
* AVKOND = AVERAGE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, W/(M*S) 
* COND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, M/S 
* CUMDRN 

* CUMEV 
* DEPTH 
* DIST 
* DNUM 
* DP 
* EM 
* EV 
* EV2 
* FLOW 
* FLUX 
* FTS 
* GR 
* GRAV 
* HA 
* HO 

= CUMULATIVE DRAINAGE, M 
CUMULATIVE EVAPORATION, M 
DEPTH OF CENTER OF COMPARI'MENT, M 
DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT CC»IPARI'MENT 
DAY NUMBER 
DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE OF AIR, C 
EMITTANCE, FRACTION 
EVAPORATION RATE, M/S 

=EV 
=SOIL HEAT FLCM RATE, W/(M**2) 
= WATER FLOW RATE, M/S 
= FINAL VALUE OF TS 

GLOBAL IRRADIANCE, W/(M**2) 
= ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY, M/(S**2) 
= HUMIDITY OF AIR, KG/(M**3) 
z HUMIDITY AT SOIL SURFACE, KG/(M**3) 

HO 

CENTERS, M 

* H02 
* HOO 
* HOS2 

SATURATION HUMIDITY AT SURFACE TEMPERATURE, KG/(M**3) 
HOS 

* HPOT 
* ITEMP 
* !THETA = 
* IVHCAP 
* IVOLH 
* IVOLW 
* KO 

HYDRAULIC POTENTIAL HEAD, M 
INITIAL TEMPERATURE, C 
INITIAL SOIL WETNESS, VOLUME FRACTION 
INITIAL VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY, J/(C*M**3) 
INITIAL HEAT CONTENT OF COMPARTMENT, J/(M**2) 
INITIAL VOLUME OF WATER IN CC»IPARTMENT, M 
KONDV 
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* KONO 
* KOODA 
* KOODS 
* KOODV 
* KONOW 
* u: 
* LH 
* MPOT 
* NFLOW 
* NFWX 
* NL 

c THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOIL, W/(M*S) 
• THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR, W/(M*S) 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOIL SOLIDS, W/(M*S) 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF WATER VAPOUR, W/ (M*S) 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF WATER LIQUID, W/(M*S) 
LATENT HEAT FLUX IN AIR, W/(M**2) 
LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION, J/XG 
MATRIC POTENTIAL, M 

= NET FLOW OF HEAT INTO COMPARTMENT, W/(M**2) 
c NET FLOW OF WATER INTO COMPARTMENT, M/S 

NUMBER OF COMPARTMENTS 
* NR = NET RADIATION, W/(M**2) 
* PORSTY = POROSITY OF SOIL, VOLUME FRACTION 
* PP PPOT 
* PPOT 
* RA 
* RAC 
* RAC2 
* RHO 
* RI 
* RI2 
* s 
* SA 
* SH 
* SIGMA 
* SKL 
* STAB 
* ST 
* STIME 
* Tl 
* TA 
* TCOM 
* TE 
* TEMP 
* TH 
* THETA 
* TS 
* VHCAP 
* VHCAPS 

PRESSURE POTENTIAL, M 
RESISTANCE OF AIR BOUNDARY LAYER, S/M 

s RESISTANCE OF AIR BOUNDARY, CORRECTED FOR STABILITY, S/M 
RAC 

= RELATIVE HUMIDITY AT SURFACE, FRACTION 
c RICHARDSON'S NUMBER 
= RI 
= SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX INTO SOIL, W/(M**2) 

WIND SPEED, M/S 
VOWMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY OF AIR, J/(C*M**J) 
STEFAN-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT, W/(M**2*X**4) 
SKY LONGWAVE IRRADIANCE, W/(M**2) 
INDEX OF AIR STABILITY, FRACTION 
STIME 

= STANDARD TIME, HOURS 
VOLUMETRIC WETNESS OF FIRST COMPARTMENT, FRACTION 
TEMPERATURE OF AIR, C 
THICKNESS OF COMPARTMENT, M 
TEMP 
SOIL TEMPERATURE, C 
THETA 
SOIL WETNESS, VOLUME FRACTION 
TEMPERATURE OF SOIL SURFACE, C 

* VCHAPW = 

VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY, J/(C*M**J) 
VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY OF SOLIDS, J/(C*M**J) 
VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY OF WATER, J/(C*M**J) 
HEAT CONTENT OF CC1'1PARTMENT, J/(M**2) * VOLH 

* VOLW 
* zo 

VOLUME OF WATER IN COMPARTMENT, M 
SURFACE ROtxiHNESS PARAMETER, M 
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STORAGE 'l'COH(2S) ,ITllETA(2S) ,DEPTH(2S) ,CON0(2S) ,AVCOND(2S) ,FLUX(2S) 
STORAGE llPOT(2S) ,HPOT(2S) ,DIST(2S) ,ITEHP(2S) ,KOND(2S) ,AVKOND(2S) 
STORAGE FLOW(2S) ,VHCAP(2S) ,IVHCAP(2S) 
/ DIMENSION THETA(2S) ,VOUi(2S) ,IVOLW(2S) ,NFLUX(2S) 
/ DIMENSION TEMP(2S) ,VOLH(2S) ,IVOLll(2S) ,NFLOW(2S) 
I EQUIVALENCE (VOLWl ,VOLW(l)). (IVOUil,IVOUi(l)). (NFLUXl,NFLUX (1)) 
I EQUIVALENCE (VOLHl,VOLH(l)). (IVOLHl,IVOLH(l)). (NFLOWl,NFLOW(l)) 
FIXED I,NL,NLL 

INITIAL 

NOS ORT 
PARAMETER ALB• (.OS, • SO) 
PARAMETER PORSTY•. 4S,GRAV•9.81,SIGMA•6. S7E-8 ,ZO-.Ol ,Lll•2 .442E9 
PARAMETER SH•l.1E3 ,VHCAPS•l. 925E6, VHCAPW-4 .1861!6,IOONDS-4. 2 
PARAMETER ICONDW-.57 ,ICONDA•.02S 

NL-18 
NLL-NL+l 

TABLE TCOH(l-18) •2* .Ol ,2*. 02 ,6•. 04, 9* .10 
TABLE I'l'llETA (l-18) •18* .4S 

DEPTH (l)•. 5*TCOH(l) 
DIST (l)•DEP'l'll(l) 

DO 110 I•2,NL 
DIST(I)•.5* (TCOM(l-l)+TCOM(I)) 

110 DEPTH (I)•DEP'l'll (I-ll +. S* ('l'COM(I-1) +TCOM(I)) 
DO 120 I•l,NL 

NFLUX(I)•O. 
HFLOW(I)•O. 
ITEMP(I)•25. 
lVHCAP (I) •2.12E6 
IVOLll (I)•ITEllP (I) *'l'COM(I) *IVHCAP (I) 

120 IVOUi(I)•ITllETA(I) "TCal(I) 
FUllCTION SUCTB-( .001,100000.)' ( .005,10000.). ( .Ol,3500.). ( .02s,1000.) •••• 

< .os.200. >, < .1,40. l. < .15,10.), < .2 ,6.), ( .25,3.Sl, ( .1,2 .21, 
(. 3S,l.4)' ( .4'. S6). ( .4S,O.)' (1. .-100.) 

FUNcrION CONDTB-( .001, .4E-15), ( .01, .4E-ll), (.OS, .2E-12), ( .1, .14E-ll), •.• 
(. lS, .8E-ll), ( .2,. SE-10) , ( .2S,. 3E-9), (.), .2E-8) , (. 35, .12E-7) , 
( .4, .8E-7). ( .45, .5E-6)' (1 ••• 51!-6) 

FUNCTION A'l'Elft'll- (O. ,23.) , (1. ,22. 5) , (2. ,22.), (3. ,21. S), (4. ,21.), 
(S. ,20. S), (6., 20.), (7. ,20. 5) , (8. ,21.5) , (9. ,22. 5) , (10., 24.) , 
(11. ,25. S) , (12., 26. 5), (13., 28.), (14. ,29.), (15. ,29.5), 
(16. ,29.6), (17. ,29.5), (18.,29.), (19.,28.), (20.,26.S), 
(21. ,25.). (22. ,24.). (23. ,23.5). (24. ,23.) 

f'UllCTION DEllPTB-(0.,14.5), (3.,15.), 16.,15.), (9.,16.), (12.,15.5), 
(15 •• is.>, (lB. ,14. >, (21. ,14 .s), (24. ,14.5) 

FUNCTION WINDTB-(0. ,4.), (3. ,3.5), (9. ,4 .5), (12. ,5.), (15. ,S.), (15. ,5.), ••• 
(18. ,5.). (21. ,4.) ,(24.,4.) . 

FUNCTION RAll'1'B- (0., O.), (5. ,O.) , (6. ,50.), (7. ,230.), (8. ,450.), 
(9. ,650.), (10. ,800.), (11. ,900.), (12. ,960.), (13. ,950.), 
(14. ,900.). (15 •• 750.). (16. ,400.). (17. ,200.). (18. ,50.). 
(19.,0.),(24.,0.) 

FUNCTION VAPKTB-(0., .025), (10., .04), (20., .08), (30., .125), 
(40 ••• 25). (50 ••• 40). (60 ••• 65). (70. ,1.2) 

DYN.\MIC 

NOS ORT 
STIME•TIME/ 3600. 
STillE•AMOD (STillE, 24.) 
DllUM-TIME/86400. 

DO 200 I•l, NL 
n!ETA(I) •VOUi (I)/TCOH(I) 
COND (I) •AFGEN (COllD'l'll ,TllETA (I) ) 
llPOT (I) •AFGEN (SUCTB ,'l'lll!TA (l)) 
llPOT (I) •llPOT ( I) -DEPTH (I) 
VHCAP (I)•VHCAPW*TllETA(I) + (1.-PORSTY) *VHCAPS 
TEMP (I) •VOLi! (I) I (VHCAP (I) *TCOM (I) ) 
ICONDV•AFGEll (VAPK'!'ll ,TEllP (I)) 
IOOND (I)• ( (1. -PORS'l'T) *ltllllDS*. 4+fllETA (I) *ICOllDll+ 

(PORSTY-'l'lll!TA (I)) •i.4• (llCOllDA+ltCll>V)) I 
(1.-PORS'l'T) • .4+'1'111!TA(I)+(PORSTY~A(l)) *1.4 
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200 CONTINUE 
DO 210 I•2,NL 

AVCOND (I)• (COND (I-1) *TCOl<(I-1) +cOND (I) *TCOI< (I))/ (TCOM ( I-1) +TCOI! (I)) 
210 AVXOND(I)• (TCOM(I-1) +TCOl<(I) )/ (TCC»!(I-1) /KOND (I-1) +TCOM(I) /KONO (I)) 

FLUX (NLL) •COND (NL) 
FLOW (NLL) •O. 

DO 220 I•2 ,NL 
FLUX (I)• (HPOT (I-1) -llPOT (I) ) 'AVCOND (I) /DIST (I) 

220 FLOW(I)• (TEMP (I-1) -TEMP (I)) *AVXOND(I)/DIST(I) 
GR•AFGEN (RADTB ,STIME) 
Tl•THETA(l) 
EM•. 90+Tl •. 08/. 4 5 
SA•AFGEN (WINDTB, STIME) 
RA• (ALOG (2 ./ZO) ••2. )/( .16*SA) 
DP.AFGEN (DEWP'I'B, STillE) 
HA•l.323*EXP (17 .27*DPTC/ (237 .3+DPTC) )/ (273 .16+DP) 
TA•AFGEN (A'I'EH'I'B ,STIME) 
SKI.-(SIGHA* (TA+273 .16) **4.) * ( .605+. 039*SQRT(l410. *HA) 

TS•IMPL(TA,. 01,FTS) 
RI•AMINl ( .08, (GRAV* (2 .-ZO) *(TA-TS)/( (TA+273 .16) *SA**2.))) 
RN;-f'A/ (1.-10. *RI) 
A• (TS-TA) *SH/RAC 
HOS•l. J23*EXP (17 .27*TS/ ( 237. 3*TS)) I (27 3 .16+TS) 
HO-HOS*EXP (KPOT(l)/ (46.97* (TS+27J .16))) 
EV• (HO-HA) I (RAC* 1000.) 
S-GR* (1. -ALll) +SKL-El<*SIGHA* (TS+27 3 .16) **4 .-A-Lll*EV 
FTS-TEMP ( 1) +S*DEPTll ( 1) /JCOllD ( l) 

FLOW(l)• (TS-TDG' (1)) *KOllDU)/DIST (1) 
HOS2•1. 323*EXP (17. 27*TS/ (237. 3+TS)) / (273 .16+TS) 
H02•HOS2+EXP (MPOT(l)/(46.97* (TS+27J.16))) 
RHO-H02/HOS2 
RI2•AMIN1 ( .08, (GRAV* (2 .-ZO) *(TA-TS)/( (TA+27J.16) *SA**2 .) ) ) 
RAC2•RA/ (1. -10. *RI2) 
STAB-1./ (1. -lo. *RI2) 
EV2•(H02-HA) I (RAC2*1000.) 
A2• (TS-TA) *SH/RAC2 
LE•LH*EV2 
NR•FLOll (l)+ (TS-TA) *SH/RAC2+Lll*EV2 
FLUX ( l) •-EV2 

DO 320 I•l ,NL 

TERMINAL 

NFLOll (I) •FLOll (I) -f'LOll (I+l) 
320 NFLUX (I) •FLUX (I) -FLIJX (I+l) 

VO Liil • INTGRL ( IVOLlll , NFLOlll , 18) 
VOLWl•INTGRL (IVOLWl ,NFLUXl ,18) 
S2•fl£111(1) 
CUMS•INTGRL(O. ,S2) 

FLXNLL-FLUX (HLL) 
CUMEV•INTGRL (O. ,EV2) 
CUllllR-INTGRL ( 0. , NR) 
CUMA• INTGRL ( 0. , A2) 
CUMDllJl-INTGRL (0. ,FLXllLL) 

TIMER FINTXM-864000., OUTDEL-7200. ,DELl!Itt-.lE-5 
PRTPLT (optional) 
METllOD RK5 
END 
STOP 
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all other programs in this monograph. 

The INITIAL segment of this program continues with specifi
cations of the number of layers, NL, and a table of their thick
nesses, TCOM, providing a total profile depth of l.2m; initial 
wetness, !THETA; and calculations of depth for each compartment 
and flow segment lengths between adjacent compartments. The ini
tial temperatures and volumetric heat capacities of all compart
ments are assigned values, whereas net heat and water fluxes are 
initiated at zero. The initial heat and water contents of all com
partments are then calculated on the basis of the particular com
partment thicknesses. 

The following seven tabulated functions follow: 
(1) SUCTB: Volumetric wetness (fraction) versus matric suc

tion head (metres), pertaining to the moisture desorption charac
teristic curve for Gilat fine sandy loam of the Northern Negev of 
Israel. 

(2) CONDTB: Volumetric wetness versus hydraulic conductiv
ity (metres/second) for the same soil. 

(3) ATEMTB: Standard time (hours) versus air temperature 
(DC ) at standard height. 

(4) DEWPTB: Standard time versus dew point temperature of 
the air (DC). 

(5) WINDTB: Standard time versus wind speed (metres/second) 
at standard height. 

(6) VAPKTB: Soil temperature versus the effective thermal 
conductivity of water vapour. 

DYNAMIC Section 

The system variable, TIME, is cast into standard time units 
in hours, STIME, and successive days are made to repeat the same 
meteorological input variables by means of the AMOD function of 
CSMP. DNUM is the ordinal number of successive days during the 
simulation run. 

The DO 200 loop calculates, for each compartment and time 
step, the values of volumetric wetness THETA, hydraulic conduc
tivity COND, matric potential head MPOT, hydraulic potential head 
HPOT, volumetric heat capacity VHCAP, temperature TEMP, effec
tive thermal conductivity due to vapour movement KONDV, and over
all thermal conductivity KONO. The latter calculations are car
ried out according to the equations presented in bhe preceding 
section of this chapter. 

The DO 210 loop calculates the average thermal conductivity 
AVKOND for each inter-compartmental flow segment. The bottom 
boundary condition is then set for gravity drainage (FLX(NLL) = 
COND(NL)), but no heat flow (FLOW(NLL) = 0). The DO 220 loop 
then calculates the internal fluxes of water and heat in the pro-
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file from Darcy's and Fourrier's laws. 

To set the stage for the calculation of the energy balance 
and the fluxes of heat and water vapour through the soil surface, 
we determine and update the following dynamic variables: global 
irradiance GR, volumetric wetness of the top compartment Tl, 
surface emittance EM, wind speed SA, turbulent resistance coef
ficient for the atmospheric boundary layer RA, dewpoint tempera
ture of the air DP, air humidity HA, air temperature TA, and sky 
long-wave irradiance SKL. 

The implicit loop procedure for the iterative calculation of 
the soil surface temperature TS follows. The subprogram consists 
of nine statements, the first of which is 

TS = IMPL(TA, 0.01, FTS) (2.18) 

This establishes the air temperature, TA, as an initial guess for 
TS, with 0.01 as the acceptable convergence error for the value 
of TS, and FTS as the durrany name used within the iteration for TS, 
to be checked against the guessed value of TS each time. 

Other variables calculated include Richardson's number RI, 
the turbulent resistance coefficient for the atmospheric boundary 
layer RAC (corrected for adiabatic instability), the sensible heat 
transfer from soil to air A, the saturation air humidity at the 
soil surface HO (a combined function of the matric potential MPOT 
of the profile's top compartment and the surface temperature TS), 
the evaporation rate EV (equal to the rate of vapour transport 
from soil surface to the air) , and heat flux into the soil S (ob
tained from the overall energy balance). 

The last statement of the implicit loop calculates FTS by 
rearrangement of the equation for heat flow between the surface 
and the centre of the topmost compartment: 

S = KOND(l)*(FTS-TEM(l))/DEPTH(l) (2.19) 

Emerging from the implicit loop with an acceptable value of 
surface temperature, we can now calculate the "true" values of the 
heat flux into the soil FLOW(l); the saturation humidity at the 
soil surface HOS2, as well as the actual humidity H02 and relative 
humidity RHO at that level; Richardson's number RI2; the atmo~ 
spheric boundary-layer resistance to both heat and vapour trans
fer RAC2; air stability index STAB; evaporation rate EV2, sensible 
heat flux into the air A2, and latent heat flux into the air; net 
radiation NR; and the flux of water through the soil surface 
FLUX(l), which is numerically equal to the evaporation rate but 
of opposite sign. 

The DO 320 loop then cornputes the net increments of heat and 
water (NFLOW and NFLUX, respectively) for each compartment and 
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ti.me step. The total content of heat and water in each compart
ment is integrated by means of the INTGRL statement, using METHOD 
RKS (Runge-Kutta). Similar integral statements follow for the 
cumulative values of evaporation, net radiation, sensible heat 
flux, soil heat flux, and drainage. 

TERMINAL Section 

The terminal section specifies the total simulation time 
FINTIM, the time interval for print-plotting (OUTDE~, the minimum 
tolerable time-step in the variable-step integration (DEIMI~ , and 
the list of variables to be printed or print-plotted against time. 

o. Simulation Test of the Effect of Albedo Changes on Non-Iso
thermal Evaporation 

The critical importance of soil surface conditions, particu
larly during early stages of evaporation, has long been recognized. 
Simulation naw makes it possible to study the quantitative effect 
of various factors, including controllable changes in soil surface 
properties. Recent work (Jackson et al. 1974) has drawn atten
tion to the changes of albedo which occur naturally during evapora
tion. Since albedo is one property which can readily be modified 
artificially, it is of interest to establish how and to what ex
tent it might influence evaporation. An increase in albedo can, 
in principle, decrease evaporation by reducing the energy load 
on the surface and hence the temperature of the evaporation zone. 
On the other hand, a decrease of albedo, while causing greater 
warming of the soil surface, might also help to drive water vapour 
down into the profile and to arrest the evaporation process earl
ier by the more rapid desiccation of the surface. To answer the 
question adequately, therefore, a comprehensive modeling study, 
capable of handling soil water and energy dynamics simultaneously, 
is warranted. The model presented above has this capability. 

To illustrate the operation and potentialities of the model, 
a 10-day model experiment was conducted in which three treatments 
affecting soil surface albedo were simulated: (1) leaving the 
soil surface in its "natural" state, with the albedo varying from 
a minimum of 0.1 to a maximum of 0.35 as the volumetric wetness 
of the surface soil decreased from 35% to 10% or less; (2) dark
ening the soil surface, as if by the application of charcoal pow
der, to produce a low albedo value of 0.05; (3) whitening the soil 
surface, as if by the application of chalk powder, to effect a 
high albedo of 0.50. The soil used in the simulation was assigned 
properties similar to those of Gilat fine sandy loam, and the cli
matic inputs were arbitrarily chosen to represent a typical late 
spring or early summer period in a semi-arid region (see Figure 
2. 2). 
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Figure 2.2a shows the course of evaporation during the ten 
diurnal cycles simulated. It is seen that the pattern of evapora
tion repeated itself during the first two days, but thereafter be
gan to decrease, particularly for the low albedo conditions. The 
differences among the three treatments subject to the same meteor
ological inputs, seem to refute the simplistic assumption (used in 
our isothermal model) that the soil is merely a passive recipient 
of some external forcing function called "evaporativity" or "po
tential evaporation." In fact, the soil participates in deter
mining its evaporation rate even before its surface becomes "air 
dry," inasmuch as its albedo and thermal conductivity affect the 
partitioning of energy and the fraction of the energy balance a
vailable for evaporation. Potential evaporation is thus seen to be 
a function of meteorological inputs and of soil properties joint
ly. Each soil condition seems to exhibit its own "potential evap
oration" rate. 

Figure 2.2b shows that the low albedo condition resulted in 
about 30% more evaporation in comparison with the high albedo con
dition during the first three days. The difference between the 
two albedo conditions later appeared to decrease so that after ten 
days, the cumulative evaporation value of the low-albedo soil was 
only about 8% greater than that of the high-albedo soil. It thus 
appears that increasing albedo results in reduction of evaporation 
only in the short run. It is noteworthy that the evaporation curve 
for the variable albedo condition (designed to simulate the pat
tern for a natural soil) at first resembled that for the low albe
do condition, but as the soil surface dried and albedo increased, 
the pattern of evaporation tended to approach that of the high 
albedo condition. In any case, the curves for all three condi
tions tended to converge after the first few days. 

Figure 2.3 shows the soil profile moisture content distribu
tion at the end of 1, 2, 4, 6, and 10 days under the low albedo 
treatment (solid line curves) and the high albedo treatment (dashed 
line curves) . Again, we see that the stronger and more rapid de
siccation of the soil surface under the low albedo treatment was 
most pronounced after the first two to four days, but that the dif
ferences between albedo treatments seemed to disappear toward the 
end of the 10-day simulation period. 

Increase of albedo is thus shown to be effective only insofar 
as it reduces the heat load on the surface and thus the potential 
evaporation, which is the primary determinant of evaporation rate 
during the initial stages of the process. In time, potential 
evaporation and soil surface conditions become less important as 
the transmission and supply of water from the deeper layers toward 
the surface become the dominant factor. 

Figure 2.4 shows the day-to-day course of soil temperature 
at the surface, in the seedbed (30 mm depth) , and below the seed
bed (120 mm depth) during the ten diurnal cycles for the low, high, 
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Figure 2.3. Soil profile moisture content distributions after 
1, 2, 4, 6, and 10 days. Low albedo (0.05): solid-line curves. 
High albedo (0.5): dashed-line curves. 
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and variable albedo conditions. In all cases, the mid-day temper
ature maximum remained below 25°C during the first two or three 
days, during which evaporation took place at or about the poten
tial rate for each condition. After the third day, however, as 
the soil surface tended to desiccate and the evaporation rate be
gan to fall, thus consuming less energy as latent heat, the maxi
mal surface temperature began to rise progressively to values ap
proaching 40°C for the low albedo treatment and to about 30°C for 
the high albedo treatment, with the variable albedo again being 
between the two. The overall warming trend was evident in the 
progressive increase of the nightly temperature minimum as well as 
of the daily maximum. Comparison of the daily temperature waves 
for the various depths shows both a phase lag and a decrease of 
amplitude with increasing depth, phenomena which are too well 
known to require explanation. 

Figure 2.5, finally, shows the temperature profiles at mid
day and at midnight of the 2nd, 6th, and 10th days for the three 
albedo conditions. Both the warming trend and the gradual increase 
of amplitude with time are evident. At the surface, the daily min
ima increased from about 11°C during the second day to about 18°, 
19°, and 20° for the high, intermediate and low albedo conditions, 
respectively, whilst the corresponding daily maxima increased 
from about 18°, 20°, and 22° for the same treatments during the 
second day to about 30°, 34°, and 38° during the tenth day. With
in the profile, the daily temperature wave and the warming trend 
penetrated to increasing depth, eventually reaching down below 
80 cm, particularly under the low and variable albedo surfaces. 

All results considered, we can conjecture that the principal 
potential benefit to be derived from modification of surface al
bedo are likely to be in affecting seedbed conditions during a ger
mination period lasting several days. Where the weather is warm 
enough so that low temperatures are not likely to inhibit germina
tion but soil moisture may be limiting, whitening the surface may 
conserve enough water in the seedbed to enhance germination ap
preciably. On the other hand, under cool weather conditions, where 
not moisture but low temperature may be the limiting factor, dark
ening the soil surface may be beneficial in hastening germination 
despite the increase of evaporation. However, this hypothesis, 
like all others resulting from modeling studies, remains to be 
tested in the field before it can be generally accepted. 
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Figure 2.4. Time course of soil temperature at three depths (at surface, in seedbed, below 
seedbed) for three values of surface reflectivity (low, high, variable). 
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III. WATER DYNAMICS AND STORAGE IN FALLOW SOILS 
AS AFFECTED BY SOIL TEXTURE AND PROFILE LAYERING 

A. Description of the Problem 

Having devoted the first two case studies of this monograph 
to modeling the evaporation process, we now wish to widen our 
scope to the overall problem of soil water storage and conserva
tion. In this larger context, evaporation is only one of several 
processes affecting the disposition of water in the soil profile, 
the other major processes being infiltration, surface runoff, and 
deep percolation. 

Storage of water in the soil is a primary concern in the 
management of agriculture in arid and semiarid regions. Through 
repeated cycles of infiltration and evaporation, much of the water 
applied to the soil surface by rain or irrigation may be lost by 
runoff (which also entails the hazard of erosion), by direct evap
oration or transpiration of weeds, or by internal drainage beyond 
reach of crop roots. In dryland farming, such losses can deprive 
the crops to be grown of a major portion of the limited rainwater 
supply and might result in crop failure. In irrigated farming, 
such losses reduce the efficiency of irrigation and water use. 

To increase the efficiency of soil and water management, it 
is necessary to evaluate the balance and storage of soil moisture 
and to predict quantitatively to what extent they might be amen
able to various possible control measures. Continuous knowledge 
of the amount and distribution of water in the soil profile 
can aid in deciding whether and when to plant various crops or 
to provide supplementary irrigation, in anticipating crop yields 
and in assessing the rate of groundwater recharge. 

Several models have been developed to account for soil-
wa ter flow processes (Rubin 1967; Nimah and Hanks 1973; van 
der Ploeg and Benecke 1974). Still desired, however, is a user
oriented computational method to provide continuous information 
on the soil moisture status for various climatic and soil condi
tions, and quantitative criteria for appraising the possible 
benefits which might be expected from proposed or alternative 
soil management methods. The model presented herein is based 
upon the work of Hillel et al. (1975a), Hillel and van Bavel (1976) 
and Hillel and Talpaz (1977). 
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B. Soil Texture in Relation to Water Storage 

Soil water storage and subsequent availability to crops de
pends in the first place upon the textural composition of the soil 
profile. That soils can differ greatly in their capacity to ab
sorb and retain water has been known qualitatively since ancient 
times. In fact, early recognition of the importance of soil 
texture as a primary determinant of soil-water relations led the 
forerunners of modern soil physics to invest considerable effort 
into the development of procedures for determining and character
izing particle-size and later pore-size distribution in different 
soil types (e.g., Keen 1931; Baver 1940). In themselves, how
ever, the various "indexes" which had been proposed for the 
characterization of soil texture or structure have yielded no 
direct functional correlation with hydraulic processes taking 
place in the soil. Eventually, the preoccupation of classical 
soil physics with soil texture per se came to be regarded among 
many modern soil physicists as rather futile. 

More recently, however, the development of experimental and 
theoretical methods has made it possible to quantify functional 
relationships connected with soil texture and structure which had 
heretofore been perceived and described only in qualitative terms. 
In particular, the use of computer-based dynamic simulation 
techniques now enables us to carry out a systematic series of 
theoretical experiments designed to map out soil behaviour during 
the entire sequence of processes comprising the field water cycle 
under any pattern of climate or management. 

As an effort in this direction, we have chosen to character
ize the hydraulic behaviour of three hypothetical soils, represen
ting a sand, a loam, and a clay. From the assumed typical water 
retentivity functions and the hydraulic conductivity values at 
saturation, we can compute the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
as a function of soil wetness and suction. We then simulate the 
processes of drainage, evaporation, and infiltration, both 
separately and in combination. From this series of simulations, 
we can attempt to assess how texture, insofar as it determines 
basic hydraulic properties, might affect the dynamics and storage 
of water in uniform profiles of sand-like, loam-like, and clay
like soils. 

c. Characterization of Soil Hydraulic Properties 

The assumed soil moisture characteristic curves (water 
retentivity) for the sand, loam, and clay are shown in Figure 
3.1. From these fundamental relationships, we derived the cor
responding hydraulic conductivity function for each soil. To do 
this on a physically consistent basis, we used the theory first 
developed by Childs and Collis-George (1950), later modified by 
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Figure 3.1. Soil moisture characteristic curves for the 
sand, loam, and clay used in the simulation of soil-water dynamics. 
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Marshall (1958) and Millington and Quirk (1959), and recently 
reformulated by Kunze et al. (1968) and Jackson (1972). In 
principle, this theory should make it possible to calculate the 
entire conductivity-wetness function, including the hydraulic 
conductivity at saturation. In practice, however, it was found 
to yield more realistic estimates when pegged to experimentally 
determined values of the hydraulic conductivity at saturation. 

Following Jackson (1972) , the conductivity function was 
obtained for each soil by dividing the soil moisture characteris
tic function into n equal wetness (8) increments, determining 
the suction head (~) at the midpoint of each increment, and cal
culating for each point a value of conductivity according to the 
equation: 

K 

m -2 
~[(2j + 1 - 2i)~J· 

j=1 

m -2 
~[{2j - ll~j l 

j=l 

(3.1) 

Herein, Ki is the hydraulic conductivity corresponding to any 
particular value of the soil's volumetric wetness 8i; Ks is the 
hydraulic conductivity at saturation 8s; ~is the suction head; 
a was taken by Jackson to be unity; i and j are summation indices; 
and m is the number of 8 increments for which the calculation is 
to be made. 

The respective 8s and Ks values taken for each of our soils 
were as follows: 0.44 m3 /m3 and 2.5 x 10- 5 m/sec for the sand; 
0.48 and 0.7 x 10- 5 for the loam; and 0.52 and 0.2 x 10- 5 for the 
clay. 

The calculated hydraulic conductivities as functions of 
volumetric wetness are shown in Figure 3.2. From this rela
tionship and the soil moisture characteristic (Figure 3.1) 
we plotted the conductivity vs. suction relation for each soil, 
as shown in Figure 3.3. The salient feature of these curves 
is the fact that they cross over, so that the relative conduc
tivity of the various soils is different in the low and high 
suction ranges. This reversal will be seen to influence the 
patterns of water movement and storage in the various soil 
profiles during the infiltration-drainage-evaporation cycle. 

D. Governing Equations for Processes Affecting Soil Water 
Storage 

The various processes affecting water storage in soils of 
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Figure 3.2. Soil hydraulic conductivity function derived from 
the soil moisture characteristic for each of the three simulated 
soil types. 
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different textures will be considered first separately, and then 
in combination. These processes are: 

1. For 
a. 
b. 

c. 

2. For 
a. 
b. 

initially saturated profiles: 
Gravity drainage without evaporation. 
Evaporation under diurnally cyclic evaporativity 
without drainage. 
Simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 

initially unsaturated profiles: 
Infiltration under shallow ponding (infiltrability). 
Cycles of infiltration and evaporation simulating 
sequences of rainstorms and dry periods for different 
climatic or irrigation regimes. 

To simulate gravity drainage without evaporation (case la) 
the profile was taken to be initially saturated. The flux through 
the upper boundary (the soil surface) was taken to be zero, while 
the downward flux through the bottom boundary (at a depth of 1.16 
m) was specified as equal to the hydraulic conductivity of the 
lower layer (0.1 m thick). As the water content there decreased, 
the hydraulic conductivity and hence the transient rate of drain
age diminished in time. 

The process described consists of solving the vertical flow 
equations: 

ae ClK ( e) ~(K(e)~) (3.2) at - az - az az 

subject to: 

t 0, z ~ 0, e es 

t > 0, z = 0, q 0 ( 3. 3) 

t > 0, z = Zb, q K(eb) 

where t is time, z is depth, e is volumetric wetness, es is satu
ration, ~ is matric suction, and K is hydraulic conductivity. 
Herein, zb is bottom of the profile, eb is bottom-layer wetness, 
and q is the Darcian flux. The assumption of unit hydraulic gra
dient at the bottom of the profile (representing gravity drainage 
alone), though arbitrary, seems to be more realistic than the 
alternative conditions assumable for that zone, e.g., constant 
flux, zero flux, or constant head. However, the model can be 
used with any other definable condition for the lower boundary. 

To simulate evaporation without drainage (Case lb), the pro
file was again initiated at saturation. The bottom boundary 
flux was set at zero and only upward flow was allowed. The 
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evaporative flux through the soil surface was equal to the 
potential evaporativity (a forcing function) as long as the sur
face was moist. Thereafter, it equalled the upward flux from the 
profile into the dried top layer. The suction head of soil mois
ture at the top layer's midlevel, at a depth of 10 mm, was not 
allowed to rise above 1000 m, at which value the soil surface 
(depth zero) was assumed to have fallen to its "air-dry" value. 
This is equivalent to solving the horizontal flow equation (see 
Chapter I): 

~ =-~(K(e)a'I') 
at ax ax 

(3.4) 

subject to: 

t O, x ~ o, e es 

t > 0, x xb, q 0 
( 3. 5) 

t > 0, x 0, e > ea, q Ea 

t > 0, x 0, e < ea, q K(e)~~ -

wherein x is the distance from the soil surface, and E0 evapora
tivity. 

The pattern of evaporativity varied diurnally, following a 
sine function during daytime, as in the case study presented in 
Chapter I. 

E0 = Emaxsin2TI/86400 (3.6) 

where Emax is the maximal midday evaporation rate, taken to be 0.5 
x 10-6m/sec (1.8 mm/hour); and t is time in seconds from sunrise. 
Nighttime evaporativity was assumed to be steady at the rate of 
1% of Emax· The total daily evaporativity was 13.7 mm. 

To simulate simultaneous drainage and evaporation (Case le) 
Eq. (3. 2) was solved subject to the same top conditions as in Eq. 
(3.5) and the same bottom conditions as in Eq. (3.3). 

To calculate infiltrability, the moisture profile was initi
ated at a uniform suction head of 3.3 m, and the hydraulic head 
at the soil surf ace was set to zero. The time-dependent flux 
into the first soil layer, and the successive distributions of 
water in the soil profile, were calculated until the flux became 
steady. The solution to Eq. (3.2) was thus obtained subject to 

t 0, z ~ 0, e ei, 'I' 'I' 1/3 
(3.7) 

t > 0, z = 0 e es 'I' 0 

where es is the initial wetness value corresponding to a suction 
head of 3.3 m ('1'1/3). 
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Finally, to simulate repeated cycles of rain-infiltration 
and subsequent redistribution, evaporation, and through-drainage 
(Case 2b), the moisture profiles were initiated at a suction head 
of 30 m (i.e., a pressure of -3 bars). The first rainstorm was 
begun at time zero, corresponding to midnight. successive rain
storms were repeated at 2-day intervals. Each rainstorm lasted 
6 hours: 2 hours of increasing intensity, 2 hours at a steady in
tensity of 0.5 X lo- 5 m/sec (18 rmn/hour), and 2 hours of diminish
ing intensity, for a total rainfall of 72 mm per rainstorm. 

After the cessation of an infiltration period, and before 
commencement of the next, the soil surface was subjected to a diur
nal pattern of evaporation, under cyclic evaporativity as per Eq. 
(3.6). Redistribution of soil moisture after each rainstorm 
occurred under the combined influence of gravity and pressure 
gradients, and depended upon the variable value of the unsaturated 
conductivity at each depth in the profile. Throughout the simu
lation, the bottom zone of the profile was assumed to be draining 
by gravity alone (i.e., at unit hydraulic gradient) at a variable 
rate equal to the hydraulic conductivity of that bottom zone. 
Hydrologically, this lower boundary flux is the area's contribu
tion to groundwater recharge. 

E. A Conceptual Model of Surface Processes Affecting Soil Water 
Conservation 

The principal logical components of our model, pertaining 
to surface processes affecting soil water storage, are presented 
in the form of a flow chart in Figure 3.4. The following pro
cesses are included: 

(a) While Rain or Irrigation is in Progress 

Evaporation is assumed to be nil. At the same time: 
(1) If rainfall rate does not exceed the soil's infiltra

bilityl and if no residual free water is present on the surface 
from previous rain, then the soil must be absorbing the rain as 
fast as it falls and the infiltration rate is taken to be equal 
to the rainfall rate. 

(2) As infiltrability decreases or if rainfall rate is high 

linfiltrability is defined according to Hillel (1971) as the 
downward flux of water through the surface when the surface is 
maintained under a thin layer of water essentially at atmospher
ic pressure. As such, infiltrability is not constant but de
creases as the hydraulic gradients decrease throughout the wet
ted portion of the profile. For an analysis of the formation 
of surface water excess during rain infiltration, see Swartzend
ruber and Hillel (1975) • 
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Figure 3.4. Flow chart indicating logical structure of the 
simulation model for processes occurring through the soil surface. 
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the latter may exceed infiltrability. Also, free water may be 
present over the soil surface from previous rain. In either case 
the infiltration rate is taken to be equal to the soil's infiltra
bility. If the soil surface is smooth and not entirely level, 
the excess rainfall rate over infiltrability can be expected to 
trickle downslope as surface runoff. On the other hand, if the 
surface is rough or pitted (or if it is covered by a mulch of 
hydrophobic clods) then the excess rain may accrue temporarily 
in puddles. Since the amount of water thus detained per unit 
area cannot exceed the surface storage capacity, continuation of 
the high rainfall rate will eventually form runoff. 

(b) After Rain Has Ceased 

(1) As long as free water is still detained over the soil 
surface, infiltration is assumed to continue at a rate equal 
to the soil's infiltrability. This infiltration gradually de
pletes the surface detention. At the same time, evaporation can 
take place, its rate depending on the potential evaporativity. 

(2) If no free water is present over the soil surface, no 
infiltration can occur. Evaporation may take place, and cause a 
gradual drying of the soil surface zone. As long as that sur
face remains moist, evaporation proceeds at a maximal rate de
termined by external evaporativity and the effectiveness of the 
mulch as a diffusion barrier. However, as the soil surface dries 
down to some limiting value, the actual evaporation rate will no 
longer remain equal to the potential rate but must begin to fall 
below it. At this stage, the evaporation rate is no longer set 
by external and surface conditions, but by internal soil profile 
hydraulics which determine the flux of soil moisture delivered 
to the evaporation zone. 

F. Description of the Computer Model 

The program, also written in System 360 CSMP (IBM 1972), 
is presented in Figure 3.5. Many of the features in this program 
are similar to those of the preceding programs. Enough of the 
features are new, however, to warrant a complete (albeit partial
ly repetitive) explanation. 

INITIAL Section 

Here the number of compartments (NL) is specified and their 
thicknesses tabulated (TABLE TCOM) • The two top compartments 
were each made 0.02 m thick, and the underlying compartments 
were made to increase gradually in thickness for a total profile 
depth of 1.16 m. TABLE !THETA again specifies uhe initial volu
metric wetness, which was assumed to be at a uniform suction of 
3 bars for all three soils. 

An important provision of the program presented is the 
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possibility of dividing the soil profile into several layers of 
different textures. In the program given, the profile was 
divided into three textural layers: a toplayer consisting of five 
compartments having a total thickness of 0.16 m, an intermediate 
layer of five compartments with a total thickness of 0.28 m, and 
a subsoil layer which includes the remaining eight compartments 
(0.72 m). In principle, however, we can simulate any number or 
sequence of layers in a heterogeneous profile. On the other hand, 
to simulate a uniform rather than a layered profile, we can simp
ly specify the same hydraulic properties (suction and conductivity 
functions) for all the layers. 

The following parameters are assigned numerical values: 
(1) SATCON: Hydraulic conductivity of the soil surface 

zone at saturation. 
(2) DETCAP: Surface storage (detention) capacity in terms 

of average water depth stored in pockets or puddles at incipient 
runoff. 

(3) PETMAX: Maximal potential evaporation rate (midday 
peak). 

(4) MINPOT: Minimal matric potential head of surface C"Om
partment, representing air dryness. 

Three pairs of tables are then given for the matric poten
tial and hydraulic conductivity as functions of soil wetness, for 
each of the three soils, namely FUNCTION SUCTA and FUNCTION CONDTA 
for sand, SUCTB and CONDTB for loam, and SUCTC and CONDTC for clay. 

The rainfall regime is given by FUNCTION RAINTB, which gives 
time (in seconds) versus rainfall rate (metres per second) • The 
example given consists of two variable-intensity rainstorms, each 
lasting 6 hours and totalling 72 rran, the first corranencing at the 
start of the simulation period and the second two days later. 

DYNAMIC Section 

The following calculations are made and updated at each time 
step during the simulation run: 

(1) The volume of water in each compartment (VOLW) is cal
culated from the initial value (IVOLW) and the time integral of 
the net change. 

(2) Evaporativity (PETO), by a sine function of time (di
urnally repetitive). 

(3) Volumetric wetness (THETA) of each compartment ~ from 
the ratio of the water volume to the compartment's volume. 

(4) Matric potential (MPOT) and hydraulic conductivity 
(COND) for each compartment of specified texture ~ from the 
appropriate table given in the INITIAL section. 

(5) Hydraulic potential (HPOT) is the sum of the matric 
potential head and gravitational head for each compartment. 

(6) Hydraulic conductivity for flow between compartments 
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Figure 3.5. 
in soil profiles 
layered. 

CSMP listing for the simulation of water storage 
of various textural composition--uniforrn or 

TITLE 

• 
• 

SOIL MOISTURE REGIME IN UNIFORM AND LAYERED PROFILES 
OF VARIOUS TEXTURES DURING CYCLES OF RAIN AND EVAPORATION 

UNITS 
* KG KIL<X;RAMS 
* M METERS 
* S SECONDS 

• GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

* AVCOND = AVERAGE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY FOR FLOW BETWEEN COM-
* PARTMENTS (M/S) 
* BALANS = WATER BALANCE OF THE SOIL PROFILE (M) 
* COND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (M/S) 
* CONDTA, CONDTB, CONDTC = HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TABLES FOR 
• 
* CUMDRN 
* CUMEVP 
* CUMINF 
* CUMPET 
* CUMRNF 
* DEPTH 
* DETAIN 
* DETCAP 
* DIST 
* EVAP 
* FLUX 
* HPOT 
* I 

SAND, LOAM, CLAY 
CUMULATIVE DRAINAGE (M) 

CUMULATIVE EVAPORATION (M) 
CUMULATIVE INFILTRATION (M) 
CUMULATIVE POTENTIAL EVAPORATION (M) 
CUMULATIVE RUNOFF (M) 
DEPTH OF MIDPOINT OF COMPARTMENT (M} 
DEPTH OF SURFACE-WATER EXCESS (M) 
DETENTION CAPACITY FOR SURFACE WATER EXCESS (M) 
DISTANCE OF FLOW BETWEEN ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS (M) 
EVAPORATION RATE (M/S) 
FLOW RATE OF SOIL MOISTURE (M/S) 
HYDRAULIC POTENTIAL HEAD (M) 
INDEX OF COMPARTMENTS (ORDINAL NUMBER) 

* INCAP INFILTRATION CAPACITY (INFILTRABILITY, M/S) 
* INFILT INFILTRATION RATE (M/S) 
* ITHETA =INITIAL VOLUMETRIC WETNESS (M 3 /MJ) 
* IVOLW INITIAL VOLUME OF WATER IN EACH COMPARTMENT (M) 
* IWATER = INITIAL CONTENT OF WATER IN ENTIRE SOIL PROFILE (M) 
* MINPOT MINIMAL MATRIC POTENTIAL OF SURFACE COMPARTMENT (M) 
* MPOT 
* NFLUX 
* NA 
• 
* NAA 
* NL 
* PETMAX 
* PETO 
* RAIN 
* RAINTB 
* RUNOFF 
* SATCON 

* SUCTA, 
* TCOM 
* THETA 
* VOLW 

MATRIC POTENTIAL HEAD OF SOIL MOISTURE (M) 
NET FLUX OF WATER INTO COMPARTMENT (M/S) 
NUMBER OF CCMPARTMENTS COMPRISING UPPERMOST TEXTURAL 
LAYER 
ORDINAL NUMBER OF LOWEST COMPARTMENT IN SECOND LAYER 
NUMBER OF COMPARTMENTS COMPRISING THE ENTIRE PROFILE 
MAXIMAL (MID-DAY) POTENTIAL EVAPORATIVITY (M/S) 
POTENTIAL EVAPORATIVITY (M/S) 
RAINFALL RATE (M/S) 
RAIN TABLE: TIME (S) VERSUS RAINFALL RATE (M/S) 
RUNOFF RATE (M/S) 
SATURATION HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF SURFACE COMPART
MENT (M/S) 

SUCTB, SUCTC = SUCTION TABLES FOR SAND, LOAM, CLAY 
THICKNESS OF COMPARTMENT (M) 
VOLUMETRIC WETNESS OF SOIL (Ml/Ml) 
VOLUME OF WATER IN EACH COMPARTMENT (M) 
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STORAGE TCOM(25) ,DEPTH(25),DIST(25) ,ITHETA(25) ,COND(25) 
STORAGE AVCOND(25) ,MPOT(25) ,HPOT(25),FLUX(25) 
/ DIMENSION TKETA(25) ,VOLW(25),IVOLW(25) ,NFLUX(25) 
I EQUIVALENCE (VOLWl,VOLW(l)) ,(IVOLWl,IVOLW(l)) ,(NFLUXl,NFLUX(l)) 
FIXED I,NL,NLL,NA,NAA,NAAA,N4A 

INITIAL 

NOS ORT 
PARAMETER NU=18,SATCON=.2E-5,DETCAP=.002,PETMAX=.5E-6,MINPOT=-l000. 
TABLE TCOM(l-18)z2*.02,4*.04,4*.06,4*.08,4*.10 
TABLE ITHETA(l-18)~5*.20,5*.02,8*.08 

NI.IrNL+l 
NA=5 
NAA•NA+l 
NAAA=NA+5 
N4A=NAM+l 
IWATER•O. 

DO 100 I"'l,NL 
IWATER•IWATER+TCOM(I)*ITHETA(I) 
NFLUX(I)=O. 

100 IVOLW(I)=ITHETA(I)*TCOM(I) 
DEPTH(l)•.5*TCOM(l) 
DIST(l)•DEP"ni(l) 

DO 110 I=2 I NL 
DEPTH(I)•DEPTH(I-1)+.5*(TCOM(I-l)+TCOM(I)) 

110 DIST(I)=.5*(TCOM(I-l)+TCOM(I)) 
FUNCTION SUCTA"' •••..••••••.••••.• 
FUNCTION CONOTA= .•••••••.•••••..• 
FUNCTION SUCTB"' ••••.•••••.••••••• 
FUNCTION CONOTB"'················· 
FUNCTION SUC'rC• •.••.•••••••••..•• 
FUNCTION CONOTC• •••.•••••.••..••• 
FUNCTION RAINTB= (0. Io.) I (7200 .•.. 5E-5), (14400 ••• 5E-5). (21600. ,o.) I ••• 

(172800. ,o.) '(180000. I. 5E-5) I (187200. I. 5E-5). (194400. ,0.) 

DYNAMIC 

NOSORT 
VOLWl=INTGRL ( IVOLWl I NFLUXl I 18) 
T=TIME-21600. 
PETO=PETMAX*AMAX1(.0l*PETMAX,SIN(2.*3.1416*T/86400.)) 

DO 200 I=l,NA 
THETA(I)=VOLW(I)/TCOM(I) 
MPOT(I)=-AFGEN(SUCTC,THETA(I)) 
COND(I)=AFGEN(CONDTC,THETA(I)) 

200 HPOT(I)=MPOT(I)-DEPTH(I) 
DO 205 I=NAA,NAAA 

THETA(I)=VOLW(I)/TCOM(I) 
MPOT(I)=-AFGEN(SUCTA,THETA(I)) 
COND(I)=AFGEN(CONDTA,THETA(I)) 

205 HPOT(I)=MPOT(I)-DEPTH(I) 
DO 207 I=N4A,NL 

THETA(I)=VOLW(I)/TCOM(I) 
MPOT(I)=-AFGEN(SUCTB,THETA(I)) 
COND(I)=AFGEN(CONDTB,THETA(I)) 

207 HPOT(I)=MPOT(I)-DEPTH(I) 
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DO 210 I=2,NL 
210 AVCOND(I)~(COND(I-l)*TCOM(I-l)+COND(I)*TCOM(I))/ 

(TCOM(I-l)+TCOM(I)) 

FLUX(NLL)=COND(NL) 
DO 220 I=2,NL 

220 FLUX(I)=(HPOT(I-1)-HPOT(I))*AVCOND(I)/DIST(I) 
RAIN=AFGEN(RAINTB,TIME) 
INCAP=(O.-HPOT(l))*.5*(SATCON+COND(l))/DIST(l) 
DETAIN=INTGRL(O.,RAIN-INFILT) 
IF (RAIN.GT.0.) GO TO 350 
RUNOFF=O. 
IF (DETAIN.LE.0.) GO TO 330 
EVAPzPETO 
INFILT=INCAP 
FLUX(l)=INFILT 
GO TO 390 

330 INFILT=O. 
IF (MPOT(l) .GT.MINPOT) EVAP=PETO 
IF (MPOT(l) .LE.MINPOT) EVAP=AMINl(PETO,-FLUX(2)) 
FLUX(l)=-EVAP 
GO TO 390 

350 EVAP=O. 
INFILT=INCAP 
IF (RAIN.LT.INCAP.AND.DETAIN.LE.O.) INFILT=RAIN 
FLUX(l)=INFILT 
IF (DETAIN.LT.'DETCAP) GO TO 390 
DETAIN=DETCAP 
RUNOFF=O. 
IF (RAIN.GT.INCAP) RUNOFF=RAIN-INCAP 

390 CONTINUE 
DO 320 I=l,NL 

320 NFLUX(I)zFLlJX(I)-FLUX(I+l) 
CUMINF=INTGRL(O.,INFILT) 
CUMRNF=INTGRL(O.,RUNOFF) 
CUMEVP=INTGRL(O.,EVAP) 
CUMPET=INTGRL(O.,PETO) 
FLXNLL=FLUX(NLL) 
CUMDRN=INTGRL(O.,FLXNLL) 

00 400 I=l,NL 
400 CUMWTR=CUMWTR+VOLW(I) 

BALANS=CUMWTR-IWATER-CUMINF+CUMEVP+CUMDRN 
CUMWTR=O. 

TERMINAL 

TIMER FINTIM=864000., OUTDEL=l0800., DELMIN=.lE-5 
PRINT (Optional) 
PRTPLT CUMINF, CUMRNF, CUMEVP, C.UMFET, CUMDRN, CUMWTR, DETAIN, BAI.ANS 
METHOD RKS 
END 
STOP 
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is taken to be the average of the two compartments' conductivi
ties (AVCOND), weighted according to their relative thickness. 

(7) Flux between compartments (FLUX) obeys Darcy's law. 
(8) Flux across the bottom boundary (FLUX(NLL)) is taken to 

be equal to the lowest compartment's conductivity. 
(9) Rain intensity (RAIN) is obtained by interpolation from 

the rain table (RAINTB) • 
(10) Infiltrability (INCAP) is the flux into the first com

partment from the saturated soil surface at which the matric poten
tial is assigned a value of zero. 

(11) Depth of water detained over the soil surface (DETAIN) 
is the time integral of the difference between rain intensity and 
infiltrability. 

(12) If there is no rain but there is some detained surface 
water, evaporation rate (EVAPJ is equal to the potential rate 
(PETO) and infiltration (INFILT) is equal to infiltrability (IN
CAP). 

(13) If no water is detained over the surface, infiltration 
is zero, and evaporation is equal either to the evaporativity or 
to the upward flux of soil moisture toward the surface, depending 
on the matric potential of the surface soil (see statements fol
lowing no. 330). 

(14) If rain is occurring, infiltration rate is equal to 
either rainfall rate or infiltrability, according to the state
ments following no. 350. 

(15) Cumulative values of infiltration (CUMINF), runoff 
(CUMRNF), evaporation (CUMEVP), potential evaporation (CUMPET), 
and drainage (CUMDRN) are then calculated by integration of the 
appropriate variable with respect to time. 

(16) The water balance (BALANS) is summarized, as a check, 
by the following statement: 

BALANS = CUMWTR - !WATER - CUMINF + CUMEVP + CUMDRN (3.8) 

wherein CUMWTR is cumulative water content of the entire profile 
and !WATER is initial total water content. 

The remainder of the program deals with output. The time 
intervals and formats of the output are specified, whether the 
data are to be printed, plotted against depth, or print-plotted 
against time. 

G. Simulation of Water Storage in Uniform Profiles 

Results 

Changes in soil moisture distribution of initially satura
ted uniform profiles of sand, loam, and clay during drainage, 
evaporation, and simultaneous drainage-cum-evaporation, are shown 
in Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. These profiles, representing suc
cessive moments in time (indicated in days) exhibit differences 
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Figure 3.6. The changing soil moisture distribution during 
drainage from initially saturated uniform profiles of sand, loam, 
and clay. 
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Figure 3.8. The changing soil moisture distribution during 
simultaneous drainage and evaporation from initially saturated 
uniform profiles of sand, loam, and clay. 
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in soil water dynamics among the various soils, caused by their 
differing hydraulic properties. A more detailed view of these 
differences is presented in Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. 

Figure 3.9 shows the time-dependent rate of gravity drainage, 
with and without evaporation, out of the bottom of each of the 
1.16 m deep simulated soil profiles. The sandy soil, although it 
contains less water at saturation, is seen to drain much more 
rapidly at first. Thus, it loses half again as much water as the 
loam and nearly five times as much water as the clay during the 
first two days. Thereafter, these differences decrease and are 
eventually reversed as further drainage from the sand slows down 
to a very low rate while drainage from the loam and the clay per
sists at appreciable rates for many more days. The evaporation 
process is seen to reduce drainage by a small but gradually in
creasing amount, and more so in the loam and clay than in the sand. 

Figure 3.10 shows the cumulative evaporation loss from these 
profiles subject to an identical pattern of diurnally fluctuating 
evaporativity. It is seen that the sand sustained evaporation 
at the full potential rate only during the first day, whereas 
evaporation from the loam continued at the climatically determined 
potential rate for three days and evaporation from the clay per
sisted at this rate for as long as five days. This is apparently 
due to the higher water content of the clay as well as to its 
maintenance of higher unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Figure 
3.3). By the end of the 10-day period simulated, the simultane
ously draining-cum-evaporating clay profile had ev.aporated more 
than twice as much as the sand, ·while the loam exhibited inter
mediate behaviour. 

Figure 3.11 shows volumetric wetness at a depth of 0.41 m 
as a function of time in each of the three draining, and drain
ing-cum-evaporating, profiles. This is pertinent to the "field 
capacity" problem. After two days of drainage from saturation 
without evaporation, the wetness values were about 45%, 29%, and 
16% for the clay, loam, and sand profiles, respectively. Simul
taneous evaporation reduced these values by about 2% in all three 
cases. These wetness values represent suction heads of 1.3 to 
1.1 m for the clay and loam, and about 0.8 m for the sand. 
Thereafter, continuing drainage and evaporation tended to extract 
more water from this zone of the clay and loam profiles than from 
the sand, for a subsequent loss of an additional 8% or so on the 
tenth day from the clay and loam as against about 4% from the 
sand. The suction head values prevailing at this indicative 
depth after 10 days of internal drainage without evaporation were 
about 1.8 m in the clay and loam, and about 1.3 min the sand, 
With evaporation, the corresponding values were about 4, 2.5, 
and 1.8 m for the clay, loam, and sand, respectively. 
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Figure 3.9. Cumulative drainage from initially saturated 
uniform profiles of sand, loam, and clay. Dashed lines: drain 
age without evaporation; solid lines: simultaneous drainage and 
evaporation. 
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Figure 3.10. Cumulative evaporation during simultaneous 
drainage and evaporation from initially saturated uniform profiles 
of sand, loam, and clay. 
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Figure 3.11. Volumetric wetness at depth of 41 cm as function 
of time in initially saturated uniform profiles of sand, loam, 
and clay. Dashed lines: drainage without evaporation; solid 
lines: simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
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The course of infiltration into uniform profiles (Case 2a) 
of the three soil types is illustrated in Figure 3.12 where suc
cessive soil moisture profiles are plotted at various times as in
dicated by the numbers (signifying hours) inside the figure. The 
advance of the so-called "wetting front" is seen to be most rapid 
in the sand, even though its initial wetness was lowest, so that 
more water was required per unit volume to saturate this soil than 
the other two. Under simulated ponding, the sand profile was 
wetted throughout its entire 1.16 m depth within 4 hours, where
as the loam and the clay required 12 and 20 hours, respectively. 
Figure 3.12 also indicates that the "wetting front" was sharpest 
in the case of the sand, and least so in the clay, a phenomenon 
obviously related to the characteristic hydraulic functions in the 
pertinent suction range in each case. 

The time course of cumulative infiltration under shallow 
ponding is illustrated in Figure 3.13. Here, the cumulative volume 
of water infiltrated into the soil profile per unit area of soil 
surface is plotted against the square root of time. The curves 
are seen to be straight at first, as the pressure gradients oper
ating during the early phase of infiltration predominate ove~ the 
gravitational force. However, with the pressure gradients 
decreasing as the profile wets up more and more deeply, gravity 
eventually dominates. As this occurs, the infiltration rate in 
a uniform profile approaches an asymptotic constant value which 
approximates the saturated hydraulic conductivity. On a linear 
scale of time, cumulative infiltration would become a straight 
line, whereas on the square-root of time scale this is indicated 
as a steepening curve. Figure 3 .13 shows that at a ft' value 
of 150 (about 6 hours in actual time) the sand had absorbed about 
650 mm, the loam about 250 mm, and the clay only about 70 mm. 

Finally (Case 2b), we consider the results of simulating 
the processes of infiltration and of redistribution-cum-evapora
tion sequentially, under a programmed climate of successive rain
storms spaced by dry periods. 

Successive soil moisture profiles during and following the 
first rainstorm (lasting 1/4 day) are shown for the three soils 
in Figure 3.14. In this case, the moisture profiles were ini
tiated at a uniform suction head of 30 m. During the rainstorm, 
the upper zones of the clay and loam profiles approached satura
tion, as the maximal rainfall rate (0.5 x 10 m/sec) temporarily 
exceeded the saturated conductivity of the clay and nearly equal
led that of the loam. The surface zone of the sand, however, 
remained unsaturated throughout the rain period, as the maximal 
rainfall rate was considerably lower than its saturated hydraulic 
conductivity. 

Total penetration of water during this first rainstorm was 
deepest in the sand, but did not exceed 0.4 m in any case. Dur-
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Figure 3.12. Successive distribution of soil moisture 
during infiltration into uniform profiles of sand, loam, and 
clay, all at an initial matric suction of 1/3 bar. 
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Figure 3.13. Cumulative infiltration into uniform profiles 
of sand, loam, and clay (all at an initial matric suction of 1/3 
bar) as function of the square root of time. 
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Figure 3.14. Successive distributions of soil moisture 
during infiltration and subsequent redistribution and evaporation 
in uniform profiles of sand, loam, and clay. The solid lines 
are for a single rainstorm of 72.2 mm lasting 6 hours, and the 
numbers indicate time (days) after onset of this rain. Dashed 
lines: soil moisture distribution at eighth day after three 
rainstorms totalling 216.6 mm. 
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ing the subsequent 8-day redistribution-cum-evaporation phase 
which followed this rainstorm, the penetration of water was 
shallowest in the clay (attaining < 0.8 m in depth), intermediate 
in the loam (about 0.85 m), and deepest in the sand, where pene
tration exceeded 1 m. In no case, however, did the single rain 
produce any appreciable through-drainage out the bottom of the 
1.16 m profiles. 

Figure 3.14 also suggests that, with most of the water re
maining closer to the surface in the clay profile, the upward 
moisture-content gradients due to evaporation in the days fol
lowing the single rain are steeper in the clay than in the loam 
and much steeper than in the sand profile. Observing the internal 
distributions of soil moisture after 8 days under the double-
rain and the triple-rain regimes, we note that the bottom of the 
sand profile wetted up significantly under the double-rain, thus 
indicating appreciable through-drainage, whereas the bottoms of 
the clay and of the loam profiles were not wetted appreciably 
under this regime. Finally, we note that under the triple-rain 
regime both the sand and the loam profiles, but not yet the clay, 
were wetted to the bottom sufficiently to increase the conductiv
ity there so as to indicate appreciable through-drainage. 

We come at last to a summary of the total water balance of 
these 1.16 m profiles of sand, loam, and clay, under the various 
rainfall regimes simulated. This is shown in Table 3.1. 

With a single rainstorm, there was neither runoff nor through 
drainage from any of the soil types. Hence, the only differences 
were in evaporation, the most occurring from the clay (50.3 mm) 
and the least from the sand (38.1 mm). Consequently, the sand 
profile stored 55% more water than the clay, as shown in the next
to-last column. 

With two rainstorms, the sand profile already yielded some 
through-drainage, but not yet enough to be of any significance 
(1.2 mm). None of the soils yet produced any runoff. Hence, the 

major differences in the overall water balance were still due to 
evaporation. The clay still evaporated the most, and the sand 
the least, but the relative difference in the total amount of 
water added to storage was somewhat smaller, i.e., the sand 
profile added 35% more than the clay. 

With three rainstorms, the clay already produced appreciable 
runoff (3.6 mm) but the sand and the loam did not. On the other 
hand, tihe sand allowed considerable drainage (26.9 mm) and even 
the loam produced some (1.3 mm) but the clay none. The order of 
evaporation remained as before, but the differences decreased in 
magnitude. The overall balance of water storage, therefore, be
gan to tip away from the sand (which added 101.1 mm) and toward 
the loam (which added 107.6 mm), with the clay profile storing 
almost as much (99.2 rnm). 
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Rainfall 
regimen 

1 rain 

2 rains 

3 rains 

4 rains 

Table 3.1. Water balance of 1.16 m soil profiles of sand, loam, and clay 
under various rainfall regimes. 10-day simulation. Data in millimetres.* 

Soil Total Total in- Total Total evap- Total Total water content Storage 
texture rainfall filtration runoff oration drainage Initial Final Added efficiency 

Sand 72.2 72. 2 0.0 38 .1 0.0 23. 2 59.3 34.1 47.2% 
Loam 72. 2 72. 2 0.0 43.1 o.o 81.2 110. 3 29.1 40.3% 
Clay 72. 2 72.2 0.0 50.3 0.0 232.0 253.9 21.9 30.3% 

Sand 144.4 144.4 0.0 66.3 1.2 23.2 100.0 76.9 53.3% 
Loam 144.4 144.4 0.0 78.7 0.0 81.2 146. 9 65.7 45.5% 
Clay 144.4 144.4 0.0 87.3 0.0 232.0 289.1 57.1 39.5% 

Sand 216.6 216.6 0.0 88.6 26.9 23 .2 124.3 101.1 46.7% 
Loam 216.6 216.6 0.0 107.7 1. 3 81.2 188.8 107.6 49. 7% 
Clay 216.6 213.0 3.6 113.8 0.0 232.0 331. 2 99.2 15.8% 

Sand 288.8 288.8 o.o 108.4 66.9 23.2 136. 7 113.5 39.3% 
Loam 288.8 288.8 8.2 126.8 25.2 81. 2 209.8 128.6 44.5% 
Clay 288.8 270.7 18.1 130. 9 1.6 232.0 370.2 138.2 47.9% 

*Comment: The first rain occurred during the first night (before dawn of first day) . The 
second, third, and fourth rains took place during the third, fifth, and seventh 
nights, respectively. 
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With four rainstorms, the balance of storage is reversed. 
Here, the differences in drainage become overwhelming, with the 
sand profile losing as much as 66.9 mm (almost 25% of the water 
infiltrated), while the clay allows only 1.6 mm to drain away. On 
the other hand, runoff losses from the clay are considerable (18.1 
mm) yet not nearly as much as the sand loses to drainage. Dif
ferences in evaporation remain, but their relative magnitude de
creases still further, so that the overall balance is now in favor 
of the clay, which indicates a storage increment of 138.2 mm as 
against 128.6 mm for the loam and only 113.5 mm for the sand. 

It is noteworthy that the storage efficiency (i.e., the amount 
of water added to the profile as percent of the total rainfall) 
generally varied in the range of 30% to 50%, with the highest 
value registered for the sand (under the double rain) and the low
est value for the clay (under the single rain) . These numbers 
confirm the above conclusion that for small or moderate precipi
tation, the sand profile is the most efficient storage medium, 
whereas clay holds bhe advantage where rainfall is more abundant. 
It is remarkable that in no case was storage efficiency much 
greater than 58%. This is in accord with the experimental find
ings reported by Hide (1954) . 

Discussion 

This model study of profile moisture dynamics in relation 
to soil texture and hydraulic properties was based on a rather 
arbitrary and hypothetical selection of soils and weather patterns. 
Hence we make no claim that our results are realistic in the 
sense that they can serve directly to describe any particular 
field situation. Our present model, furthermore, omits potential
ly important phenomena such as spacial heterogeneity, surface 
crusting or mulching, soil moisture hysteresis, energy relations 
(van Bavel and Hillel 1975), solutes, as well as the often domi
nant uptake of water by plant roots (Hillel et al. 1975c). 

We chose to base our analysis on hypothetical rather than 
real soil properties because of the paucity of systematized data 
on the soil moisture characteristics of different textures, and 
the highly variable and often incomplete nature of the data 
that is available. However, our general familiarity with the 
available data leads us to believe that our curves are not untyp
cal of the textural classes designated, at least in their general 
shape. 

Another problem we encountered was that matching incompat
ible suction and conductivity functions in a model of this sort 
can lead to computational difficulties. For this reason, we 
chose to derive each of the hydraulic conductivity functions from 
the corresponding soil's moisture characteristic. We are mindful 
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however, that the theory used is based on the capillary hypothe
sis, which regards the conductive pores of the soil as if they 
were interconnected segments of cylindrical tubes. As such, this 
theory is applicable more to coarse-grained soils than to clay, 
where flow phenomena other than Poiseuille-type flow can be impor
tant. 

One important factor which should eventually be included in 
the interest of realism is the hysteresis effect. For cyclic 
sequences of wetting and drying processes, the developing profiles 
with hysteresis taken into account are likely to be different 
from those presented. Specifically, hysteresis has been shown to 
retard redistribution {Rubin 1967) and cyclic evaporation {Hillel 
1976). Moreover, the magnitude of the hysteresis effect is like
ly to be greater in sand than in clay. A quantitative simulation 
study of this topic, carried out by the autho4does not, however, 
appear to contradict the basic relationships presented in this 
chapter. 

In any case, we believe that a model study of the sort pre
sented herein can aid in understanding the interacting functional 
relations governing soil moisture dynamics in varying circumstan
ces. Even in its present, admittedly incomplete, form our model 
study carries certain significant plant-ecological and hydrologi
cal implications. Ecological investigations of arid regions {e. 
g., Hillel and Tadmor 1962) have long shown that in the desert, 
sandy soils offer more favorable moisture conditions for plant 
growth than do finer-textured soils, thanks to the sandy soil's 
greater infiltrability and smaller runoff losses, deeper penetra
tion of rain water due to lesser retention per unit depth, and 
lower evaporation losses. This is where rainfall is so scant 
that no appreciable percolation can occur beyond the reach of 
plant roots. In semihurnid areas, however, the situation is often 
reversed in that sand constitutes the driest habitat owing to its 
excessively rapid drainage of the more abundant rainfall. Final
ly, in very humid areas the situation might again reverse itself 
as the frequent supply of water might be enough to maintain an 
adequate moisture level in the sand despite its high drainage 
rate while the storage of water in a clay soil could actually 
become excessive and impede the necessary root-zone aeration. 
These seeming vagaries can now be understood in quantitative 
terms with the aid of a simulation model capable of mapping out 
the entire gamut of interactions among the pertinent factors of 
soil and climate which enter into the determination of soil water 
storage and availability. 

The hydrological implications of this sort of model study 
pertain to the possibility of a priori formulation of such hydro
logically important factors as the initiation, rate, and quanti
ty of runoff as well as of deep percolation (i.e., ground water 
recharge) in terms of real physical mechanisms rather than a 
posteriori on the basis of statistical or empirical curve-fitting 
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indexes. In fact, the need to introduce soil-physical processes 
into hydrology is one of the most challenging tasks of that vital 
science today, as it might help to bridge the gap between the 
traditionally separate fields of surface and ground water hydrolo
gy. An effort in this direction is made in our next chapter (Chap. 
IV). 

H. Simulation of Water Storage in Texturally Layered Profiles 

General 

Numerous theoretical treatments of soil water dynamics have 
dealt with processes assumed to take place in ideally uniform soil 
profiles. Such studies, while valuable in themselves, can seldom 
if ever portray the behaviour of real soils, which, as a rule, 
vary in space and time, both texturally and structurally. In re
cent years, several investigators (e.g., Hanks and Bowers 1962; 
Hillel and Gardner 1969; van Keulen and van Beek 1971) have at
tempted to define the behaviour of stratified soil with respect 
to separate flow processes such as infiltration. The advent of 
numerical simulation techniques now makes it possible to treat 
more complex and hence more nearly realistic cases by linking 
phenomena (including infiltration, redistribution, and evapora
tion) which have heretofore been considered separately. The 
treatment of such interacting phenomena as sequential or simul
taneous processes in the context of a comprehensive model makes 
it possible to map out soil behaviour under various definable 
weather patterns. 

This study is an outgrowth of a recent paper on soil moisture 
dynamics of layered profiles (Hillel and Talpaz 1977), providing 
an extension of the uniform profile model presented above. 

Procedure 

The same three soil types as in the preceding section (rep
resenting a "sand," a "loam," and a "clay") having the hydraulic 
properties shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, were arranged in 
various vertical sequences to form 2-layer and 3-layer profiles. 
The layer depths were as follows: layer 1, 0-0.16 m; layer 2, 
0.16-0.44 m; layer 3, 0.44-1.16 m. The hydraulic behaviour of 
these profiles was then explored systematically for specific boun
dary and initial conditions. The following processes were simu
lated over a period of 10 days: 

(1) For initially ·saturated profiles: 
(a) Gravity drainage without evaporation. 
(b) Simultaneous drainage and evaporation under diur

nally cyclic evaporativity. 
(2) For initially unsaturated profiles: 

(a) Infiltration under shallow ponding (infiltrability). 
(b) Sequences of rain infiltration and periods of 
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drainage and evaporation. 

The computations were based upon equations (3.2) through (3. 
7). The same scheme (Figure 3.4) as in the simulations involving 
uniform profiles, as well as the same rainfall and evaporativity 
regimes, were used. A key assumption in this simulation is that 
in layered profiles, though the hydraulic conductivity and water 
content distribution may be discontinuous, the hydraulic poten
tial of soil water is continuous throughout the profile even across 
layer interfaces. 

Results 

The soil moisture distributions of initially saturated two
layer profiles of all six possible combinations (i.e., sand over 
loam, clay over sand, etc.) at the end of a 10-day period of grav
ity drainage are shown in Figure 3.15. For the period of time 
considered, it appears that a sublayer of sand can retard the 
drainage of top layers of clay and loam. This is apparently re
lated to the rapid drainage of the underlying sand itself, which 
brings about a steep decrease of its hydraulic conductivity (as 
evident in Figure 3.3), thus arresting outflow from the overlying 
fine-textured layer. On the other hand, a fine-textured sublayer, 
which in itself drains more slowly at first but more persistently 
in the long run, can eventually cause greater outflow from a 
coarse-textured top layer. This pattern depends, of course, not 
only on the layering sequence but also on the layer depths and 
the period of time considered. 

Cumulative drainage from the entire profile, including both 
top layer and sublayer, is shown for the various layering canbina
tions in Figure 3.16. Since the sublayer of each profile in this 
two-layer simulation series was about six times thicker than the 
top layer,the overall cumulative drainage is dominated largely 
by the properties of the sublayer. Thus, the three profiles with 
clay sublayers are clustered at the bottC([I, and those with sand 
sublayers appear at the top of the family of curves shown. With
in each group, moreover, the greatest cumulative drainage occurs 
where the top layer is sand, and the least where the top layer 
is clay. 

The specific volumetric wetness near the bottom of the top 
layer (depth= 0.14 m), as it decreases during drainage, is shown 
in Figure 3.17. Once again, it is evident that the pattern of 
drainage from any top layer is influenced by the hydraulic proper
ties of its sublayer, and since the latter vary in time, the rel
ative pattern for different profile combinations also varies dur
ing the drainage process. Thus, for instance, soil moisture in 
a loam overlying clay decreases more slowly at first than in a 
loam overlying sand, but after four days or so the former catches 
up with the latter and its wetness continues to decrease at an 
appreciable rate through the tenth day. This reversal is due, 
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Figure 3.15. Moisture distributions in 2-layer profiles at 
the end of a 10-day drainage period. 
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Figure 3.18. Moisture distributions in 2-layer profiles after 
10 days of simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
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as already mentioned, to the rapid decrease in conductivity of 
the sand as against the maintenance of a relatively high conduc
tivity (and downward flux) in the clay in the range of suction 
which develops during drainage. The data of Figure 3.17 are per
tinent to the "field capacity" concept, which is often and errone
ously assumed to be an exclusive property of an individual layer 
(e.g., its wetness at a suction of 1/3 bar) whereas in fact it 
is strongly influenced by the rate of drainage of the profile as 
a whole. 

Figure 3.18 shows the distribution of moisture in two-layer 
profiles at the end of a 10-day period of simultaneous drainage 
and evaporation. Here another effect comes into play, namely the 
tendency of coarse-textured top layers to suppress evaporation as 
their conductivity falls sharply in the course of the drying 
process. This has the effect of preserving the wetness of the 
underlying fine-textured layers. An example of this effect is 
the wetness of the clay sublayer just under the sand top layer 
(depth of 0.18 m) that is 3 percent higher than under a loam top 
layer and fully 8 percent higher than it would be in a uniform 
profile of clay at the same depth. The same pattern, though to 
a lesser degree, can be observed for loam and sand under the 
various top layers. 

Figure 3.19 shows the cumulative drainage from two-layer 
profiles during 10 days of drainage and evaporation. A comparison 
with Figure 3.16 shows that drainage is little affected by the 
evaporation process during the first five days or so. Thereafter, 
drainage is slowed, albeit to a small degree, in soils with a top 
layer of clay, owing to the persistence of evaporation. 

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 are analogous to the previous two, 
except that they represent three-layer profiles. It is notewo~thy 
that water retention is greatest in a layer of clay sandwiched 
between a top layer and a sublayer of sand, which have the dual 
effect of suppressing both drainage and evaporation from the inter
mediate layer. The occluded clay layer thus ended up after 10 
days with a wetness value 5 percent higher than the corresponding 
depth in a uniform clay profile. 

Cumulative evaporation from the two-layer and three-layer 
profiles during 10 days of simultaneous drainage and evaporation 
is shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23. Once again, it is evident 
that, for each profile combination, the least evaporation occurred 
with a top layer of sand and the most evaporation with a top layer 
of clay. The highest cumulative evaporation occurred fran the 
profile with the clay-loam-sand sequence, where the soil's ability 
to deliver water to the evaporating surf ace apparently remained 
highest during the 10-day period of the simulation. Had the 
process been continued longer, it is likely that cumulative 
evaporation from the uniform clay profile would eventually surpass 
that of all the other profiles. 
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Figure 3.19. Cumulative drainage from initially saturated 
layered profiles during simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
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Figure 3.20. M:>isture distributions in 3-layer profiles 
after 10 days of simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
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Figure 3.21. Cumulative drainage from initially saturated 
3-layer profiles during simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
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Figure 3.22. Cumulative evaporation from initially saturated 
2-layer profiles during simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
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Figure 3.23. Cumulative evaporation from initially saturated 
3-layer and uniform profiles during simultaneous drainage and 
evaporation. 
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Figure 3.24 indicates the change in soil wetness near the 
bottom of the top layer (depth of 0.14 m) in each of the two-layer 
profiles during 10 days of simultaneous drainage and evaporation. 
A comparison with Figure 3.17 shows the same clustering of curves 
into three groups, representing profiles with top layers of sand, 
loam, and clay. However, the same comparison shows quantitatively 
that the evaporation process strongly reduced the wetness of the 
clay and loam top layers in comparison with the drainage process 
acting alone. 

Figure 3.25 shows the change in soil wetness near the top of 
the sublayer (at a depth of 0.18 m). In each case, the sublayer 
had retained the highest wetness value when covered by a top layer 
of sand, and the lowest wetness when covered by clay. 

Figures 3.26 and 3.27 represent the profile moisture distri
butions during the steady-state phase of infiltration into two
layer and three-layer profiles, respectively. As is clearly evi
dent, the presence of a Time-textured top layer impedes infiltra
tion into underlying coarse-textured layers so that the latter 
are prevented from attaining saturation (as they would if the fine
textured top layer did not exist). This accords with the descrip
tion of steady infiltration into crust-capped profiles given by 
Takagi (1960) and by Hillel and Gardner (1969). The oft-repeated 
statement that water does not move from a fine to a coarse layer 
until the latter is completely saturated is not universally true, 
as the pattern of flow from layer to layer depends on the relative 
hydraulic conductivity at the prevailing suction. 

Figure 3.28 shows the cumulative infiltration into the var
ious layered profiles in comparison with that into uniform pro
files of sand, loam, and clay. ln each case, the processes 
eventually attained a steady state (undoubtedly affected by our 
selection of a bottom boundary condition), but the rate of steady 
infiltration, as well as the pattern of transient infiltration 
leading up to it, differs widely among the profiles, as one or 
another of the layers can limit the rate of infiltration at vari
ous stages of the process. 

We come finally to an overall summary of the water storage 
efficiencies of the variously ·composed profiles under a simulated 
weather regime consisting of an initial rainstorm followed by two 
days of redistribution and evaporation followed by a second rain
storm identical to the first and an eight-day period of redistri
bution and evaporation. The data are summarized in Table 3.2. 
With the two rainstorms totaling 144.4 mm, with a maximum inten
sity of 18 mm/hr, there was complete infiltration in all of the 
profiles. Doubling the maximal rain intensity without changing 
its amount did, however, cause some runoff from the clay-topped 
profiles. In any case, the amount of rainfall applied was still 
insufficient to cause any appreciable through-drainage. Hence 
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Soil 

Table 3.2. Water balance of layered profiles for a 10-
day simulation, including two rainstorms (first and 
third nights) totaling 144.4 mm, and two periods of 
evaporation (the first during the two days between 
rainstorms; the second during the eight days after 
the last rainstorm). Symbols S, L, and C stand for 
sand, loam and clay. S/C represents a two-layer pro
file of sand over clay, and other layered profiles 
are designated accordingly. Profiles with asterisk 
were subjected to the same rainfall with doubled 
intensity. 

Total Total Total Total Storage Storage 
Profile Infiltration Runoff Evaporation Drainage Increment Efficiency 

(mm) (mm) (mm) (nm) (mm) (%) 

Sand 144.4 0.0 66.3 1.2 76.9 53.3 
Loam 144.4 0.0 78.7 0.0 65.7 45.5 
Clay 144. 4 0.0 87.3 0.0 57.1 39.5 

S/L 144.4 o.o 51. 2 0.5 92.7 64.2 
S/C 144.4 0.0 49.8 0.02 94.6 65.5 
L/S 144.4 0.0 93.4 0.0 51.0 35.3 
L/C 144.4 0.0 70.7 0.02 7 3. 7 51.0 
C/S 144.4 0.0 97.4 0.02 47.0 32 .5 
C/L 144.4 0.0 94.4 0.01 50.0 34.6 

S/L/C 144.4 0.0 47.5 0.03 96.9 67.1 
C/L/S 144 .4 0.0 104.7 0.0 39.7 27.5 
C/S/C 144.4 0.0 89.6 0.02 54.8 38.0 
S/C/S 144.4 0.0 60.9 0.0 83.4 57.8 
C/S/L 144.4 0.0 90.3 0.04 54.1 37.5 
L/S/C 144.4 0.0 85.3 0.02 59.1 40.9 

C/S* 119.1 25.3 91.4 0.0 28.7 19.9 
C/L/S* 122 .1 22.3 92.7 0.0 29.4 20.4 
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the major differences in water balance among the various profiles 
were due to evaporation. 

We have already defined storage efficiency as the ratio of 
the total amount of water added to the profile from beginning to 
end of the 10-day simulation period to the total rainfall. We 
find that the highest storage efficiency values were exhibited by 
profiles with coarse-textured upper layers and fine-textured 
bottom layers. The lowest profile storage efficiencies occurred 
in profiles with the opposite sequence of layers, i.e., fine-tex
tured over coarse-textured. It should be stressed, however, that 
the actual and relative values of storage efficiency in any par
ticular case not included in our necessarily limited set of ex
amples would depend not only upon profile constitution but also 
upon the weather pattern and the period of time considered. Our 
choice of an example in which evaporation, rather than runoff or 
drainage, is the dorninant process of water loss is thought to 
be pertinent to the conditions which might prevail in some semi
arid areas. Where rain intensities are high, runoff can be ex
pected to constitute an important component of the water balance 
of clay-topped profiles, whereas drainage can be important in 
areas of high total rainfall and predominantly sandy soils. The 
least effective storage from the combined standpoints of evapora
tion, drainage, and runoff can be expected in profiles with a shal
low top layer of clay over sand. 

Discussion 

We wish to re-emphasize the theoretical nature of this study. 
In particular, the examples chosen to illustrate the model and 
its possible consequences were based on arbitrary soil properties 
and weather patterns. The soil hydraulic characteristics which 
we assigned to our so-called "sand," "loam," and "clay" may or 
may not be typical of soils which are generally described by those 
same terms. Such is the range and extent of soil diversity that 
it is doubtful if such a thing as a "typical" soil of any textu
ral class can be defined. A further qualification is necessary 
in connection with the calculation of the hydraulic conductivity 
function. While the same procedure, based on the capillary 
hypothesis, was used for all three soil types, we are aware that 
in principle this hypothesis is more applicable to sand than to 
clay. 

Our model differs from earlier ones (e.g., Stroosnijder et 
al. 1972) in that it provides a more comprehensive description 
of the sequential or simultaneous processes of infiltration, re
distribution, and evaporation in variously constituted profiles. 
The numerical simulation approach is seen to be most versatile, 
as it is unencumbered by the restrictive assumptions necessary 
for obtaining analytical solutions (e.g., Aylor and Parlange 
1973) • Specifically, our model can handle flows in both upward 
and downward directions for profiles of both uniform and highly 
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non-uniform in~tial conditions in which soil hydraulic properties 
may vary in depth either gradually or abruptly from layer to layer. 
Furthermore, the model can accommodate rain or evaporation epi
sodes of varying duration and intensity. On the other hand, our 
model fails to take into account a whole array of interactions 
which will undoubtedly call for much further study. First of 
all, our model is one-dimensional (vertical), while heterogeneous 
soils in the field seldom behave one-dimensionally. Second, there 
is the hysteresis phenomenon, which comes into play during cyclic 
processes such as redistribution (Rubin 1967) and diurnally fluc
tuating evaporation (Hillel 1976). The hydraulic behaviour of the 
soil, particularly in the all-important surface zone, can vary in 
time, as under raindrop impact and wetting-drying cycles. More
over, temperature and solute effects can also have a bearing on 
soil hydraulic behaviour, as can soil moisture extraction by roots 
(Hillel et al. 1975c). Finally, our model disregards the problem 
of wetting-front instability which can be important in some cases 
(Raats 1973; Philip 1975) . 

The principal conclusion of this modeling experiment is that 
soil water storage efficiency is strongly affected by profile lay
ering, and can vary within the wide limits of 20% to 60% in a pro
file composed of layers of sand, loam, and clay. 
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IV. HYDROLOGY OF A SLOPING FIELD, INCLUDING 
SURFACE RUNOFF AND GROUNDWATER FLOW 

A. Description of the Problem 

One of the most vital and challenging frontiers of research 
at the present time is the no-man's land between the heretofore 
separate disciplines of soil physics and hydrology. Soil physi
cists have traditionally dealt with phenomena on the scale of a 
soil profile, most often asstuned to be a one-dimensional (vertical) 
system of the sort we have depicted in our first three chapters. 
Hydrologists, on the other hand, have attempted to deal with soil
water phenomena on the scale of a complete, three-dimensional 
and generally heterogeneous watershed or drainage basin. To deal 
directly with such a complex system, hydrologists have had to 
devise empirical and statistical, rather than mechanistic, ap
proaches. 

Traditionally, the science of hydrology has consisted of 
two main branches: surface-water hydrology, dealing with water 
flowing or stored over the soil surface or in streams and lakes; 
and ground water hydrology, dealing with flow and storage below 
the water table. In between the two realms lies the so-called 
unsaturated zone of the soil, a realm ~oo-often neglected by 
hydrologists but of central interest to soil scientists. Nowadays, 
however, hydrologists have universally come to realize the impor
tance of the unsaturated zone as a primary determinant of runoff 
formation and quantity, as well as of subsurface water flow paths 
and velocities. A better understanding of soil-water dynamics 
is also essential in connection with the movement of dissolved 
pollutants and the progress of various chemical and biological 
changes to which they are subject as they pass through the soil 
(Amerman 1973). 

Soil physicists have, in the last two decades, achieved some 
considerable progress in the mechanistic formulation of the prin
ciples of water movement in unsaturated as well as saturated re
gions of the soil, and therefore ought to be able to provide hy
drologists with knowledge concerning the missing link in hydrology 
even while expanding their own horizons as environmental scien
tists. The problem is, however, how to re-compose the complex 
hydrological whole from the sum of its soil-physical parts. A 
simple extrapolation of one-dimensional processes does not yield 
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a complex three-dimensional system unless such additional pheno
mena as lateral heterogeneity and overland as well as groundwater 
flow are also formulated and taken into consideration on a mechan
istic basis. Mathematical simulation can be a valuable, perhaps 
even indispensable, tool in any attempt to incorporate soil-physi
cal phenomena into a comprehensive, physically based treatment of 
composite hydrological systems. 

Perhaps the most plausible place to attempt a reconciliation 
between soil physics and hydrology is in modeling the dynamics of 
water in an agricultural field. Consider a sloping field, uniform 
along its contours (the y-axis} but not necessarily uniform in 
depth (z-axis} or slope-direction (x-axis} . Such a field can 
be represented in terms of a two-dimensional profile (Figure 4.1} 
or cross-section, being an extension of the usual one-dimensional 
representation of a soil profile. Modeling the vertical and hori
zontal components of water-flow processes in such a system is 
indeed an intermediate stage in the application of soil physics 
to watershed hydrology. Herein, we propose to present a simple 
version of such a model, capable of portraying the processes of 
infiltration, surface storage and runoff, evaporation, in~ernal 

unsaturated soil moisture movement, as well as groundwater re
charge and discharge, as shown schematically in Figure 4.1. 

B. Governing Equations 

Overland Flow 

The basic equation governing the rate of flow (discharge} 
in a channel is 

Q = VA (4. l} 

where Q is the flow rate, V average velocity, and A cross-section
al area of flow. 

Conservation of matter ("continuity"} requires that, in the 
absence of rainfall and infiltration, the change in water level 
h with time be equal to the negative of the change of flow rate 
with distance, i.e., 

ah E2. 
at = - ax 

If rain and infiltration are taken into account, we have 

ah E2. - i' 
at + ax - r -

132 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic depiction of the hydrology of a sloping 
field. The two-dimensional cross-sectional view portrays the 
profile of a field assumed to be homogeneous along its contour 
lines (perpendicular to the plane of the drawing) . 
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Mean velocity and cross-sectional area of flow depend on 
shape and size of channel. Since flow is inhibited by shear 
stresses resulting from the immobility of the water in immediate 
contact with the sides and bottom of the channel, the hydraulic 
resistance of a channel is generally proportional to the area of 
contact per unit volume of flowing liquid (or to the length of the 
perimeter of contact per units cross-sectional area of flow) . 
This contact area can be characterized in terms of the hydraulic 
radius, or hydraulic mean depth, of a channel, defined as the 
cross-sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter. 

Now consider an infinitely wide channel without sides. Such 
a "wide-open channel" is represented by a laterally uniform slop
ing surface with a layer of water flowing over it, as illustrated 
in Figure 4.2. Here the effective "hydraulic radius" is h. As 
an approximation, let us assume that the two forces acting on 
the flowing water are: (1) the component of the water's weight 
acting in the direction of the bed slope, and (2) the shear 
stresses developed at the solid-to-water boundary. If the velo
city is more-or-less uniform along the slope, then the two for
ces must be approximately balanced, and we get: 

T0 = pgh(X (4. 4) 

where p is the liquid's density, g the acceleration of gravity, 
h the water depth, a the slope, and T 0 the bottom shear stress. 1 

Shear stress T0 is known to be related to the average velo
city squared: 

apv 2 (4. 5) 

where a is a proportionality factor. Combining the last two 
equations gives: 

Chia! 

lA more rigorous approach is to start from the momentum 
equation: 

av av ah V To 
at + ax + gax = [r - f]h - Ph + get 

(4. 6) 

Here the underlying assumptions are that the bottom slope is 
small, the velocity distribution uniform, and the overpressure 
from rainfall is negligible. If we also assume that rainfall and 
infiltration have little effect on flow dynamics and that the 
slope of the free surface (g ah/ax) and the inertial terms (av; 
at + V av/ax) are small compared to friction (T 0 /ph) and bottom 
slope (ga), we arrive at: T

0 
= pgha). 
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where C is the Chezy coefficient, named after the French engineer 
who first discovered this relationship some two hundred years 
ago. A large amount of empirical work conducted since has in
dicated that Chezy's coefficient C is not a constant but depends 
on water depth h and surface roughness n as follows: 

c = 
hl/6 

n 
(4.7) 

Combining this with equation (4.6) gives the useful equation 
generally attributed to Robert Manning (1891): 

(4.8) 

Multiplying by h generally converts the left side of this 
equation to discharge per unit width: 

(4.9) 

In practice, a power of 2 for h rather than 5/3 has been found 
to give satisfactory results for overland flow. Measured values 
of the roughness coefficient have been tabulated (e.g. Sellin 
1969), and range between 0.01 for extremely smooth channels to 
0.1 for flood plains with a growth of heavy timber. A value 
of about 0.03 seems to be reasonable for soil surfaces (either 
bare or with a cover of short grass). 

The last version of Manning's equation can be combined 
with equation (4.3) to yield the kinematic wave equation: 

where 8 

E!!. + 8hm-I 3h/dX = r - f at 
a112;n, and m = 2 for equation (4.9). 

Groundwater Flow 

(4.10) 

Below the water-table the pressure of soil water is greater 
than atmospheric, the soil is saturated, and flow is governed 
by the saturated hydraulic conductivity. Darcy's law alone is 
sufficient to describe steady flow processes, but for unsteady 
flow, Darcy's law must be combined with the mass-conservation 
law to obtain the Laplace equation (Hillel 1971): 

0 (4.11) 

The direct analytical solution of Laplace's equation for 
conditions pertinent to groundwater flow is not generally pos-
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sible. Therefore, it is often necessary to resort to approxi
mate or indirect methods of analysis. In the solution of problems 
relating to flow toward a shallow sink (e.g., a drainage channel), 
it is often convenient to employ the so-called Dupuit-Forchheimer 
assumptions (Forchheimer 1930). These assumptions are that in a 
system of gravity flow toward a shallow sink, all the flow is 
horizontal and that the velocity at each point is proportional 
to the slope of the water table but independent of the depth 
(van Schilfgaarde 1974). Though these assumptions are obviously 
not correct in the strict sense and can in some cases lead to 
anomalous results (Muskat 1946), they often provide feasible solu
tions in a form simpler than obtainable by rigorous analysis. 
They apply most suitably to cases in which the flow region is 
of large horizontal extent relative to its depth. 

Accordingly, taking the effective gradient to be equal to 
the slope of the water table (dh/dx) above each point, and allow
ing only horizontal flow, we get 

where Ks is the hydraulic conductivity of the saturated soil 
and h is height of the water table above an impervious layer 
which is assumed to form the "floor" of the flow system. 

c. The Conceptual Model 

(4 .12) 

In the model which follows, water movement is conceptualized 
as a series of interacting one-dimensional processes. The later
al extent of the cross-section is bounded at the upslope end 
by the watershed divide and at the downslope end by a channel or 
stream. The vertical bounds of the system are the soil surface 
on top and an impervious plane below the soil. 

To discretize this continuous system for the purpose of 
computer modeling, the hillside is divided into a series of ver
tical columns (Figure 4.3), not necessarily of uniform width or 
properties. The upper surface of each column receives or loses 
water according to the prevailing rainfall or evaporative regime. 
During each rainstorm, water reaching the soil surface is par
titioned between infiltration and surface-water excess. The lat
ter, in turn, is partitioned between surface storage and surface 
runoff (overland flow) . Runoff is portrayed as a one-dimensional 
process directed downslope and routed over the upper surfaces of 
the vertically displaced successive columns. The vertical dis
placements of successive columns can be made equal or variable, 
depending upon uniformity of the slope. 

Infiltration is calculated for each column as described in 
the preceding chapter. Water is moved vertically through a series 
of compartments of various thicknesses, which may also differ 
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Figure 4.3. Model representation of the profile of a sloping 
field divided into columns and layers, not necessarily of uniform 
properties. 
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in hydraulic properties. For the sake of simplicity, the model 
assumes that horizontal gradients and fluxes in the unsaturated 
zone are negligibly small. 

As the lower compartments of each soil column fill with 
water due to infiltration and vertical drainage, the water table 
rises. Saturated flow equations and the water table gradient 
govern the lateral flow of groundwater between adjacent columns. 
In this way, groundwater moves downhill in a series of one
dimensional steps. At the uphill boundary, we generally have a 
crest (or watershed divide) which is taken to be a zero-flow 
boundary. At the downhill boundary, the saturated compartments 
contribute water to a channel or stream which serves as a con
stant-level sink. The flows from these compartments and from 
overland runoff constitute hydrographs having units of volume per 
time per length of stream bank. Source and sink phenomena (e.g., 
inflows from irrigation ditches or extraction by roots) can also 
be included. 

All equations pertaining to unsaturated and saturated soil 
water flow, as well as to overland flow, are thus physically 
based. The solution of these equations is accomplished by 
discretizing the kinematic wave equation representing overland 
flow, the lateral groundwater equation representing flow below 
the water table, and the unsaturated soil moisture flow equation, 
as will be shown in the computer program. 

D. Description of the computer Model 

The program is presented in Figure 4.4. It begins as usual 
with memory-space allocations (STORAGE and DIMENSION) for the 
variables, and EQUIVALENCE specifications for the subscripted 
variables to be integrated. 

INITIAL Section 

The following parameters or constants are assigned values: 
(1) NL = number of layers (compartments) per column 
(2) NC = number of columns 
(3) X = width of each column 
(4) IW = initial volumetric wetness 
(5) SK = saturated hydraulic conductivity 
(6) MINPOT = minimal matric potential of air-dry soil 
(7) M exponential constant of Manning's equation 
(8) N = the surface characteristic constant of Manning's 

equation 
(9) ALF = composite constant of Manning's equation 
(10) S = slope of soil surface 
(11) WTT level of water table at downslope drain 
(12) PET = potential evaporation rate. 
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The following are given in tabular form: 
(1) TABLE L = thicknesses of compartments canprising each 

column's profile 
(2) FUNCTION SUCTB = volumetric wetness of the soil versus 

matric suction head (the soil moisture characteristic,non
hysteretic) 

(3) FUNCTION CONDTB volumetric wetness of the soil versus 
hydraulic conductivity 

(4) FUNCTION RAINTB time versus rainfall rate. 

The following values are computed: 
(1) Z = depth of compartments 
(2) D = lengths of flow segments between adjacent compart

ments in each column profile 
(3) ZT = total depth of profile to impervious bottom boun-

dary 
(4) IVWA,B,C,D,E, = initial volume of water in each com

partment and in each of the columns designated A, B, C, D, E, 
starting from the upslope side. A gradually increasing water 
content with depth is assumed initially. 

Note: In the program given, all columns are equal in terms 
of width, initial moisture distribution, soil moisture character
istic, and hydraulic properties, slope, water-table depth, 
surface properties, etc. In principle, however, different proper
ties can be assigned to each column as necessary to include later
al heterogeneity. Vertical heterogeneity can be included in 
each column as shown in Chapter 3. 

DYNAMIC Section 

Rainfall rate (RAIN) is determined by interpolation of the 
RAINTB function. Water volume in each compartment in each 
column (VWA, VWB, VWC, VWD, VWE) is determined by integration of 
the net flux for each canpartment (designated NQAl,19 for the 
first column and B, C, D, E for the next four), with the initial 
volumes given by the IVW values computed in the INITIAL section. 

Depth of surface water (HO) is obtained by integration of 
the time-change of surface water depth (DHDT). Cumulative 
runoff CO is obtained by integration of the runoff rate (RO) 
occurring across each columnar boundary. The volumetric wetness 
W (doubly subscripted for each compartment in each column) is the 
ratio of the respective water volume VW to the respective com
partment thickness L. 

The DO 120 loop computes for each column, and the nested 
DO 110 loop computes for each canpartment in each column, the 
values of pressure or matric potential head (P) of soil water, 
the hydraulic head (H), the hydraulic conductivity (K), 
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Figure 4.4. CSMP listing for computing the water dynamics 
of a uniform sloping field, including infiltration and runoff, 
as well as flow in the unsaturated zone and below the water 
table. 

TITLE RAIN - INFILTRATION - OVERLAND FLOW 

* UNITS 
* KG = KILOGRAMS 
* M METERS 
* S = SECONDS 

* GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

* ALF 
* AK 
* CF 
* co 
* CQL 
* CRAIN 
* D 
* DHDT 

* EVAP 
* F 

* G 
* H 
* HO 
* I 
* IVW 
* IW 
* J 
* K 
* L 
* M 

* N 
* NC 
* NF 
* NL 
* NQA 
* p 
* PET 
* Q 
* QL 
* NAIN 
* RO 
* s 
* SK 
* VWA 

* 
* w 
* wr 
* wrT 
* x 

COMPOSITE CONSTANT OF MANNINGS EQUATION 
AVERAGE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY BETWEEN LAYERS (M/S) 
CUMULATIVE INFILTRATION (M) 
CUMULATIVE RUNOFF (M**2) 
CUMULATIVE LATERAL FLOW OF GROUNDWATER (M**2) 
CUMULATIVE RAINFALL (M) 
DISTANCE OF FLOW BETWEEN ADJACENT LAYERS (M) 
TIME-CHANGE OF SURFACE-WATER DEPTH (M/S) 
EVAPORATIOO RATE (M/S) 
INFILTRATIOO RATE (M/S) 
INDEX OF TOPMOST LAYER UNDER WATER TABIE 
HYDRAULIC PCYl'ENTIAL HEAD (M) 
HEIGHT OF SURFACE WATER (M) 
INDEX OF DEPTH 
INITIAL VOLUME OF WATER PER LAYER (M) 
INITIAL VOLUMETRIC WETNESS (DIMENSIONLESS) 
INDEX OF COLUMN 
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (M/S) 
THICKNESS OF LAYERS (M) 
EXPOOENTIAL CONSTANT OF MANNINGS EQUATION 
MANNINGS COOSTANT (SURFACE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETER) 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS 
INFILTRABILITY (M/S) 
NUMBER OF LAYERS 
NET FLUX IN PROFILE A (M/S). SAME FOR PROFILES B,C,D,E 
PRESSURE PCYl'ENTIAL HEAD (M) 
POTENTIA!. EVAPORATION RATE (M/S) 
FLUX OF WATER IN PROFILE (M/S) 
LATERAL FLOW RATE OF GROUNDWATER (M**2/S) 
RAINFALL RATE (M/S) 
RUNOFF RATE (M**2/S) 
SLOPE OF SOIL SURFACE (DIMENSIOOIESS) 
SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (M/S) 
VOLUME OF WATER IN EACH LAYER OF PRCFILE A (M) (SAME 
FOR PROFILES, B,C,D,E) 
VOLUMETRIC WETNESS (DIMENSIOOLESS) 
WATER TABLE HEIGHT ABOVE IMPERVIOUS PLANE (M) 
WATER TABLE HEIGHT AT DRAIN (M) 
WIDTH OF EACH COLUMN (M) 

* Z DEPTH OF MIDPOINT OF EACH LAYER (M) 
* ZT TOTAL DEPTH OF PROFILE TO IMPERVIOUS PLANE (M) 
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STORAGE L(20) ,Z(20) ,H(20) ,K(20) ,AK(20) ,NF(20) ,D(20) ,WT(9) ,G(9) ,QL(9) 
/ DIMENSION VWA(20),VWB(20) ,VWC(20),VWD(20) ,VWE(20),W(20,20) ,C0(20) 
/ DIMENSION NQA(20),NQB(20) ,NQC(20) ,NQD(20),NQE(20) ,H0(20),DHDT(20) 
/ DIMENSION R0(20) ,CF(20),IVWA(20),F(20) ,Q(20,20) ,IVWB(20),IVWC(20) 
/ DIMENSION IVWD(20) ,IVWE(20),P(20,20) ,EVAP(20) 
I EQUIVALENCE (VWAl,VWA(l)) ,(VWBl,VWB(l)),(VWCl,VWC(l)) ,(ROl,RO(l)) 
I EQUIVALENCE (VWOl,VWD(l)) ,(VWEl,VWE{l)),(IVWAl,IVWA{l)) ,(COl,CO(l)) 
I EQUIVALENCE {IVWBl,IVWB(l)),{IVWCl,IVWC(l))' (IVWDl,IVWD{l)) 
I EQUIVALENCE (IVWEl,IVWE(l)),(NQAl,NQA(l)),{NQBl,NQB(l)),{Fl,F(l)) 
I EQUIVALENCE (NQCl,NQC(l)) ,(NQDl,NQD(l)),(NQEl,NQE(l)),(CFl,CF(l)) 
I EQUIVALENCE {HOl,HO(l)),{DHDTl,DHDT(l)) 
FIXED I,NL,NLL,NC,NCC,G ,J ,JJ 

INITIAL 

llOSORT 
PARAH NL-19,NC•S,X•50.,IW-.2,SK•.7E-5,HINPOTa-lOOO.,H•2.,N~.oJ,A~l. 
PARAH S•.D2, WTT-.16 

JllLL-NL+l 
NCC•NC+l 
ALF•A•s•• .5/N 

TABLE L(l-19)•.02,.04,16•.06,.10 
Z(l)•.5•L(l) 

DO 10 I•l,NL 
IVWA(I)•(IW+AMIN1(.02•I,.285))•L(I) 
IVWB(I)•(IW+AMIN1(.02•I,.285))•L(I) 
IV11C(I)•(IW+AMIN1(.02•I,.285))•L(I) 
IVWD(I)•(IW+AMIN1(.02•I,.285))•L(I) 

10 IVWE(I)•(IW+AMIN1{.02•I,.285))•L(I) 
D(l)•Z(l) 

DO 12 I•2,NL 
D(I)•.5•(L(I-l)+L(I)) 

12 Z(I)•Z{I-l)+D(I) 
ZT-Z(NL)+.5•L(NL) 

FUNCTiotl SUCTB- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION COND'l'B- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION RAINTB• (0. ,O.), (3600., l.E-5), (10800. ,l.E-5), (14400. ,O.) 

PET-.01/86400. 

DYNAH IC 

NOSORT 
RAIN-AFGEN(RAINTB,TIME) 
VWAl•IN'l'GRL(IVWAl,NQAl,19) 
VWBl•IN'l'GRL(IVWBl,NQBl,19) 
VWCl•IN'l'GRL(IVWCl,NQCl,19) 
VWOl•INTGRL(IVWOl,NQDl,19) 
VWEl•INTGRL(IVWEl,NQEl,19) 
HOl•INTGRL(.00001,DHDTl,5) 
COl•INTGRL(O.,ROl,6) 

DO 100 I•l,NL 
W(l,I)-VWA(I)/L(I) 
W(2,I)-VWS(I)/L(I) 
W(J,I)•VWC{I)/L{I) 
W(4,I)•VWO(I)/L(I) 

100 W(5,I)•VWE(I)/L(I) 
DO 120 J•l,NC 
DO 110 I•l,NL 

P(J,I)•-AFGEN(SUCTB,W(J,I)) 
K(I)•AFGEN(CONDTB,W(J,I)) 
H(I)•P(J,I)-Z(I) 
IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 110 
AK(I)=(K(I-l)•L(I-l)+K(I)•L(I))/(L{I-l)+L(I)) 
Q(J,I)•(H(I-1)-H(I))•AK(I)/D(I) 
Q(J,NLL)•O. 

110 CONTINUE 
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NF(J)•(O.-H(l))*.5*(SK+K(l))/D(l) 
G(J)•NL 

DO 115 Isl,NL 
JJ•NL-I+l 
IF (P(J,JJ).GE.O.) G(J)~JJ-1 

115 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 

DO 125 J•l,NC 
125 IF (RAIN.GT.O.) EVAP(J)sQ, 

IF (RAIN.GT.0.) GO TO 145 
DO 140 J•l,NC 

EVAP(J)•PET 
IF (P(J,l).LE.HINPOT) EVAP(J)•AHINl(PET,-Q(J,2)) 

130 Q(J,l)•-EVAP(J) 
140 CONTINUE 
14 5 CONTINUE 

DO 200 J•l,NC 
WT(J)•ZT-Z(G(J)+l)+.S*L(G(J)+l) 
F(J)•NF(J) 
IF (HO(J) .LE.O.) F(J)•AHINl(NF(J) ,RAIN) 
Q(J,l)•F(J) 

200 CONTINUE 
DO 210 I•l,NL 

NQA(I)-Q(l, I)-Q(l, I+l) 
NQB(I)-Q(2,I)-Q(2,I+l) 
NQC(I)-Q(3,I)-Q(3,I+l) 
NQO (I)-Q(4, I)-Q(4 ,I+l) 
NQE(I)•Q(5,I)-Q(5,I+l) 

210 CONTINUE 
QL(l)•O. 

DO 220 J•2,NC 
220 QL(J)•(((WT(J-1)-WT(J))/X)+S)*SK*.S*(WT(J-l)+WT(J)) 

QL(NCC)•((WT(NC)-WTT)/(.5*X)+S)*SK*(WT(NC)-WTT) 
NQA(G(l))•NQA(G(l))+(QL(l)-QL(2))/X 
NQB(G(2))•NQB(G(2))+(QL(2)-QL(3))/X 
NQC(G(3))•NQC(G(3))+(QL(3)-QL(4))/X 
NQD(G(4))-NQD(G(4))+(QL(4)-QL(5))/X 
NQE(G(5))•NQE(G(5))+(QL(5)-QL(6))/X 
TJPl•(AHAXl(HO(l)+H0(2),0.))**M 
DllDT(l)•(-ALf'*TJPl/(X*2.**H))+RAIN-F(l) 

DO 230 J•2,NC 
TJMl•(AHAXl(HO(J)+HO(J-1) ,O.))**H 
TJPl•(AHAXl(HO(J)+HO(J+l) ,O.))**H 

230 DllDT(J)•(ALf'/(X*2.**H))*(TJMl-TJPl)+RAIN-F(J) 
HO(NCC)•HO(NC)+.5*(HO(NC)-HO(NC-l)) 
RO(l)•O. 

DO 250 J•2,NC 
THO-AHAXl((HO(J-l)+HO(J)),O.) 

250 RO(J)•ALF*(THO*.Sl**H 
THO-AHAXl (HO (NCC) I 0. l 
RO(NCC)•ALf'*THO**H 
CRAIN-INTGRL(O.,RAIN) 
CFl•INTGRL(O. ,Fl,S) 
R06-R0(6) 
C06-INTGRL(O.,R06) 
QL6-QL(6) 
CQL6•INTGRL(O. ,QL6) 

TERMINAL 

TIMER FINTIH•86400.,0UTDEL-900.,DELHIN1.E-6 
PIUNT (optional) 
PRTPLT (optional) 
METHOD RKS 
END 
STOP 
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the average conductivity for flow between adjacent layers (AK), 
and the flow rate between layers (Q) from Darcy's law with the 
bottan flow (Q(J,NLL)) being zero because of the impervious boun
dary there. The infiltrability of each column (NF(J)) is computed 
under the assumption that the pressure of water at the soil 
surface is zero (i.e., atmospheric pressure). Note that index J 
refers to the ordinal number of each column and index I refers 
to ordinal number of each compartment within each column. 

The DO 115 loop, also nested inside the DO 120 loop, is 
a search procedure to identify the topmost canpartment (re-indexed 
G) which is at a pressure potential greater than or equal to 
zero. The vertical location of the top of that compartment is 
then taken to be the water-table height in each column (WT(J)). 

The DO 125 and 125 statements set the evaporation rate at 
zero during a rainstorm. While there is no rain (DO 140), evapora
tion takes place at the potential rate (PET) until the matric 
potential (P) in the surface canpartment of each column falls 
to the air-dry value (MINPOT), after which evaporation may fall 
below the potential rate and equals the supply rate from the · 
profile below (-Q(J,2)). 

During a rainstorm (statement 145) infiltration rate is 
equal to infiltrability unless there is no free water at the 
soil surface, in which case infiltration rate is equal to either 
infiltrability or to rainfall rate, whichever is the lesser (as 
determined by the AMINl condition). The DO 210 loop then com
putes the net fluxes for each compartment in each column. 

Next, the lateral flows below the water table are calculated. 
The upper boundary (taken to be the crest of the water table) 
is set at zero: QL(l) = O. DO 220 calculates groundwater flows, 
QL(J), between laterally adjacent columns on the basis of Dupuit
Forchheimer assumptions. Lateral flow through the downhill boun
dary QL(NCC), is computed similarly, except that the water table 
at the outlet, WTT, is taken to be constant. The net flow 
of the topmost compartment of the saturated zone in each column, 
i.e., the compartment just below the water table [NQA(G(l)), 
NQB(G(2)), etc.] is then corrected to account for lateral ground
water flow. Thus, if a particular column has greater outflow 
than inflow of groundwater during any particular period, the 
net outflow is renoved from the topnost saturated compartment, 
and, unless there is sufficient replenishment from the profile 
above, that compartment may becane unsaturated and cause the water 
table to fall from its top boundary to its bottom boundary. 

The next two statements compute the rate of change of sur
face-water depth for the first column, using the kinematic wave 
equation, assuming that there is no surface-water inflow into 
this uphill column [RO(l) = O]. The DO 230 loop then computes 
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the corresponding rates of change of surface water depth for the 
other columns. The water depth over the last boundary (down
slope edge of the field) is determined by extrapolation in the 
HO(NCC) statement. The runoff rates, RO(J), are computed by 
Manning's equation in the DO 250 loop. Cumulative rain (CRAIN) 
and cumulative infiltration (CFl) are obtained by integration of 
the rainfall and infiltration rates over time. The cumulative 
lateral flows (CQL) and cumulative evaporation values (EVAP) are 
also obtained by integration with respect to time of the appropri
ate rates. 

The TERMINAL section should by now be self-explanatory. 

D. Results of Simulation Trials 

To test and demonstrate the capabilities of the l!Odel, a num
ber of simulation trials were conducted. These will be described 
in turn. 

Rainfall Over an Impervious Slope 

A heavy rainstorm of 6 hour duration (2 hours of increasing 
intensity, 2 hours of steady intensity at 72 mm/hour, and 2 
hours of diminishing intensity), totaling 288 mm, was simulated. 

Figure 4.5 shows the appearance and mean depth of surface 
water excess over the first 50 m segment of the slope as a func
tion of time for four gradients: 1%, 2%, 10%, and 20%. In each 
case, the thickness of the layer of flowing water increases with 
rain intensity, levels out as the rain becomes steady, and de
creases as rain intensity diminishes. However, the recession of 
surface water lags somewhat behind the cessation of the rain, as 
is evident in the right-side "tails" exhibited by the curves of 
Figure 4.5. 

Comparing the steady-phase values of surface-water thickness, 
we note that increasing slope steepness results in decreasing 
mean thickness of the running water. This is obviously due to the 
increased velocity of overland flow. However, the decrease of 
surface-water thickness is much less than proportional to slope 
steepness. Thus, a twenty-fold increase in the slope (from 1% 
to 20%) causes only a two-fold decrease in surface-water thick
ness. This is, of course, a consequence of the use of the Man
ning's equation, as described in section B of this chapter. 

The increase of surface-water thickness with distance 
downslope is shown in Figure 4.6. At the lower edge of our 
field, 225 m downslope from the crest, the steady-state thick
ness of the flowing sheet of water is about 30 mm in the nearly 
level (1% slope) impervious field but only about 14 mm in the 
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Figure 4.5. Computed values of mean surface water excess 
over an impervious surface during a rainstorm of 288 m for four 
slopes: 1%, 2%, 10%, 20%. 
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Figure 4.6. Surface-water thickness over a sloping imper
vious surface as function of downslope distance during the 
steady phase of a rainstorm with an intensity of 72 mm/hour. 
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Figure 4.7. Development of surface water excess over a 
field of uniform clay at a slope of 4~ during a 108-mm rainstorm 
lasting 4 hours, with a two-hour intensity of 36 mm/hour. 
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steepest (20% slope) field. In all cases, surface water increases 
in thickness somewhat less than proportionately with downslope 
distance, with approximately a three-fold increase over the range 
of distance from the first segment of the slope to the last. 

A trial was also conducted to determine the sensitivity of 
the model to variation of slope-segment width. For an impervious 
surface, the thickness of flowing surface-water can be determined 
directly from the continuous theory presented in section B of 
this chapter. The results of such calculations in comparison 
with the results obtained from our segmented-slope numerical model, 
are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Surface-water thickness (mm) at a distance 
of 25 m downslope from the crest of an impervious slop
ing field under a steady rainfall of 72 mm/hour. 

Slope Theoretical Slope-Segment Width 
lOm Som 

1% 10.1 10.3 11.2 
2% 8.4 8.7 9.4 

10% 5.6 5.8 6.3 
20% 4.7 4.9 5.3 

It is seen that the estimate of surface-water thickness 
worsens with increasing width of the assumed slope segment. How
ever, the errors associated with SOmwide segments are considered 
tolerable at the present stage of the model's development. Small
er and hence 100re numerous columns can of course be progranuned 
but require more computer time for the simulation. 

Rainfall Over a Field of Uniform Clay 

The development of surface water excess over an infiltrating 
field of uniform clay at a slope of 4 percent is shown in Figure 
4.7. Here the rainstorm totaled 108 mm, with 1 hour of increas-
ing intensity, 2 hours of steady intensity at 36 mm/hour, and 1 
hour of decreasing intensity. Surface water is seen to increase 
in thickness during the increasing intensity and the steady 
intensity phases of the simulated storm. Evidently, soil infil
trability was in the decreasing phase throughout the duration of 
the storm, which was not long enough to bring about the steady 
infiltration phase. 

The same pattern is reflected in the rainfall and runoff 
hydrograph shown in Figure 4.8. Here the difference between 
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the rainfall and runoff rates indicates the pattern of infiltra
tion which at first equals the rainfall rate but begins to fall 
progressively below it after l! hours. The total al!Dunt of run
off, as determined by integration, was about 35 percent of the 
total rainfall over the field. 

A similar study of rain-infiltration in a simulated field 
of uniform loam produced no runoff at all. The hydraulic 
properties of both soils were the same as those elucidated in 
Chapter 3 of the monograph. 

Rainfall Over a Composite Field of Clay and Loam 

The next set of simulation trials involved laterally 
heterogeneous fields of loam and clay. Two hypothetical fields 
were compared: the one with an upslope column of loam 
and four downslope columns of clay, and the other with an upslope 
column of clay and four downslope columns of loam. 

The rate of runoff discharge fran one column to the next 
as function of downslope distance is shown in Figure 4.9 for . 
bhe various fields being compared. These fields are designated 
as follows: "C" for the uniform clay, "L" for uniform loam 
(curve not shown, since there was no runoff), "C/L" for uphill 
clay and downhill loam, and "L/C" for uphill loam and downhill 
clay. The curves show that runoff discharge increased linearly 
with downslope distance in the case of the clay and loam-over
clay fields, the latter simply producing less runoff owing to 
the failure of the upperl!Dst loam column to contribute any 
surface water. The curve for the clay-over-loam field indicates 
that the runoff generated by the clay segment of the slope is 
partially re-absorbed by the loam during overland flow so that 
the overall discharge diminishes with downslope distance. If the 
loamy segment of the slope were longer, there might be no runoff 
at all. 

The total quantities of runoff and of lateral groundwater 
drainage discharged from the variously constituted fields are 
shown in Table 4.2. The fields which were entirely or predomi
nantly clay produced more runoff but considerably less drainage, 
owing to the smaller hydraulic conductivity of the saturated 
clay as compared to the saturated loam (namely, 2 x 10- 6 m/sec 
versus 7 x 10- 6 m/sec, respectively). The quantities of ground
water flow in our simulated clayey fields were some three orders 
of magnitude smaller than the quantities of runoff, but were of 
course greater than runoff in the loam field. Over a longer 
period of time marked by extended periods of no rainfall, the 
quantities of drainage might become relatively significant even 
in clayey fields, while in sandy fields they are likely to 
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Figure 4.8. Rainfall and runoff hydrograph for a sloping 
field of clay under a rainsto:rnt of 108 mm. Note that the 
rainfall and runoff are given in terms of water volwne per 
time. l mm over a l m wide, 250 m stretch of slope is equivalent 
to 0.25 m3
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Figure 4.9. Runoff discharge as function of downslope 
distance for fields of various composition during the steady 
phase of a 108-mm rainstorm with 2-hours at an intensity of 36 
mm/hour. C, L, refer to clay and loam, respectively. 
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predominate over runoff at all times. 

Table 4.2. overall quantities of runoff and lateral 
groundwater drainage discharged during one day by 
variously constituted sloping fields measuring 250 m 
in downslope length and 1 m in width. Data in 
cubic metres. 

Field Total 
Runoff 

Total Drainage 

Uniform clay 9.66 1.47 x 10- 3 

Uniform loam ~ 8.77 x 10- 3 

Clay over loam 2.26 7.89 x 10- 3 

Loam over clay 7.88 1.49 x lo- 3 

To better interpret the data of Table 4.2, note that the 
simulation extended over a period of one day only, during which 
a sizable rainstorm had been made to occur. The total amount 
of rainfall (108 mm over 250 m2 of the field) amounted to 27 
cubic metres. 

Discussion 

The simulation trials described above, though preliminary, 
illustrate the capability of the model to describe the overall 
hydrological balance of a sloping field which can be represented 
by a two-dimensional cross section. As mentioned earlier, the 
model can easily be adapted to represent fields of variable slope 
and textural canposition. Plant activity and root extraction 
of soil water can be included. A solute transport model can 
also be grafted on the hydraulic flow model to describe the fate 
of salts and their possible migration between the soil and the 
groundwater. Vertical heterogeneity can be taken into account 
by the method described in our preceding chapter. The possibil
ity of including lateral heterogeneity effects is a particularly 
important feature of our model. Recently shown to be an inescap
able characteristic of agricultural soils, its possible effect 
in principle on the overall water regime of a field had not yet 
been analyzed. 

However, as against its promising features, our model has a 
number of serious shortcomings. Its disregard of lateral flow 
in the so-called unsaturated zone (above the water table) can 
cause errors where intermediate clay layers occur in the soil 
and may cause the formation of temporary, perched water tables , 
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particularly where such layers are slanted rather than horizontal. 
Moreover, the routing of runoff using Manning's equation disre
gards non-sheet flow, such as concentrated flow in rills or micro
gulleys, as well as raindrop impact effects. A two-dimensional 
model also fails to account for the generally three-dimensional 
convergent flow pattern typical of watersheds draining into streams. 
Finally, the complexity of the model, as programmed in CSMP, 
makes it cumbersome to run and may consume more time on the com
puter than is generally feasible. More sophisticated and efficient 
programming techniques (e.g., the use of the finite-element 
approach) are necessary for a model which is to incorporate verti
cal and horizontal soil heterogeneities, etc. For the moment, 
however, suffice it to say that the model described, being an 
extension of the traditional one-dimensional models of soil physics, 
has proven itself to be internally consistent and logically sound, 
and ought certainly to be developed further and to be tested in 
the field. 
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V. MOISTURE EXTRACTION BY ROOT SYSTEMS 
AND THE CONCURRENT MOVEMENT OF WATER AND SALT 

IN THE SOIL PROFILE 

A. Description of the Problem 

Plants growing in the field, particularly in arid regions, 
are required by the prevailing climatic environment to transpire 
large quantities of water. To grow successfully, each plant must 
achieve a water economy such that the demand made upon it is 
balanced by the rate at which it can extract water from the soil. 
To optimize the management and utilization of soil moisture, we 
need detailed knowledge and fundamental understanding of the pro
cesses involved. 

Plants live in two realms, the atmosphere and the soil, in 
each of which the physical conditions vary continuously. The 
exact manner in which various plants respond to the combination 
of conditions prevailing in the atmosphere and in the soil yet 
remains to be elucidated quantitatively. Pioneering advances in 
this direction have been made by Philip (1957), Gardner (1960), 
Cowan (1965), and others. 

A major problem encountered in any attempt at an exact physi
cal description of soil-water uptake by plant roots is the 
inherently complicated space-time relationship involved. Roots 
grow in different directions and spacings, and at different rates. 
Also, they exhibit sectional differences in absorptive activity, 
depending upon age and location. Moreover, old roots die while 
new ones proliferate at a rate which depends on the physical and 
chemical environment (e.g., temperature, moisture, nutrients, 
salinity, aeration, etc.) as well as on physiological factors. 
How the root system of a plant senses the root zone as a whole 
and integrates its response so as to utilize soil moisture to 
best advantage has long been a subject of great interest. One 
classical view (Wadleigh 1946) was that the root system adjusts 
its water withdrawal pattern so as to maintain the total soil mois
ture potential constant throughout the root zone. On the other 
hand, an often-observed pattern of water withdrawal is such that 
the top layer is depleted first and the zone of maximal extraction 
moves gradually into the deeper layers. 

Since the soil usually extends in depth considerably below 
the zone of root activity, it is of interest to establish how the 
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pattern of soil water extraction by roots relates to the pattern 
of water flow within, through, and below the root zone. Some 
drainage through the root zone is considered necessary to prevent 
deleterious accumulation of salts, particularly in the arid zone; 
yet excessive drainage might involve unnecessary loss of nutrients 
as well as of water. If a ground water table is present at a shal
low depth, it can contribute to the supply of water to the root 
zone by upward capillary flow, but it might also infuse the root 
zone with harmful salts. Considerable upward capillary flow is 
possible even in the absence of a water table, if the depleting 
root zone is underlain by moist layers with sufficient storage and 
conductivity. In fact, the opposite processes of downward flow 
and capillaryrise can occur in an alternating pattern at varying 
rates so that the net outflows or inflows of water and of salts 
for the root zone as a whole can only be determined by integrating 
the fluxes taking place through the bottom of the root zone con
tinuously over an extended period such as a growing season. 

The current approach to plant water uptake is based on recog
nition that the field environment forms a unified system which 
Philip (1966) has called the "SPAC" (for "soil-plant-atmosphere 
continuum"). In this system, water flows in a "transpiratiqn 
stream" down a gradient of potential energy from soil to root 
to stem to leaf, whence it evaporates and diffuses out to the 
atmosphere. Employing the analogy of Ohm's law for an electric 
current through a series of resistors, van den Honert (1948) 
represented the transpiration stream as a catenary process 
through successive segments, in each of which the flux (q) is 
proportional to a potential difference (6~) and inversely pro
portional to a resistance (R) : 

q 
M 
R 

(5.1) 

In the case of the soil segment of the transpiration stream, 
the resistance varies greatly in time and space, as it depends on 
soil and root-system hydraulics. To model soil water uptake in 
quantitative physical terms, two alternative approaches have 
been tried: (1) The microscopic-scale approach (e.g. Gardner 1960; 
Molz et al. 1968; Lambert and Penning de Vries 1973; Hillel et 
al. 1975b), which analyzes the radial flow of water to individual 
roots, considered to be line or narrow-tube sinks regularly 
spaced in the soil; and (2) the macroscopic-scale approach (e.g., 
Whisler et al. 1968; Molz and Remson 1970, 1971; Nimah and Hanks 
1973), which regards the root system in its entirety as a dif
fuse sink permeating the soil continuously, though not necessarily 
at uniform strength throughout the root zone. The relative merits 
of the two approaches were discussed elsewhere (Hillel et al. 
(1975b). 

Some of the previously published macroscopic-scale models 
of soil water extraction by root systems assumed steady-state 
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flow from a water table located at some constant depth, or neg
ligible root resistance (i.e., all roots having uniform water 
potential) or disregarded osmotic effects. Others imposed arbi
trarily restrictive or empirically fitted equations for the soil's 
hydraulic conductivity function, for the extraction rate, or for 
the effective root resistance value; or were in some other way 
nonmechanistic. The model described herein is an attempt to for
mulate the process, insofar as seems possible at present, in 
terms of basic physical mechanisms expressible as transport 
equations for water and solutes in and through the soil profile and 
the root system. The model can provide for the possibility that 
the soil profile itself, as well as the root system, is nonuniform 
in depth. Furthermore, the model attempts to calculate rates and 
overall quantities for the drainage of water and leaching of 
solutes beyond the root zone. 

It is our hope that an integrated approach of the sort illus
trated herein will contribute to a more complete understanding of 
soil and climatic factors as they might combine to affect plant 
water status and uptake, as well as water and solute transmission 
through the soil. Greater understanding in quantitative terms of 
the dynamics of soil moisture availability to plants is indeed 
necessary in the continuing effort to improve and optimize the 
agronomic, hydrologic, and environmental aspects of soil-water 
management. 

8. Governing Equations 

The vertical transient-state flow of water in a stable and 
uniform segment of the root zone can be described by the following 
equation: 

(5. 2) 

in which 6 is volume wetness, t time, z depth, K(6) hydraulic con
ductivity (a function of wetness), ~ matric suction head, and Sw 
is a sink term representing extraction by plant roots. 

The rate and direction of solute movement in a soil system 
depends largely on the pattern of water movement, but is also 
affected by diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion (Nielsen and 
Biggar 1962). 

If the latter effects are negligible, solute flow by convec
tion can be formulated as: 

Jc = qc = vec 

where Jc is the flux density of solute, q the flux density of 
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water, c the concentration of solute in the flowing water and V 
the average velocity of flow. 

The rate of diffusion of a solute (Jal in bulk water at 
rest is related by Fick's law to the concentration gradient: 

in which D0 is the diffusion coefficient. 

(5.4) 

In the soil the effective diffusion coefficient Ds is decreased 
owing to the fact that the liquid phase occupies only a fraction 
of soil volume, and also owing to the tortuous geometry of the 
path: 

(5.5) 

in which~, the tortuosity, is an empirical factor smaller than 
unity, which can be expected to decrease with decreasing e. 

In addition to molecular diffusion, convective flow generally 
causes hydrodynamic dispersion, an effect which results from the 
microscopic nonuniformity of flow velocity in the various pores. 
Thus, a sharp boundary between two miscible solutions becomes in
creasingly diffuse about the mean position of the front. The 
magnitude of the dispersion coefficient, ~, has been found to 
depend linearly on the average flow velocity, V (Bresler 1973): 

(5.6) 

where a is an empirical coefficient. 

The diffusion and dispersion effects can be combined with the 
convective transport equation to give the overall flux of solute, 
J: 

J = - (~ + Ds) (dc/dx) + V8c ( 5. 7) 

With continuity brought into consideration, one-dimensional 
transient movement of a non-interacting solute in soil becomes: 

a ( 8c) 
~ 

(5.8) 

where c is concentration of the solute in the soil solution, q is 
convective flux of the solution, Da is a combined diffusion and 
dispersion coefficient, and ss is a sink term for the solute 
representing root absorption, precipitation, volatilization, or 
any other mechanisms by which the solute may be removed from the 
flowing solution. 
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The rate of extraction of water from a unit volume of soil 
can be represented in the following way: 

s = ~soil - ¢plant 
w Rsoil + Rroots ( 5. 9) 

Herein ¢soil is the total potential of soil water, being the 
sum of the rnatric (¢rn), gravitational <¢g = z) and osmotic (¢ 0 ) 

potentials, all of which are expressible in head units: 

(5.10) 

The hydraulic resistance to flow in the soil toward the roots 
was expressed by Gardner (1964) as inversely proportional to the 
hydraulic conductivity (K) (a function of the soil's wetness or 
rnatric potential) and to the total length of active roots (L) 
in the unit volume of soil: 

Rsoil = l/BKL (5 .11) 

Herein, B is an empirical constant, which can be taken to repre
sent a root-length activity factor. 

The term ¢plant is the plant water potential at a point, pre
sumably at the base of the stern, where all roots converge and the 
plant emerges from the soil with a single water potential which we 
choose to call the "crown potential" (hereafter to be designated 
¢cl. 

The hydraulic resistance of the roots (Rrootsl can be taken to 
be the sum of a resistance to absorption and a resistance to con
duction, the latter being a function of the depth of any particular 
group of roots. Problems associated with the characterization of 
root resistance will be described more fully in the Discussion sec
tion of this chapter. 

The flow rate (qr), delivered b~ the roots from any particular 
layer i in the soil to the crown can be taken as the ratio of the 
difference in potential between that soil layer and the crown to 
the total hydraulic resistance encountered: 

( 5 .12) 

where <¢sli is the soil moisture potential, (Rrli the resistance 
of the roots, and (Rsli is the hydraulic resistance of the soil. 

The total extraction rate (Q) from all volume elements or 
layers of soil, equal to the transpiration rate, is a sum of the 
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source: 
rain or 
irrigation 

• 

sink: atmosphere 
V(t) 

''crown'' 

• • 
~I j :1-m--[;>l>io--~Y..~¥¥--¢-r 1--1 

soil 
surface 

~k ...... 
0 .---------

bottom of 
root zone 

J..L :m 
t drainage 

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of a root system as a 
resistance network. Soil layers are shown as capacitors, linked 
by the variable resistance of unsaturated vertical flow and dis
charged by the roots through the variable resistance of the canopy. 
The roots are represented by a resistance to absorption and a 
resistance to conduction (the former inversely proportional to 
rooting density in each layer, and the latter directly proportional 
to depth). The diodes at each layer indicate one-directional 
flow into the roots. The atmospheric sink is shown to be of vari
able potential. The battery at upper left represents a source of 
water recharging the soil layers during episodes of rainfall. 
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the contributions of all volume elements within the root zone: 

n 
Q L: 

i=l 

Hence, 

[. E ( Ps) i - Q ] / 
1=1 (Rr) i + (Rs) i (5.13) 

n 
L: 

1 

i= l 

where n is the total number of volume elements or layers in the 
rooting zone. Knowing the value of Q (which, as a first approxi
mation for a freely transpiring plant, is equal to the climatically 
induced transpirational demand) and the values of (Rrli (which 
depends on the rooting-density distribution in the profile as 
well as on the depth of the particular layer) as well as ¢s and 
Rs for each layer, we can obtain the value of ¢c at successive 
times by a process of iteration. This will be elucidated in the 
next section. 

The scheme of our model, representing the roots as a resis
tance network discharging a series of capacitors (representing 
water-charged soil layers) is shown in Figure 5.1. 

c. Description of the Computer Model 

Like all other models given in this monograph, the root 
extraction IIK>del we shall present in this section was progrannned 
in System/360 CSMP (Figure 5.2). It is based on the IIK>del 
published by Hillel et al. 1976. 

INITIAL Section 

The following constants are given (note: unless otherwise 
specified, the dimensions are in MKS units): 

(1) NJ = number of compartments comprising the profile 
(2) A = a coefficient of root absorption 
(3) B =the constant of equation (5.11) being an effective 

root length coefficient 
(4) C = root conductance coefficient 
(5) RTL = total length of roots under 1 m2 of field area (M) 
(6) RTRSU = hydraulic resistance of roots per unit length 

(S/M). 
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(7) DTRDEM = daily transpiration demand (M/day) 
(8) D = molecular diffusion coefficient for solutes in bulk 

water (M 2/s) 
(9) DISP = hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (M) 
(10) ERROR, CF, FLPFLP = parameters pertaining to the cal

culation of crown potential, to be explained subsequently. 

The following data are given in tabular form: 

(1) TCOM =thickness of compartments (M). 
(2) RRL = Relative root length, being the fractional dis

tribution of roots in the various layers of the soil profile. 
The data given correspond to root counts taken in a field of 
Rhodes grass (Chloris guayana) in Gilat, Israel (Figure 5.3). 

(3) ITHETA = Initial volumetric wetness of the soil profile 
layers. 

(4) ICONC Initial concentration of the soil solution (K 
mol/M 3

). 

(5) LABTB Relation between wetness and tortuosity. 
(6) COTB = Volumetric wetness versus hydraulic conductivity 

(M/S) pertaining to Gilat sandy loam. 
(7) SUTB = Volumetric wetness versus matric suction (M), the 

soil moisture characteristic, assuming no hysteresis. 

The following are calculated: 

(1) AVTRD = Average transpirational demand (M/S). 
(2) AMP = Amplitude of the daily sine-wave of transpirational 

demand (M/S) . 
(3) DEPTH and DIST = Depth of each compartment and distance 

or length of flow path from midlevel of each compartment to the 
one above it (M). 

(4) PRTL = Partial root length in each compartment, as frac
tion of the total length of roots in the profile (M) . 

(5) RSRT = Hydraulic resistance of the active roots in each 
compartment (S), being inversely proportional to the length of 
roots in the compartment (PRTL). The expression for RSRT consists 
of two terms: a constant term representing resistance to absorp
tion, and a depth-dependent term representing resistance to 
conduction. Thus, 

RSRT(I) RTRSU*(A+C*DEPTH(I))/PRTL(!) (5.14) 

(6) IVOLW = Initial volume of water in each compartment vol
ume per unit area of the field (M). 

(7) IAMS = Initial amount of salt in each compartment per 
unit area (K ~l/M2 ). 
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Figure 5.2. CSMP listing for macroscopic scale model of 
water uptake by a nonuniform root system and of water and 
salt movement in the soil profile. 

TITLE SOIL NOISTU~ EXTRACTIOO BY NONUNil'ORM JlOOT SYSTEM 

INCLUDING THE MOVEMENT OF WATER AND SOLUTES 
THROlai THE SOIL PROFILE 

UNITS 

KG • KILOGRAMS 
lll!OL = KI LCMOLFS 
M : METERS 

S : SECONDS 

GLC\SSARY OF SYMBOLS 

• A • ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY CCEFFICIENT FOR ROOTS 

• AMP = AMPLITUDE OF DAILY WAVE OF TRANSPIRATIONAL DEKAND (M/S) 
• r.MS = AMOUNT OF SALT IN EACH COMPARTMENT (KHOL/M 1 ) 

• AVCOND • AVERAGE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY FOR FWW BETWEEN CCM-
PAR™Eltl'S (M/Sl 

• AVTRD • AVERAGE TRAJISPIRATI ONAL DEMAND (M/Sl 

• B • EFFECTIVE ROOT LENGfH COEFFICIE!fl' 

• CF • CO~CTION FACTOR FOR ITERATIVE ESTIMATION OF CROWN 
POTENTIAL 

• CONC • CONCENTRATION OF THE SOIL SOLUTION (KHOL/M 1) 
• CONO • HYDRAULIC CONDCJCTIVITY (M/S) 

• COTB • HYDRAULIC CCtillUCTIVITY TABLE FOR SOIL WATER 

• CRTEX • CUMUU.TIVE ROOT EXTRACTICM (M) 

• 0 • MOLECULAR DIFFUSIOO CCEFFICIEltl' FOR SOLUTES (M 2 /s) 
' Ill\ • DIFFUSION-DISPERSIOO COEFFICIEltl' FOR SOWTE FLOW (M'/SI 
• Dl!.P'l'll • DEPTH OF MIDPOl ltl' OF COMP A Jn'MEN'I' (M) 

' DIF • REU.TIVE DIFPEFl£NCE Bl!TWEEN TCII'AL Roar EXTRACTION ANO 
TRANSPIRATION RATE (DIMENSIONLESS) 

• OISP • HYDllOOYNAMIC DISPERSION CCEFFICIENT (M) 

• DIST • DISTMICE OF FLOW BE'nlEEN ADJACEltl' COMPAR'n!ENTS (Ml 
• DTRDEll • DULY TRAJilSPIRATION DEMAND (M) 

• ERROR - ERROR CRITERION f'OR ITERATIVE DETERMINATION or c~ 
ParEllTIAL (DlllENSIONLESSl 

• FLPl'!.P • CR!TERJON FOR CllANGING Dll!ECTIOO OF CALCUU.Tlt'»I FOR 

' FLS 
• FLW 

TarAL ROCll' EXTRACT! t'»I 

• FUJII RATE OF SOUn'E (ICHOL/SEC/M ') 

• FUJII RATE OF IUITER (M/S) 

' IlUIS • INITIAL AMCJUllT CF SM.T IN EACH COMPAln'MENT (ICMOL/M
1 I 

' ICOllC • INITIAL CONCENTRATION CF THE SOIL SOLIJTION (KMOL/M
1

) 

• I'l'llETA • INITIAL VOL!JHETJllC WETNESS (M 1/M1
) 

• l\IOLll' • INITIAL VQW)G: OF IUITER IN UO! CCllPA!mlf:NT (Mi 

• J - INDEX or COMPAR'l'MDl"l'S (OROIMAL NUMBER) 

• NFLS • NET FICIW OF SALT (ICHOL/SEC/M
2

) 

• NFLW • NET FLCJll CF IUITER (M/S) 

' NJ • NllleER OF CCllPARTMENTS (COMPRISING THE SOIL PROFILE) 

' PE\llU> • Parl!:lft'IAL SOIL MOISTUJIE EVl'<PORATICti RATE (N/S) 

' Pan! • HYDRAULIC POTENTIAL HEAD CF SOIL WATER (M) 

' liO'nt • MATRIC POTENTIAL HEAD OF SOIL WATER (M) 
• PCJTQ!I • OSMOTIC POrDITIAL HBIUI OF SOIL WATER (M) 

' POl'RT • POTENTIAL HEAD OF llATER IH THE ROOl'S (N) 

• PRn, • PARTIM. ROCll' LENGTH IN EACH CO!IPARTl'IEYI' (ff) 

' PTOl'L • TarAL SOIL MOISTURE PorEll'l'IAL HEAD (NATRIC, GRAVITATION-

• RRL 
• RSRT 
* RSSL 
* RTEX 

' RTL 

• RTl<SU 
• SUCTB 

• TCCM 
• THETA 

• TORTB 

* TROEM 
• VOLW 

AL, AND OSMOTIC, M) 

• RElATIVE ROOT LE!IG'l'H 
• HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE OF THE RDarS IN EllCH COMPl\RTMENT (S) 

• HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE OF SOIL IN UO! COMPllRDIENT (S) 
• Roar EXTRACTION RATE rJ' SOIL l<JISTURE FRCM UO! C,_ART

MENT (M/S) 
- LENGTH rJ' ROOTS IN SOIL PROFILE PER l M2 or FIELD AREA 

(M) 
• HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE OF ROOTS PER UNIT LENGTH (S/M) 

K SU:TIOO TABLE Fa!. SOIL WATER 
• THICKNESS OF CCIG'l\RTMENT (M) 

• llETHESS OF SOIL IN EACH CCMPAR™ENT (VOWNE FRACTIOO, 
(N'JH 1 ) 

• TORTIJOSITY Tl\BLE (VOWMETRIC llETHESS VERSUS TORTUOSITY 

FACTOR! 
• TllANSPIRATIONAL OEMAHD (M/S) 
• VOLUME OF WATER IN UCH C,_ARTHENT (M) 
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STORJIGE TCOM(20), DEPTH (20), RRL (20), PRTL(20) , DA(20), I THETA( 20) 
STORAGE ICONC(20),PTOTL(20),RSRT(20),DIST(20),CCllC(20),TllETA(20) 
STORAGE FLW(20),FLS(20) ,COND(20) ,AVCCllD(20),POTRT(20),POTH(20) 
STORAGE POTM(20) ,POTOS (20) ,RSSL(20) 
/ DIMENSION RTEX(20) ,CRTEX (20) ,AAS (20), IAMS (20), NFLS (20) , VOUf(20) 
/ DillENSICJI IVOLW(20),NFLW(20) 
I EQUIVllLENO: (AMSl,Al!S(l)l, (IAl!Sl,IAMS(l)), (NFLSl,NFLS(l)),(RTEXl,RTEX(l)) 
I EQUIVALENCE (VOLWl,VOLW(l)), (IVOLWl,IVOLW(l)), (NFLWl,NFLll(l)) 
FIXED J ,NJ ,NJJ 

INITIAL 

NOS ORT 
PARA1¢TER ERROR- .01, FLPFLP•-1. ,CF•.01, O-l.E-9, DISP.. .02,A•l. ,C•l. 
PARAMETER NJ•l8,Pl•3.14159,B•l.,RTL-l.E4,RTRSU-l.E7,crrRDDt•.Ol 

NJJ•NJ+l 
FLS (l) •0. 
AVTRD-CPrRDEM/864 00. 
AMP+Pl*AVTRD 

TABLE TCOM(l-18)•15*.05,.10,.20,.30 
TABLE RRL(l-18)•2.455E-l,2.2E-l,l.E-l,l.SE-l,l.E-l,.5E-l,.2E-l,.lE-l, ••• 

• 3£-l,. lE-l,. 3E-3,. U:-3, • 3E-4,. lE-4, .3E-5, .lE-5,. 3E-6, .3E•7 
TABLE ICCNC(l-18)•18*.0l 
TABLE TllEAT(l-18)•18*.25 

DEPTH (1) •.5*TCOM(l) 
DIST(l) •DEPTH (l) 

00 20 I•l,NJ 
DIST(l)•.S*(TCOM(I•l)+TCOM(I)) 

20 DEPTH(l)•DEP'111(I-l)+DIST(I) 
DO 30 I•l,NJ 

PRTL(I)•RTL*RRL(l) 
RSRT(I)•RTRSU*(A+C*DEPTll(l))/PRTL(I) 
IVOLW(I) •IntETA(l) *TCOM(I) 

30 IAMS(I)•ICOllC(I)*IVOUf(I) 
FUNCTION COTB-(.01, .788E-13), (05,.l78E-ll), (0.75,.925E-12), (.1, .138E-11), ••• 

(.15,2.5E-ll), (.2,5.E-10), (.25,5.E-9), (.3,4.E-8), (,35,l.5E-7), ••• 
(.4,.6E-6), (.45,l.E-6), (.459,l.lE-5), (l.,2.11:-6) 

FUNCTION SUTB- (O.l, soo.). (. 05, 200.), ( .075, 150.), (.1, 42 .S). ( .15, 10.8). ( .l, 6.), ••• 
(.23,3.2), (.25,3.), (.3,2.l), (.35,l.), (.4,.29), (.459,0.),1.,-60) 

nJllCTION LABTB-( .0, .25), (.45, .67) 

DYNAMIC 

NOS ORT 
VOLWl-IN'l'CRL(IVOUfl, lll'Ufl, 18) 
Al!Sl•INTCRL(I.AHSl,lll'LSl,18) 

00 100 I•l, NJ 
THETA (I) •VOUf (I) jTCQI (I) 
CCllC(I)•AMS(I)/VOUf(I) 
POTM(I)•-AFG!R(SUTB,TllllTA(I)) 
POTH(I)•PO'nl(l)-DIPTll(I) 
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CO!ID(I)=AFGEN(COTB,THETA(I)) 
l!SSL(I)=l./(B°COND(I) 0 PRTL(I)) 
POTOS(I)=-COllC(I) 0 488. 

100 PTOTL(I)•POTH(I) +POTOS (I) 
TROEM•AllAXl(.Ol"AVTRD, .99"AMP 0 SIN(2.•PI 0 TI1'!E/86400.)) 
IF (TIME.EQ.0.) POTCR=PD'nl(l)+POTOS(l) 

DO 110 I=2,NJ 
AVCOllD (I)= .5• (CC»lD (I-1) +cOND (I)) 

FLW (I) =AVOOND (I) "(POTH (I-1) -POTH (I)) /DIST (I) 
DA(I)•D 0 .S•(THETA(I-l)+THETAII)J 0 1lFGEN(LABTB,.S•(THETA(I-l)+ ••• 

THETA( I))) +DISP°FLW(I) / (. 5 *(THETA (I-1) +THETA(I))) 
110 FLS (I) •FLW(I) • .5"(Cc.te (I ·l) +COOC (I)) +DA(I) * (Cc.te (I-1) -COllC(I)) /DIST (I) 

PEV1\P=.02"TRDEH 
IF (POTM(l).GT.-500.) FLW(l)•PEVAP 
IF (POTM(l) .LE.-500.) FLW(l)•FLW(2) 
CEVAP•INTGRL(O., -FLW(l)) 
FLW(NJJ)•CCJiD(NJ) 
FLS(NJJ)=CONC(NJ)°FLW(NJJ) 

CALCULATION OF POl'CR (POTENTIAL OF ROOT CROWN) 
FU'FU'•-FU'FU' 

115 CONTINUE 
SUPUl•O. 

DO 150 J•l,NJ 
I•J 

DO 

DO 

IF (FU'FU'.EQ. l.) I•NJ-J+l 
R~X(I)•AMAXl(O., (PD'nl(I)+Pcrros(I)-POTCR)/IRSSL(I)+RSRT(I))) 
IF (SLMR.LE.TRDEM) RTEX(I)•AMINl(RTEX(I),TRDEM-SUHR) 
SUMR•SUMR+RTEX(I) 

150 COHTINUE 
DIF•(SUMR-TRIEM)/TRtEM 

165 

170 
170 
120 

120 

IF (IUIS(OIF),1.£.ERROR) GO TO 165 
POTCR•POTCR- (DIF"POl'CR"CF) 
GO TO ll5 
CONTINUE 
CRTEXl•INTGRL(O.,RTEXl,18) 
I•l, NJ 
POTRT(I)•POTCR+RTEX(I)*RSRT(I) 
I•l, NJ 
NFLW(I) •FLW(I) -FLW(I+l) -RTEX( I) 
NFLS (I) •FLS (I )-FLS !I+l) 

TERHINAL 

PIUNT (optional) 
PRTPLT (optional) 
TIMER FINTIM-1296000., OlJTOEL-21600. 
FINISH POTCR•-300. 
END 
STOP 
EllOJOB 
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DYNAMIC Section 

Operations specified in this section are repeated at each 
timestep during the simulation. The following variables are cal
culated, as shown in the program (Figure 5.2). 

(1) VOLW = The volume of water in each CCl!lpartment (M). 
(2) AMS= Amount of salt in each compartment (K mol/M 2

). 

(3) THETA = Volumetric wetness. 
(4) CONC = Concentration of the soil solution (K mol/M 3

). 

(5) POTM = Matric potential, obtainable by interpolation of 
the tabulated soil moisture characteristics in the INITIAL section 
(M) • 

(6) POTH= Hydraulic potential head (M). 
(7) COND = Hydraulic conductivity, obtainable by interpola

tion of the conductivity versus wetness table (M/S). 
(8) RSSL = Hydraulic resistance of the soil, a function of 

conductivity and length of flow path in each compartment (S). The 
flow path of water in the soil toward the root is taken to be in
versely proportional to the length of roots per unit volume. 

(9) POTOS = Osmotic potential of the soil solution, in head 
units (M) • 

(10) PTOTL Total soil moisture potential head (M). 
(11) TRDEM = Transpirational demand (M/S), being the positive 

portion of a sine function of time: 

TRDEM = AMAXl(O.Ol*AVTRD, 
0.99*AMP*SIN(2.*PI*TIME/86400.) (5.15) 

Note that nighttime transpiration rate is taken to be 1 percent 
of the average rate of the diurnal period. TRDEM can also be given 
in tabular form allowing for irregular variations during each 
day and between days. 

(12) AVCOND = Average hydraulic conductivity for flow segments 
between adjacent CCl!lpartments (M/S). 

(13) FLW = Flow rate of water, by Darcy's Law (M/S). 
(14) DA= Combined diffusion-dispersion coefficient (M 2 /S). 
(15) FLS = Flow rate of salt, by convection and diffusion-

dispersion (K mol/S per M2
) • 

(16) PEVAP = Potential rate of direct evaporation of soil 
moisture (M/S) . The actual rate of evaporation is either equal 
to the potential rate, or determined by the rate at which the 
profile delivers water to the dried surface zone. This is speci
fied in the IF statements following statement 110 in hhe program. 

(17) CEVAP =The cumulative evaporation. 
(18) FLW(NJJ) and FLS(NJJ) =The flow rates for water and 

solutes, respectively, across the bottom boundary to the soil 
profile. Unit hydraulic gradient is herein assumed to operate at 
that depth (which is considerably beyond the rooting zone) at 
all times. Alternative bottom boundary conditions can be substi
tuted as appropriate. 
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Calculation of crown potential and root extraction rates 

The total transpirational demand is given above in terms of 
the time-variable TRDEM [equation (5.15)]. 

To answer this demand, the roots extract water from each 
layer according to: 

RTEX(I) 
PTOTL(I)-POTCR 

= RSSL(I)+RSRT(I) ( 5 .16) 

where POTCR, the crown potential, is unknown. We assume that 
the plant generates a POTCR value just sufficient to satisfy 
TRDEM as the summation of all the individual root extraction term~ 
l:RTEX(I). 

The search for the appropriate POTCR value at any point in 
time is carried out according to the following algorithm: 

(1) Compute TRDEM as in Equation (5.14). 
(2) Compute RSRT(I) for each compartment as shown in the 

INITIAL section, as well as PTOTL(I) and RSSL(I) in the DYNAMIC 
section, as shown above. 

(3) Compute RTEX(I) by Equation (5.16), using the current 
value of POTCR. [Initially, POTCR is set equal to PTOTL(l).] 

(4) Sum up the total extraction 

m 
SUMR "' r: RTEX (I)' m < n 

I=l -
(5.17) 

where m is the number of compartments containing roots, and n 
is the total number of compartments comprising the profile. 

(5) Calculate the relative difference (DIF) between the 
summed root extraction (SUMR) and the actual transpiration rate 
(TRDEM) 

DIF = (SUMR-TRDEM)/TRDEM (5.18) 

(6) If the absolute value of this relative difference is less 
than or equal to an arbitrarily small error, then POTCR is taken 
to be equal to its current value and the search procedure is 
ended: 

IF (ABS(DIF) .LE.ERROR) GO TO XXX (5.19) 

where XXX is the branching number in the main program marking the 
point of return after using the iterative subroutine for crown 
potential. 

(7) Otherwise, adjust POTCR as follows: 

POTCR = POTCR-DIF*PDrCR*CF (5.20) 
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where the correction factor CF is a positive quantity, small enough 
to prevent inordinate errors yet large enough to avoid the need 
for an excessive number of iterations. (In the example given, 
CF = 0.01). After adjustment of POTCR, the procedure returns to 
step (3) and thence through (4) and (5) to (6), until the criterion 
for ending the search is satisfied. 

The summation process of step (4),Equation (5.17), is conduc
ted between I = 1 to m, which runs alternately from the top layer 
downward and from the bottom layer upward (that is, from I = NJ -
J for J = 1, 2, •.• , (NJ - 1)). This is achieved by means of 
the FLPFLP (IX> 150) procedure, in order to prevent the accumulation 
of errors which might result from inequitable extraction of 
water from either top or bottom layers. 

The remainder of the program deals with output and is mainly 
formal. The TERMINAL section defines calculations which are to 
be executed after FINTIM (end of the simulation) has been reached 
and the method of presenting the data. 

D. Results for a Stable, Non-Uniform Root System 

The results of a series of simulation runs for non-uniform 
but stable root systems are shown in Figures 5.4 to 5.16. 

A preliminary "basic" simulation run was carried out to es
tablish a general pattern of water extraction as a basis for later 
comparisons of variable effects. The following conditions were 
assumed to prevail: 

(1) Total root length (RTL) = 10,000 m of roots per m2 of 
field. 

(2) Transpirational demand: Sinusoidal (diurnally fluctua
ting), totaling 10 mm per day. 

(3) Evaporation rate for soil surface = 2 percent of transpir
ation rate. 

(4) Initial soil moisture content (volumetric wetness) 
25 percent. 

(5) Initial concentration of the soil solution = 0.02 
normality. 

(6) Root distribution pattern: as shown in the top curve 
of Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.4 presents successive soil moisture profiles during 
the process of extraction from a soil initially at 25 percent 
moisture, which is roughly the "field capacity" for Gilat silt 
loam. Note that 99.955 percent of the roots are present in the 
upper half-metre of the soil profile (upper curve, Figure 5.3). 
An interesting feature of this family of curves is that only 
the top 30 cm or so of the profile exhibits anything like a 
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RELATIVE ROOT CONCENTRATION 
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Figure 5.3. Relative root distribution in the soil profile: 
Solid curve: basic simulation run, "shallow root system"; 
dashed curve: "deep root system." 
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Figure 5,4. Basic simulation run: Pattern of soil moisture 
extraction by roots as shown by successive wetness profiles. The 
numbers alongside the curves indicate days from time zero, at which 
soil wetness was a uniform 25 percent. The dashed curve is for 
a root system 10-times as dense (RTL = 10 5 m) having the same 
relative distribution in the profile. 
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uniform value of wetness at any particular time, whereas a con
siderable zone below is highly nonuniform. 

The pattern of moisture extraction is characterized by three 
discernible phenomena: Gradual reduction of wetness within the 
zone of major root concentration, gradually deepening zone of 
moisture extraction, and gradually steepening gradients of mois
ture between the untapped subsoil and the zone of major extrac
tion. On the eleventh day, at which our hypothetical plant is 
presumed to be in a state of stress leading to wilting (the crown 
potential having fallen below -30 bars) the moisture profile 
varied from about 6 percent in the top 20 cm to about 10 percent 
at 40 cm, about 17 percent at 60 cm, and over 20 percent below 80 
cm. 

The highly variable nature of the soil moisture profile is 
also illustrated in Figure 5.5, which presents successive matric 
potential profiles. The concurrently developing profile of total 
soil moisture potential is shown for the 11th day, at which wilt
ing was presumed to have occurred. It is seen that the soil 
moisture potential varies more and more widely within and below 
the root zone as the process of water extraction progresses. On 
the 11th day, the matric suction varied from less than 2 bars 
at the 50 cm depth to more than 17 in the upper 30 cm. 

The actual pattern of cumulative extraction by roots is 
shown in Figure 5.6. It is seen that with time, as the topmost 
layer of soil is progressively depleted by both root extraction 
and direct evaporation, more and more of the plant's water supply 
is extracted from the deeper layers even though the roots are 
very sparse beyond, say, 45 cm. This is apparently a consequence 
of the considerable flux of water transmitted to the drying root 
zone from the wetter subsoil layers. 

The transmission of water through the 75-cm plane (taken 
to be the bottom of the root zone) is illustrated in Figure 5.7. 
Downward drainage is seen to take place, albeit at a diminishing 
rate, during the first 3 days, after which capillary rise begins 
and fluctuates in a repetitive diurnal pattern. The rate of capil
lary rise begins to diminish toward the end of the simulation 
period. The total drainage during the first 3 days amounted to 
only 1 mm, while the total capillary rise from the third to the 
eleventh day amounted to nearly 9 mm (i.e., about 1.5 lTl1\ per 
day, or 15 percent of the transpirational demand). 

The transmission of salt through the bottom of the roct 
zone is shown in Figure 5.8. The downward and upward movement 
of salt is seen to be concurrent with the flux of water during 
the first 9 days or so, as the main mechanism of salt transport is 
by convection. Gradually, however, as the concentration in the 
soil solution within the root zone increases (through evaporation 
and the selective extraction of water by the roots), concentration 
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Figure 5.5. Basic simulation: Successive profiles of matric 
potential ($m) on days 2, 4, 6, B, 10, and 11; and of total water 
potential ($s) on day 11. The dashed curve is for the dense root 
system. 
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Figure 5.6. "Basic" simulation: Cumulative root extraction 
of soil moisture as a function of depth at different days during 
the 11-day simulation. The dashed curve is for the denser root 
system. 
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Figure 5.7. Flux of water through the bottom of the root 
zone (75 cm depth) as function of time. Basic simulation run. 
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Figure 5.8. Flux of salt through the bottom of the root 
zone (75 cm depth) as function of time. Basic simulation run. 
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gradients build up between the root zone and the subsoil, causing 
downward diffusion at a rate which eventually exceeds the upward 
transport of salts carried by the convective stream of water. 

Figure 5.9 shows the continuous and steepening change in 
water potential at different segments of the system, in the soil 
and in the plant. At a depth of about 30 cm, the soil's matric 
suction, although initially lower than the osmotic, eventually 
becomes far greater. On the other hand, at a depth of about 50 cm 
the matric suction remains lower than the osmotic, which builds 
up on the lower horizons as a consequence of the influx of water 
and solutes into the lower part of the root zone, where roore and 
more of the water is taken up. (Note that we use the term "suc
tion" to express the negative water potential as a positive quanti
ty). 

Figure 5.10 shows the change in crown potential in relation 
to the change in total soil moisture potential (hydraulic and 
osmotic) at different depths within the root zone. It is seen that 
the plant water potential must exceed and increasingly diverge 
from the soil moisture potential of all depths (particularly the 
lower depths, where the roots are sparse) for the plant to main
tain its transpiration rate in the face of diminishing soil mois
ture potential which is associated with a steep decrease of hy
draulic conductivity. 

Following the basic simulation run thus far described, a 
number of factors were varied to map out their possible effects. 
Of the numerous conceivable comparisons the model enables us to 
make, we have chosen but a few for purposes of illustration. 

The effect of initial soil wetness is shown in Figure 5.11, 
in which the time-course of plant water potential is followed 
during a continuous period of evaporation without replenislunent 
of soil moisture by rain or irrigation. Initial post-irrigation 
soil wetness would normally depend primarily upon soil texture 
and profile layers, and to a lesser degree upon quantity and mode 
of irrigation. In our case, the comparison between initial wet
ness values of 15, 25, and 35 percent is entirely hypothetical, 
as it is made for fully and uniformly wetted profiles of the same 
soil. It is seen that plant water potential fell steeply and 
rapidly to reach a stressful level (below -30 bars) within only 
5 days where the initial wetness was 15 percent. The same hypothe
tical plant, subject to the same transpirational demand, exhibited 
a very gradual change of water potential, which reached only 
-7 bars on the fifteenth day, where the initial soil wetness was 
35 percent. The intermediate initial wetness level of 25 percent 
representing the approximate value of this soil's "field capacity," 
allowed about 12 days before the stressful condition developed. 
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Figure 5.9. Changes in water potential in the soil and plant 
during the extraction process: ¢c = crown potential; ¢s/3• ¢s/6r 
¢s/10 = total soil water potential at 15, 30, and 50 cm depths 
respectively; <f>m;3, ¢m/6• <l>m/10 = soil matric potential at 
the same depths; ¢0 ;3, ¢o;6 ¢0 ;10 osmotic potential of soil 
water at the same depths. Basic simulation run. A, 8, and C 
represent the 3rd, 6th and 10th day, respectively. 
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Figure 5.10. Crown potential as function of soil water poten
tial at different depths (15, 30, and 50 cm) within the root zone. 
Basic simulation run. 
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Figure 5.11. Effect of initial soil wetness on the noontime 
values of plant water potential during a succession of daily trans
piration cycles without replenishment of soil moisture. 
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Figure 5.12. Effect of initial concentration of the soil 
solution on the noontime values 0£ plant water potential during 
a succession of daily transpiration cycles. The concentrations 
are given in terms of moles/litre. 
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Initial concentration of the soil solution apparently affects 
the development of crown potential in a similar way, though to a 
lesser degree in the range simulated. This is shown in Figure 
5.12. The highest initial concentration tested was of a 0.05 
normal solution having an osmotic potential of about -2.5 bars. 
This is presumably equivalent to irrigation water with nearly 
3000 ppm of sodium chloride. This initial concentration caused 
a steeper and earlier decrease of plant water potential than in 
the case of the initially less concentrated soil solution. The 
least concentrated soil solution (5 milliequivalents per litre, 
with an osmotic potential of -0.25 bar) allowed the plant more 
time before a stressful condition developed, but this time
increase amounted to only one day under the conditions of our 
simulation. 

The effect of rooting density is shown in Figure 5.13. Here 
two rooting systems are compared, having a total length of active 
roots amounting to 100,000 versus 10,000 metres per square metre 
of field. Both root systems (termed "dense" and "sparse," respec
tively) were otherwise similar in depth and in distribution within 
the soil profile. With the sparse root system, our hypothetical 
plant presumably developed a stressful condition on the 12th day 
whereas the dense root system allowed it to remain under the 
stress threshold for nearly 3 days longer in the same soil and 
climate. Our assumed stress threshold of -30 bars crown poten
tial is of course arbitrary, but the choice of any other value 
would in principle indicate a similar result. 

Figure 5.13 also provides a co~arison between a typically 
fluctuating diurnal evaporative regime and a hypothetical steady 
one. The latter is obviously an unrealistic condition, and was 
included in our comparisons only because it had been assumed 
in some earlier analyses of soil-plant-atmosphere interrelations. 
In principle, the same trend of a steepening drop in plant water 
potential, necessary to continue satisfying the transpirational 
demand, is indicated for both the steady and diurnally fluctuating 
evaporative regimes. However, the former regime avoids the 
stress-inducing noontime peaks in transpirational demand and 
hence allows the plant at least a day longer before a stressful 
condition is reached. 

The decisive influence of rooting depth on the pattern of 
plant-soil-water relations is illustrated in Figure 5.14. Here, 
the root system represented by the top ~urve of Figure 5.3 was 
compared with one that is twice as deep but otherwise equal in 
total root length and relative distribution. To simulate the 
deeper root system, the compartments comprising the profile were 
simply taken to be twice as thick. The total moisture reserve 
in the root zone thus was made twice as great. Consequently, the 
length of time the plant could remain above any stress level was 
approximately doubled. 
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Figure 5.13. Effect of rooting density on the noontime 
values of plant-water potential during a succession of daily 
transpiration cycles. "Dense" roots: RTL = 10 5rn/rn 2 ; "Sparse" 
roots: RTL= 10 4rn/rn2

• The dashed curves are for a hypothetically 
steady transpirational demand. 
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Figure 5.14. Effect of rooting depth on the noontime 
values of plant-water potential during a succession of daily 
transpiration waves. "Shallow root system" - a.s illustrated 
in Figure 5. 2. "Deep root system" - twice as deep, but with 
equal total root length and relative distribution. 
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 indicate the dependence of plant water 
potential on the magnitude of the transpirational demand. As 
can be seen in Figure 5.15, an increase of transpirational demand 
causes an approximately proportional decrease in the length of ti.me 
the plant can continue to thrive before experiencing any level of 
water stress. Thus, under a transpirational demand of 20 mm/day, 
our hypothetical plant underwent a sharp decrease of water poten
tial presumably leading to wilting as early as the sixth day, 
whereas under a transpiration rate of 10 mm/day it could continue 
to the twelfth day. Figure 5.16 is a snapshot view of the pro
files of matric potential at the end of the fifth successive day 
of transpiration under three rates of daily transpiration. It 
is seen that the increase in matric suction at every level of the 
profile is disproportionate to the rate of transpiration. This 
disproportionality is a consequence of the nonlinear nature of 
the soil moisture characteristic which in our model is embodied 
in the suction table. 

Finally, we tested the possible effect of varying the root 
resistance term. This is illustrated in Figure 5.17, which shows 
the time course of crown potential with two values of root resis
tance per unit length. Note that these two values differ hy 
two orders of magnitude, the value we used in our basic simula
tion run being intermediate between the two. Increasing root 
resistance is seen to induce a somewhat quicker and steeper de
crease of crown potential, but the difference is hardly signifi
cant for the conditions of our model, in which the soil resistance 
term is predominant most of the time, and increasingly so as the 
soil dries. 

Discussion 

Certain very definite limitations of the model, as presented, 
must be borne in mind when its results are evaluated. 

Perhaps the m:ist serious omission is that of the stomata! 
control mechanisms by which the plant can restrict its transpira
tion rate during periods of high demand as it begins to experience 
stress. By this mechanism the plant may modify the pattern by 
which its own water potential responds to the continuous trans
pirational demand and the dwindling supply of soil moisture. 
Moreover, the characterization of plant water potential in terms 
of a single value {namely, the "crown" potential) disregards the 
potential distribution through the plant system and the possi
bility that the water potential in the leaves may differ fran that 
in the stem. 

Still another shortcoming of our model is its portrayal of the 
root system as a fixed resistance network allowing no growth or 
change in conductive properties. 
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Figure 5.15. Dependence of plant water potential on the 
transpirational demand. 
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Figure 5.16. Matric potential profiles at the end of 5 days 
under different transpirational demands: (1) 5 mm/day; (2) 10 
mm/day; (3) 20 mm/day. 
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root resistance. 
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Finally, our macroscopic scale model disregards the micro
scopic scale drawdown of soil moisture potential and other phenome
na which might occur in the imnediate vicinity of each active root 
(see Hillel et al., 1975b). Such localized effects may be offset 
at least partly by the ability of roots to grow and thus continu
ously reach into moist regions of the soil. 

As against these limitations, we might point out the model's 
capability to provide a mechanistic description of the flow of 
water and salts in and through any soil profile with any distribu
tion of roots under various and variable climatic regimes. The 
model is flexible enough to allow numerous variations and adapta
tions in addition to those shown. Though not entirely demonstrated 
in the necessarily limited range of examples given, the model 
can readily be adapted to handle variable-intensity rainfall (e.g., 
Hillel et al., 1975a) or irrigation with water of varying salt 
concentration, as well as the soil energy balance and thermal re
gime (e.g., van Bavel and Hillel 1975). Moreover, the model can be 
made to include water-table conditions or cases of nonuniform soil 
profiles simply by assigning different suction and conductivity 
functions, as well as different initial wetness and concentration 
values, to different layers at various depths. 

Many of the model's shortcomings can in fact be corrected by 
combining it with an appropriate canopy model or by adding sub
routines to describe such phenomena as root growth or dependence 
of root resistance on flux or potential. The difficulty here is 
that we still seem to lack sufficient knowledge to be able to 
formulate some of the processes we perceive qualitatively in quan
titative mechanistic terms. 

A particularly glaring gap in our present knowledge relates 
to the hydraulics of root systems. Such variables as total vs. 
effective root length per unit volume of soil, permeability or 
resistance to absorption and to conduction (and their possible 
dependence on environmental and physiological factors) are exceed
ingly difficult to measure. Hence it is difficult to know whether 
the parameters used in our model, or their numerical values, are 
realistic or not. Such data as are available in the literature 
(e.g., Brouwer 1965; Emerson 1954; Wind 1955; Cowan and Milthorpe 
1968; Newman 1969; Leyser and Loch 1972) were variously obtained 
and encompass widely divergent values. Recently, however, studies 
of roots functioning in fairly natural conditions promise to pro
vide us with some of the desired data (Taylor et al. 1972). 

Beyond our need for sound and realistic values for specific 
parameters, we need comprehensive data to characterize the overall 
performance of root systems in the field. Without such compre
hensive data, we do not have truly independent and objective criter
ia by which to evaluate root extraction models. 
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Our limited and specific objective in this exercise was to 
provide a tool to map out systematically some of the basic inter
actions involved in soil-plant-water relations. For instance, our 
calculations show that increasing soil moisture content works in 
the same direction, though not necessarily in a functionally 
equivalent way, as decreasing transpirational demand, increasing 
depth and density of rooting, and decreasing salt concentration. 
Our calculations also show that flow of water through the bottom 
of the root zone can be a very important component of the water 
balance, and more specifically that upward capillary flow from the 
subsoil can contribute significantly to the supply of water to the 
roots even in the absence of a high water table. Our results also 
suggest that the leaching of salts out of the bottcm of the root 
zone is rather significantly aided by diffusion processes. 

An important lesson to be learned from our results is the 
degree of approximation involved in the old but still popular 
attempt to characterize the water status of the root zone in 
terms of some fixed quantity of "available" or "extractable" soil 
rroisture. The highly variable profiles of moisture content and 
potentiaLwithin and particularly below the root zone,make the 
choice of where in the profile to measure or how to integrate 
soil wetness, suction, and salinity over space and time a moot 
question indeed. The power of the simulation approach is that 
it can provide an essentially continuous monitoring of the entire 
system as it varies in response to any number of factors on the 
basis of cause-and-effect mechanisms. 

E. Modification of the Model to Account for Root Growth 

The preceding section of this chapter dealt with water uptake 
by a spacially nonuniform root system but made no provision for 
the possibility that the configuration of the roots may change 
in time. A modification will now be presented, based on the work 
of Hillel and Talpaz (1976), to account for root growth. A plant 
with growing roots can reach continuously into moist regions of 
the soil rather than depend entirely on the conduction of water 
over appreciable distances in the soil against a steadily increas
ing hydraulic resistance, as is the case with a fixed root system. 
The process of root growth, if rapid enough, can reduce the 
effect of the localized drawdown of both matric and osrrotic poten
tial around each root, as well as increase the effective volume 
of soil tapped by the root system as a whole. 

While we do not as yet have sufficient information on the 
hydraulics of growing root systems, the limited data already 
available (e.g., Taylor and Klepper 1975) suggest that the dis
tribution of roots in the profile can change rather markedly with
in a period of weeks or even days, particularly in the case of an 
annual crop. It is therefore of interest to attempt to devise a 
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logical framework for the dynamic simulation of root growth within 
the context of an overall model of soil water extraction by 
variously distributed root systems. Such a model might thus serve 
as a better criterion for the evaluation of soil moisture avail
ability to different types of plants at different stages of growth. 

In principle, and insofar as it relates to water uptake, we 
can consider overall root growth as consisting of several concur·
rent processes, including proliferation, extension, senescence, 
and death. As used in the present context, the term proliferation 
applies to the localized increase of rooting density (i.e., by 
branching) within each layer without any increase in the volume 
of the root zone as a whole. Extension is the additional process 
by which roots fran any layer extend downward so as to invade an 
underlying layer and increase its rooting density. The process 
of senescence involves suberization and the gradual reduction of 
root permeability. With further aging, the older roots eventually 
become totally inactive and, to all intents and purposes, can be 
considered dead. 

In an effort to formulate some of these phenomena in terms 
compatible with our earlier model, we may write the following 
equation: 

(5.18) 
i i i i-1 

wherein Ri is the density of active roots (lengt~ per unit volume 
or number per unit area) in layer i at time j; R~-I is root den
sity in the same layer at a previous time, j-1, i ~t time units 
earlier; P, the proliferation rate, is the number of new roots 
formed per unit time as a fraction of the existing number of roots; 
D is the death rate per unit time as a fraction of the number of 
roots present; and E is the extension rate per unit time as a 
fraction of the number of roots present at the previous, (j-l)th, 
time step in the overlying layer (i-1) . 

This formulation disregards the process of senescence and the 
gradual loss of root absorptivity and conductivity which it might 
entail. However, even this admittedly simplified representation 
of root growth requires knowledge of three parameters (namely, P, 
D, and E), none of which is available to us at present. For 
want of any proven formulation of root growth dynamics, we tenta
tively offer a method of modeling root growth based on equation 
5.18. In so doing we do not pretend that this is necessarily a 
realistic formulation, only that it permits, at the present 
stage of our knowledge, testing the relative sensitivity of the 
soil-plant-water system to each of the conjectured root growth 
parameters. 
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Root Growth Submodel 

An algorithm based on equation (5.18) was progranuned as a 
subroutine in the context of the macroscopic scale model of water 
uptake by a nonuniform root system, presented in the previous 
sections of this chapter. This subroutine is placed in the DYNAMIC 
segment of the program, immediately following statement no. 100 
and prior to the computation of TRDEM (see Figure 5.2). 

We begin by canputing the average matric potential of each 
profile layer for each day of the simulation period. 

HIMP = IMPULS(3600.,3600.) 
DIMP = IMPULS(l08000.,86400.) 
IF (HIMP.NE.l)GO TO 2000 
00 1005 I = l,NJ 

1005 AVPOT(I) = AVPOT(I)+POTM(I) 
2000 CONTINUE 

IF (DIMP.NE.l.)GO TO 3000 
00 1010 I = l,NJ 
AVPOT(I) = AVPOT(I)/24. 

This procedure instructs the computer to read the matric po
tential value, MPOT(I) in each layer every hour (3600 sec) and 
to sum these values for each day 86400 sec), starting at noon 
of the second day (108000 sec) . These daily sums of hourly values 
are then divided by 24 to obtain the mean value of matric poten
tial for the previous day, which is later used as a criterion for 
determining the proliferation and extension rates for roots in 
each layer. 

We continue within the same DO-loop, with the statement: 

X = AMAXl (0., (POTM(I)-TRSPOT)) (5.19) 

This defines x as the positive difference between the matric 
potential of soil moisture at each layer and a threshold potential 
for root growth, which was assumed to be -10 bars in our simula
tion. 

We now compute the daily birth and extension rates for the 
roots in each layer as a function of matric potential: 

BIRTH= BR*(l.-EXP(-AA*X**BB)) ( 5. 20) 

EXTENS = ER*(l.-EXP(-AA*X**BB)) (5. 21) 

wherein BR and ER are the daily birth rate and extension rate 
coefficients, respectively; and AA, BB are constants of the sig
moid-shaped exponential dependence of both the birth and the ex
tension rates upon the soil's matric potential. These rates start 
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from zero at a matric potential equal to the threshold potential 
TRSPOT and approach the values of BR and ER, respectively, at 
a matric potential of zero (i.e., as the soil approaches satura
tion). Aeration restrictions are disregarded in this context. 

Next we determine the actual proliferation rate, after first 
setting it equal to zero: 

PROLIF = 0. 
IF(AVPOT(I) .GE.TRSPOT) 

PROLIF = BIRTH 

Finally, we determine the length of roots per unit volume of soil 
(PRTL) as follows: 

PRTL(I) = PRTL(I)*(l.-DR)*(l.+PROLIF) 

IF(I.EQ.l)GO TO 1009 
IF(AVPOT(I-1).GE.TRSPOT.AND.AVPOT(I) .GE.TRSPOT) •.• 

PRTL(I) = PRTL(I)+PRTL(I-l)*EXTENS 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

The last statement accounts for the contribution of root 
extension to the total quantity of roots in each layer. 

The following statements terminate the procedure and set 
AVPOT(Il equal to zero for subsequent runs: 

1009 CONTINUE 
1010 CONTINUE 

DO 1015 I = l,NJ 
1015 AVPOT(I) = O. 
3000 CONTINUE 

Results and Discussion 

The results of a series of simulation runs for eight differ
ent root growth patterns are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. The 
depth distributions of these root systems at the end of a 10-day 
period of extraction from the unreplenished moisture reserve of 
a medium-textured uniform soil profile with an initial volumetric 
wetness of 25 percent are shown in Figure 5.18. Note that all 
root systems shown began with an identical depth distribution rep
resented by curve 2, which also represents the stationary root 
system analyzed in our preceding section. curve 1 represents a 
similarly nongrowing root system, but with a steady death rate of 
2.5 percent per day. Curve 3 portrays a root system in which 
both proliferation and death take place, and curve 4 the hypothe
tical case of proliferation without death. None of the foregoing 
root systems were allowed to extend deeper into the soil profile. 
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Figure 5.18. Depth distributions of initially uniform root 
systems at the end of a 10-day simulation of soil moisture extrac
tion for eight different root growth patterns. 
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Figure 5.19. The time-course of plant water potential at the 
root crown during a 10-day period of soil moisture extraction by 
initially unifonn root systems with eight different root growth 
patterns. 
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Curves 5, 6, 7, and 8 of Figure S.18 portray the 10th-day 
distributions of corresponding root systems which differ from 
curves 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, in the one important respect that 
they were allowed to extend into the soil profile, from layer to 
layer, according to Equations (5.21) and (5.23) at a variable 
rate which depended on the daily average value of matric potential. 
The difference between the two groups (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, versus 
5, 6, 7, 8) is very significant. The extending root systems de
velop a distribution such that the maximum concentration of roots, 
initially near the soil surface, moves gradually down into the 
soil profile. As the upper layers are depleted of their moisture, 
by evaporation and root extraction, roots tend to grow preferential
ly into the profile so that the "center of gravity" of the extrac
tion process moves progressively downward and thus the effective 
reserve of soil moisture available to the root system increases 
accordingly (see Figure 5.20). 

The possible effect of root growth processes on plant water 
relations is indicated in Figure 5. 19, which shows the time-course 
of plant water potential at the "crown" of the roots (where all 
the roots converge and the stem emerges frcrn the soil with a single 
value of water potential). Like its predecessor, Figure 5.19 shows 
a distinct separation between the group of nonextending root 
systems capable of penetrating into progressively deeper layers 
in the soil profile (represented by curves 5, 6, 7, 8). With-
out extension, root proliferation added only about 1 day to the 
period of time the plant could maintain the potential transpira
tion rate without experiencing excessive stress (i.e., a crown 
potential lower than -30 bars) • On the other hand, the root 
systems capable of extending themselves deeper into the soil pro
file prolonged that time span by at least 3 days. 

The phenomenon of root extension is characteristic of a 
stand of young plants, such as an annual crop in its early stages 
of growth. The rate of root system extension probably decreases 
in older plants and may indeed become negligible in the case of 
mature perennial crops such as alfalfa or Rhodes grass for which 
the root zone depth eventually reaches a limit. Our model makes 
no provision for this time-dependent aspect of root extension, nor 
does it account for the possible restriction of soil aeration 
which may play an important role in limiting root penetration in
to the deeper soil layers. In principle, however, such factors 
can be incorporated into this sort of model without undue diffi
culty, given the quantitative relationships involved and the para
meters to characterize them. On the other hand, the very ease 
with which theoretical models can be developed into increasingly 
ccrnplex hypothetical constructions without any apparent logical 
limit presents a problem in itself. The imagination of modelers 
and the capability of computers already exceed the bounds of our 
experimental information on the behaviour of the real system which 
we may pretend to simulate. However much we believe our own 
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Figure 5.20. Soil moisture profiles at the end of a 10-day 
simulation of moisture extraction by root systems with various 
growth patterns. 
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model to be based on essentially sound concepts of soil moisture 
and root system dynamics, it still requires rigorous testing, 
which is indeed a very arduous and painstaking task. The sort 
of theoretical thought-experiment described herein will only 
serve its purpose if it helps to spur the task of experimentation 
and the analysis of real data. 
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EPILOGUE 

The task of sinulation in the area of environmental physics 
requires the combined efforts of specialists in numerical mathe
matics and systems analysis and of specialists in the natural and 
experimental sciences of soil physics, micrometeorology, plant 
physiology, and hydrology. Experts in the techniques of computer 
modeling may not always know just where their expertise can 
and ought to be applied to best advantage. Environmental scien
tists know the problems in the field, but may not be fully aware 
of the possibilities inherent in the simulation approach toward 
the solution of problems which have thus far defied traditional 
methods of analysis. The two are, on the one hand, like a pro
fessional actor, always in search of a good play in which to. 
perform; and an undiscovered playwright, yearning for a good per
former to redeem his plot. It is only when, by good fortune, 
the twain meet and join forces that we can expect a really good 
show. 

The author of this monograph is a soil physicist, who, 
unlike his younger colleagues, received his basic training in 
the primitive prehistoric dark ages before computers appeared 
on the scene and became so ubiquitous and inescapable. Hence 
he has had to make an effort to re-train himself in the new 
art (or suffer the consequences of prematurely becoming an 
administrator!). The fact that he has been at least partially 
successful should be encouraging to others in the same predica
ment. In any case, the examples given should therefore not be 
taken as definitive solutions but only as demonstrations of 
some of the potentialities inherent in the simulation approach 
as applicable to soil physics. 

The traditional tendency had been to isolate phenomena and 
study them separately in arbitrarily disjointed segments of the 
field environment. For instance, many agronomists, in their 
single-minded pursuit of greater crop yields (in itself a very 
worthy objective) had been myopically unaware that some of their 
fertilizers and pesticides may contaminate the environment out
side their particular field. The timely appearance of computers 
and the simulation approach offer a way to re-integrate our 
fragmentary knowledge and thus overcome self-imposed artificial 
boundaries between heretofore separate disciplines, the adherents 
of which had become strangers to one another through the develop
ment of separate jargons and habits of thought. 
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However, the simulation approach has its pitfalls too. 
Computer simulation has become almost too easy, and there is 
danger of wanton use. Like any other tool, it can be abused (a 
knife, for instance, can be used to save a life ~ or do the 
opposite}. A modeler can becane so enamoured of his tool, its 
elegance, its ease of manipulation, that he may become addicted 
to it. After a beautiful exercise in simulation, producing such 
neat and definitive results, the tedious and painstaking process 
of experimentation may well seem like an anticlimax. Even worse, 
the modeler may develop such a vested interest in the success 
of his creation, that he might end up, like Dr. Frankenstein, its 
victim (at least in the sense of losing his objectivity} . 

It must be remembered that simulation per se cannot solve 
a real problem. It can only simulate a solution. Its results 
are predetermined by the input, although the full consequences 
of this determinism are often unforeseen for complex systems. A 
simulation can indeed provide new perspectives on the problem, 
but its predictions are always somewhat doubtful, even when the 
model is basically sound. When a model is not sound, i.e., when 
its premises or data are wrong, there is great danger that it will 
gain a false aura of respectability merely because it was pro
cessed on a computer, which still conveys a sense of magic to many 
laymen. Simulation is not a panacea. It is not a substitute for 
experimentation, but a possibly more rational basis for experi
mentation. We need detailed, sound, and canprehensive experimen
tation as a basis for devising models, as well as for supplying 
the necessary parameters, and for validating (or refuting!} their 
results. Reciprocally, such results can help economize experi
mentation by guiding it to where it is needed most. 

Because of the limited accuracy of all measurements, it is 
often possible that several models differing in structure may 
give equally good predictions within experimental errors. If 
only compatibility to data were of interest, any of the models 
would serve equally well, and perhaps statistical models are 
preferable as they are based on the generally safe premise that 
the future will probably resemble the past. But such models do 
not enlighten and lead nowhere. If we wish to understand how 
the system works, then we should prefer the models which are 
based on the fundamental mechanisms known to operate within the 
system. The scientific emphasis perhaps ought to be not on the 
question of a model's uniqueness or even on how closely its 
predictions fit a particular set of data, but on the clarity with 
which the discrepancies between model predictions and experimental 
data might lead to new and profitable inferences. There is no 
such thing as the model, capable of incorporating all the system's 
complexities, only a model, one at a time, each with a limited 
purpose. After al1, we do not seek to assemble and wrap up 
all knowledge in a final sealed package, but rather to discover 
the missing facts. 
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Simulation can be deceptive. It is always tentative. It 
is never exact. It can hardly generate any new information. We 
must not expect too much of it. Its promise so far has exceeded 
its performance. It is still very much a moot question as to 
whether the art of simulation is already ripe to serve as a guide 
in the actual practice of soil and water management. Yet, even 
in its present state, simulation seems to offer a good point of 
departure for theorists and experimentalists to begin journeying 
together. 
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"Therefore theory, which gives facts their 
value and significance, is often very useful, 
even if it is partially false, because it 
throws light on phenomena which no one has 
observed, it forces an examination, from 
many angles, of facts which no one has hither
to studied, and provides the impulse for 
more extensive and more productive researches .... 

It is a moral duty for the man of science 
to expose himself to the risk of committing 
error, and to submit to criticism in order 
that science may continue to progress ..•. 
Those who are endowed with a mind serious and 
impersonal enough not to believe that every
thing they write is the expression of absolute 
and eternal truth will approve of this 
theory, which puts the aims of science well 
above the miserable vanity and paltry amour 
propre of the scientist." 

G. Ferrero, Les Lois psychologiques du 
symbolisme, Paris, 1895. 

"Science is the art of creating suitable 
illusions which the fool believes or argues 
against, but the wise man enjoys for their 
beauty or their ingenuity, without being 
blind to the fact that they are human veils 
and curtains concealing the abysmal dark
ness of the Unknowable." 

C.G. Jung 
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"To write simply is as difficult as to be good." 

W. Somerset Maugham 
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